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1 Introduction
This document provides connection information and detailed low-level, debugging assistance
and techniques to help you diagnose common problems encountered when bringing up MIPS and
Meta/UCC processor cores using MIPS’s debugging hardware and software solutions.
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Licensing
Licenses for open source components can be found on the probe’s in-built webserver at:
http://img-sp00xxx/license where xxx is the serial number of the probe as printed on side
and base, eg: http://img-sp00155/license.
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Terminology
The following terms are used in this document:
SysProbe
SysProbe is the name of the master module that accommodates a sub-assembly PCB that
provides a specific set of debug features. The name of the sub-assembly, such as SP55EHD, can be read on the end panel of the SysProbe.
'probe' vs 'debug adapter'
Throughout this document the terms 'probe' and 'debug adapter are used
interchangeably.
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2 0,36 Probe specifications
This section describes physical and electrical specifications of MIPS probes, including the
target connectors and cables required to connect to targets.
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List of 0,36 probes
A summary description of each probe is given below. Physical and electrical characteristics of
the connections and probe requirements are later in the section.
SP55E description
The SP55E probe provides high-speed debug functions via a 14-way JTAG connection to
target. Connection to host can be via Ethernet or USB.
SP55ET description
The SP55ET probe provides high-speed debug functions via a 14-way connection to target.
In addition it has iFlowtrace and iMon ports. The iFlowtrace port takes trace data from the
target's trace port, buffering the data in the probe before it is retrieved by the debugger
on your host PC. The iMon port samples voltage drop across series resistors, enabling
monitoring of changes in current at specific times. This data can be buffered on the probe
before retrieval on the host.
Connection to host can be via Ethernet or USB.
SP55E-HD description
The SP55E-HD probe provides high-speed debug functions via a 10-way, 0.05/1.25mm-pitch
connection to target.
This probe supports JTAG and the cJTAG IEEE1194.7 2 wire debug protocol.
From firmware version 2.2.0.0 it supports a subset of the cJTAG standard to allow
interoperability with the cJTAG to JTAG adapter supplied with M-class cores.
Connection to host can be via Ethernet or USB.
SP55ET-HD description
The SP55ET-HD probe provides high-speed debug functions via a 20-way, 0.05/1.25mmpitch connection to target. It also has iFlowtrace and iMon ports. The iFlowtrace port takes
trace data from the target's trace port, buffering the data in the probe before it is retrieved
by the debugger on your host PC. The iMon port samples voltage drop across series resistors,
enabling monitoring of changes in current at specific times. This data can be buffered on the
probe before retrieval on the host.
This probe supports EJTAG and the cJTAG IEEE1194.7 2 wire debug protocol.
From firmware version 2.2.0.0 it supports a subset of the cJTAG standard to allow
interoperability with the cJTAG to JTAG adapter supplied with M-class cores.
Connection to host can be via Ethernet or USB.
SP58ET description
The probe is a specialist probe providing debug and tracing functionality with 16GB of
DDR3 memory, a 256GB SSD and intel i5 host CPU. High-speed serial interfaces and 8GB of
dedicated DDR3 memory mean it can sustain 2.5GB per second of trace data capture. The
probe runs a version of XUBUNTU 14.
Connection to target is via 38-pin MICTOR for parallel trace or 22-pin Nexus for high speed
serial trace and JTAG + sideband signalling.
The probe can interface with Codescape Debugger on a host computer, or Codescape
Debugger can be run on the probe directly. The probe is shipped with Codescape Console
pre-installed on the probe for low-level interaction directly with the target.
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Connection to host is via Ethernet only.
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SP55E interface specifications
This topic describes the general specifications of the SP55E interfaces.
Table 1: SP55E JTAG Interface

Feature

SP55E

Supported JTAG IR width

1-2048

Supported JTAG DR width

1-2048

Target must support BYPASS scan

Yes

Additional register delays in scan-chain between
TAP and core

0-2047 before TAP

TCK maximum frequency

31.25MHz currently

TCK edge on which JTAG outputs transition (TDO,
TMS)

Configurable to be either

TCK edge on which JTAG input is registered (TDI)

Configurable to be either

Multiple TAPs on scan-chain

Yes

Multiple cores on single TAP

Yes

TRST required

No

Target TCK system

Must be simple clock buffer only; no PLL/DLL is
permitted

Driver strength for target SoC TDO (for 31.25MHz
TCK down 30cm shielded ribbon cable)

12mA. This output should be source-terminated for
a 50R transmission-line

0-2047 after TAP

Table 2: SP55E Host Interface
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Feature

SP55E

Protocol

1 Gb Ethernet

Protocol

IP over USB (direct to host)
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SP55E probe family Target connector details
The diagram and table in this section show the pinouts for target connectors compatible with
current models of SysProbe.

JTAG Target connector - SP55E connector details
The information in this topic describes the pinouts and physical characteristics of the JTAG
connector on a target when it is used with an SP55E probe.
VI/O

GND

GND

EJTAG socket on target
14-way IDC

Target

TRST#

1

2

TDI

3

4

TDO

5

6

TMS

7

8

TCK

9

10

RESET_OUT#

11

12

13

14

TRST#
TDI
TDO
TMS

RTERM

TCK

DINT

RTCK

Reset (soft/hard)
VI/O

Target System
Reset Circuit

Other reset sources

# denotes active low signal.
Dotted lines indicate
optional implementations on
a target.

Figure 1: Target connector schematic
Note: If DINT is not implemented on the target, it is not necessary to provide a connection
to the JTAG socket. It can be used to force an interrupt on the target from the probe. Rterm
is optionally as part of the JTAG specification. For more information and details of design
characteristics, request the JTAG specification from MIPS.
Table 3: Target JTAG socket physical characteristics

Attribute

Value

Connector type

14-way IDC

Number of contacts

14

Number of rows

2

Gender

Male
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Attribute

Value

Pitch

0.1"/2.54mm

Termination method

IDC

Table 4: Target JTAG Connection Pinouts

Pin

Signal

Direction

Pin

Signal

Direction

1

TRST# - Test
Reset Input

Input

2

GND - Ground

GND

3

TDI – Test Data Input
Input

4

GND – Ground

GND

5

TDO – Test
Data Output

Output

6

GND – Ground

GND

7

TMS – Test
Mode Select
Input

Input

8

GND – Ground

GND

9

TCK – Test
Clock Input

Input

10

GND – Ground

GND

11

RESET# System Reset

Input

12

RTCK – not
implemented

13

DINT default
low.

14

VI/O – Target
reference
voltage.

Output

Note: # indicates an active low signal.
The table above displays the pinouts that need to be implemented on the target’s JTAG
connector, to support the JTAG protocol when used with an JTAG adapter board.
Pin 13 DINT
This pin can be driven low or high from Codescape Console using the command
config(“assert dint”,1) where 1 is to drive DINT high. A ‘0’ will drive DINT low. It
defaults to low.
Pin 14 VI/O
This pin is an input circuit to the SP55E from the target. The normal requirement is 1.2mA
at 1V2, rising to 3.3mA at 3V3.

SP55E-HD Target Connector Details
The information in this topic describes the pinouts and physical characteristics of the
connector on a target when it is used with an SP55E-HD probe.
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EJTAG socket on target
10-way MIPI
VIO

1

2

TMS/TMSC

GND

3

4

TCK

GND

5

6

TDO

GND

7

8

TDI

GND

9

10

nRST

Figure 2: SP55E-HD target connector schematic
Table 5: Target SP55E-HD socket physical characteristics

Attribute

Value

Connector type

10-way MIPI-10-nRESET, ARM-10-JTAG

Number of contacts

10

Number of rows

2

Gender

Male

Pitch

0.05"/1.27mm

Termination method

MIPI

Table 6: Target SP55E-HD Connection Pinouts

Pin

Signal

Direction

Pin

Signal

Direction

1

VIO - Target reference
voltage

Output

2

TMS – Test Mode Select Input (I/O for
Input or TMSC
TMSC)

3

GND – Ground

GND

4

TCK – Test Clock Input

Input

5

GND – Ground

GND

6

TDO – Test Data Output

Output

7

GND – Ground

GND

8

TDI – Test Data Input

Input

9

GND – Ground

GND

10

nRST

Input

The table above displays the pinouts that need to be implemented on the target’s JTAG
connector, to support the JTAG protocol when used with an JTAG adapter board. The direction
is relative to the target, so 'input' is an input to the target and an 'output' is an output from
the target to the probe.
Notes:
• nRST is sometimes denoted as RST*
• MIPI defines pin 7 as a key with the pin removed from the target connector but grounded
in the cable. The SP55E-HD implementation keeps the pin as a ground.
• Pins 2 and 4 have dual modes, switching to TMSC and TCKC respectively when processing
cJTAG signals.
• RTCK (Return TCK) is not supported with this connector; if needed (for example, for HW
emulators) the MIPS 14-pin 0.1" pitch connector is required.
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• The 10 and 20-pin connectors do not include nTRST (tap reset, active low, sometimes
labeled TRST*), an optional signal on MIPS EJTAG. Without nTRST, a target must provide
its own means of resetting the TAP at power-up. In addition, with no nTRST, a board
cannot include a pull-down resistor to the chip nTRST pin, otherwise the TAP will never
come out of reset.

SP55ET-HD Target Connector Details
The information in this topic describes the pinouts and physical characteristics of the
connector on a target when it is used with an SP55ET-HD probe.
EJTAG socket on target
20-way MIPI
VIO

1

2

TMS/TMSC

GND

3

4

TCK

GND

5

6

TDO

GND

7

8

TDI

GND

9

10

nRST

GND

11

12

TR_CLK

GND

13

14

TR_DATA[0]

GND

15

16

TR_DATA[1]

GND

17

18

TR_DATA[2]

GND

19

20

TR_DATA[3]

Figure 3: SP55E-HD target connector schematic
Table 7: Target SP55ET-HD socket physical characteristics

Attribute

Value

Connector type

20-way MIPI

Number of contacts

20

Number of rows

2

Gender

Male

Pitch

0.05"/1.27mm

Termination method

MIPI

Table 8: Target SP55E-HD Connection Pinouts
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Pin

Signal

Direction

Pin

Signal

Direction

1

VIO - Target reference
voltage

Output

2

TMS – Test Mode Select
Input/TMSC

Input (I/O for
TMSC)Output

3

GND – Ground

GND

4

TCK – Test Clock Input/
TCKC

Input

5

GND – Ground

GND

6

TDO – Test Data Output

Output
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Pin

Signal

Direction

Pin

Signal

Direction

7

GND – Ground

GND

8

TDI – Test Data Input

Input

9

GND – Ground

GND

10

nRST

Input

11

GND – Ground

GND

12

TR_CLK

Output

13

GND – Ground

GND

14

TR_DATA[0]

Output

15

GND – Ground

GND

16

TR_DATA[1]

Output

17

GND – Ground

GND

18

TR_DATA[2]

Output

19

GND – Ground

GND

20

TR_DATA[3]

Output

The table above displays the pinouts that need to be implemented on the target’s JTAG
connector, to support the JTAG protocol when used with an JTAG adapter board. The direction
is relative to the target, so 'input' is an input to the target and an 'output' is an output from
the target to the probe.
Notes:
• nRST is sometimes denoted as RST*
• Pins 2 and 4 have dual modes, switching to TMSC and TCKC respectively when processing
cJTAG signals.
• In cJTAG mode, pins 6 and 8 (TDO and TDI) are not used.
• The 10 and 20-pin connectors do not include nTRST (tap reset, active low, sometimes
labeled TRST*), an optional signal on MIPS EJTAG. Without nTRST, a target must provide
its own means of resetting the TAP at power-up. In addition, with no nTRST, a board
cannot include a pull-down resistor to the chip nTRST pin, otherwise the TAP will never
come out of reset.

SP55ET trace connection to target
This section describes the connections for the SP55ET iFlowtrace model of the SysProbe.
The SP55ET board offers three target connectors:
JTAG
This offers the same JTAG connection available from the standard SP55E.
iFlowtrace
The SP55ET iFlowtrace port takes trace data from the target's trace port. Trace data is
timestamped and buffered locally in the SP55ET RAM. The collection of trace data is only
started in the core when signalled appropriately.
iFlowtrace uses a 4-bit data port and trace clock signal.
Current Sense (iMon)
The Current Sense port samples voltage drop across series resistors, enabling monitoring
of changes in current at specific times.
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7 5 3 1

9 7 5 3 1

8 6 4 2

10 8 6 4 2

Figure 4: SP55ET Pin orientations
iMon connector
This topic describes the iMon connections on the SP55ET and SP58ET probes.
iMon Current Sensing specification
This topic describes the current-sensing function (iMon).
The current sense function (iMon) provides a technique for correlating code execution with
current flow on your target.
Two resistors (channels) can be monitored at the same time. Time-stamping in the probe
then enables a comparison to be drawn between current used on each channel and the code
being executed at that time.
Voltages
Maximum voltage is 12V.
Maximum voltage is 12V.
+-5%
Board requirements
Each voltage line to be monitored must have a resistor placed in series, with the resistor
connected in parallel to the pins on the target's iMon port as per the pinout in Table 9:
iMon Current Sense connector pinout on page 25.
iMon cable
A suitable cable is supplied with the probe.
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Target
Source

Load

Board
ground
+

resistor

-

CH1N+

Green wire,
to pin 7

Red wire,
to pin 1

CH1N-

Black wire, to
pin 3

Figure 5: iMon Current Sensing target resistor diagram
iMon Current Sense pinout
This topic gives the pinout of the iMon connector.
Table 9: iMon Current Sense connector pinout

IDC pin number

Signal name at debug
adapter

Signal description

1

CH1 IN+

Connected to positive side of the channel one
series resistor.

2

CH2 IN+

Connected to positive side of the channel two
series resistor.

3

CH1 IN-

Connected to negative side of the channel one
series resistor

4

CH2 IN-

Connected to negative side of the channel two
series resistor

5

NC

Not connected

6

NC

Not connected

7

GND

Connected to (on target board) to board digital
ground.

8

GND

Connected to (on target board) to board digital
ground.

iFlowtrace connector
This topic describes the pinout of the iFlowtrace connector.
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iFlowtrace socket pinout
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IDC pin number

Signal name at debug
adapter

Signal description

1

CLK

Trace clock signal.

2

GND

Ground

3

DATA0

iFlowData bit 0.

4

GND

Ground

5

DATA1

iFlowData bit 1

6

GND

Ground

7

DATA2

iFlowData bit 2

8

GND

Ground

9

DATA3

iFlowData bit 3

10

GND

Ground
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SP58ET Specifications and Connectors
SP58ET Target Connectors
This topic gives information on the connectors used by the SP58ET to connect to targets.
The SP58ET has the following probe-target connectors:
PDTrace
Provides a 38-pin MICTOR connector for debugging via JTAG and PD Trace data collection.
Nexus
Provides a 22-pin Nexus connector for high speed serial trace, debug via JTAG + sideband
signalling.
Current Monitor
This connector must be used in conjunction with either the PDTrace or Nexus connector
when tracing data from a core with the PDTrace block. It enables you to correlating
code execution with current flow on your target. See iMon connector on page 24 for
specifications.
SP58ET PDTrace Connector Details
The information here describes the pinouts and physical characteristics of the PDTrace
MICTOR connector on a target when it is used with an SP58ET probe.
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NC

1

2

NC

TR_PROBE

3

4

VIO

TR_CLK

5

6

TR_CLK

TR_DATA<15>

7

8

TCK

TR_DATA<14>

9

10

TMS

TR_DATA<13>

11

12

TDI

TR_DATA<12>

13

14

TDO

TR_DATA<11>

15

16

TRST#

TR_DATA<10>

17

18

RST#

TR_DATA<9>

19

20

DINT

TR_DATA<8>

21

22

TR_DM

TR_DATA<7>

23

24

NC

TR_DATA<6>

25

26

NC

TR_DATA<5>

27

28

NC

TR_DATA<4>

29

30

NC

TR_DATA<3>

31

32

NC

TR_DATA<2>

33

34

NC

TR_DATA<1>

35

36

TR_TRIGOUT

TR_DATA<0>

37

38

TR_TRIGIN

Figure 6: SP58ET PDTrace (MICTOR) target connector schematic
Note:
• Signal ground is provided by the central earthing strip, which consists of 5 lugs. These
should all be connected directly to the target board ground plane to attain the proper
impedence for the high-speed trace signals.
• VIO is the I/O voltage for both PDTrace and JTAG.
Table 10: PDTrace target socket physical characteristics

Attribute

Value

Connector type

38-way MICTOR

Number of contacts

38

Number of rows

2

Gender

Female

Pitch

0.025"/0.635mm

Table 11: Target SP58ET PDTrace Connection Pinouts
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Pin

Signal

Direction

Pin

Signal

Direction

1

Not connected

NC

12

JTAG Data Input

Input

2

Not connected

NC

14

JTAG Data Output

Output
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Pin

Signal

Direction

Pin

Signal

Direction

3

TR_Probe, enables probe
interface block when driven
to ground.

Input

16

JTAG Reset

Input

4

I/O Voltage for trace data
and JTAG

Output

18

Board-level Reset, driven
low by probe to force target
into reset state.

Input

5

Trace port clock

Output

20

Debug interrupt

Input

6

Trace port clock

Output

22

Debug Mode

Output

7 - 37 Trace Port Data, on odd pins Input

24-34 NC

8

JTAG Clock

Input

36

Trigger output from TCB

Output

10

JTAG Mode Select

Input

38

Trigger input to TCB

Input

The table above displays the pinouts that need to be implemented on the target’s MICTOR
connector when connecting to the PDTrace port on the SP58ET. The direction is relative to the
target, so 'input' is an input to the target and an 'output' is an output from the target to the
probe.
SP58ET Nexus Connector Details
The information here describes the pinouts and physical characteristics of the Nexus
connector on a target when it is used with an SP58ET probe.
Nexus socket on target
20-way
RX0_P

1

2

VIO

RX0_N

3

4

TCK

GND

5

6

TMS

RX1_P

7

8

TDI

RX1_N

9

10

TDO

GND

11

12

TRST#

RX2_P

13

14

GENIO_O

RX2_N

15

16

EVTI#

GND

17

18

EVTO#

RX3_P

19

20

GENIO_3

RX3_N

21

22

RESET#

Figure 7: SP58ET Nexus target connector schematic
Table 12: Nexus target socket physical characteristics

Attribute

Value

Connector type

Nexus 5001 2x11

Number of contacts

22
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Attribute

Value

Number of rows

2

Gender

Female

The SP58ET is supplied with a Samtec cable compatible with Samtec connectors such as the
ASP-137969-01.
Table 13: SP58ET Nexus Target Connection Pinouts

Pin

Signal

Direction

Pin

Signal

Direction

1

RX0_P Differential trace
data, lane 0, P signal.

Output

2

VIO - Target reference
voltage

Output

3

RX0_N Differential trace
data, lane 0, N signal

Output

4

TCK – Test Clock Input

Input

5

Ground

GND

6

TMS – Test Mode Select
Input

Input

7

RX1_P Differential trace
data, lane 1, P signal

Output

8

TDI – Test Data Input

Input

9

RX1_N Differential trace
data, lane 1, N signal

Output

10

TDO – Test Data Output

Output

11

Ground

GND

12

TRST# tap reset

Input

13

RX2_P Differential trace
data, lane 2, P signal

Output

14

GENIO_0, GPIO signal

15

RX2_N Differential trace
data, lane 2, N signal

Output

16

EVTI#, Probe event signal

Input

17

Ground

GND

18

EVTO#, Target event signal

Output

19

RX3_P Differential trace
data, lane 3, P signal

Output

20

GENIO, GPIO signal

I/O

21

RX3_N Differential trace
data, lane 3, N signal

Output

22

RESET#, Board-level Reset, Input
driven low by probe to force
target into reset state.

The table above displays the pinouts that need to be implemented on the target’s Nexus
connector when connecting to the Nexus port on the SP58ET. The direction is relative to the
target, so 'input' is an input to the target and an 'output' is an output from the target to the
probe.
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SysProbe JTAG characteristics

This topic describes the signal characteristics for the JTAG input and output from the
SysProbe probes.
The SysProbe JTAG outputs are driven by DDR output registers, (before going through
voltage translation), yielding very low skew between TCK edges and TMS/TDO edges.
The TCK period must be long enough, after considering all skews, for all setup and hold time
requirements to be met. For systems with high signal skew, the TCK period should be made
longer.
The standard JTAG configuration is:
• SysProbe TMS/TDO to change on the falling-edge of TCK, ready for the target to register
these signals on the following TCK rising-edge.
• SysProbe TDI to be registered on the rising-edge of TCK, after the target has produced
edges on the falling-edge of TCK.

This configuration provides a half TCK-period for setup-times, and a half TCK-period for holdtimes, and potentially providing margin for signal-skew between the probe and the target.
In many cases, more setup-time is required than hold-time, and so if a greater proportion of
the TCK period is used for setup-time, a shorter TCK period may be used.

Non-standard JTAG output configuration
The TCK edge on which the TMS/TDO outputs transition is programmable.
SysProbe can be configured to output TMS/TDO 8ns after the rising-edge of TCK, still
providing some hold-time and margin for skew, but potentially meeting the target setup-time
requirement with a shorter TCK period.
This feature is disabled by default.

Non-standard JTAG input configuration
The TCK edge on which the TDI input is registered is programmable.
As the target produces TDI edges on TCK in response to SysProbe generating edges, a delay
is guaranteed between the SysProbe producing TCK and receiving TDI events as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

SysProbe generates TCK falling-edge
TCK edge propagates through voltage-translation buffer and cable
Target produces edge on TDI
TDI edge propagates through cable and voltage-translation buffer

This delay guarantees significant TDI hold-time, and so it’s acceptable for SysProbe also to
register TDI on the falling-edge. This configuration can potentially meet the SysProbe setuptime requirement with a shorter TCK period.
This feature is enabled by default.

JTAG signal timing
Timing diagrams are given for two cases:
1. JTAG outputs change on falling-edge of TCK (the JTAG standard)
2. JTAG outputs change on rising-edge of TCK
In each case, TCK is running at 31.25MHz.
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JTAG outputs on falling edge (FE) of TCK:

TCK
TMS
Concurrent transitions
TDO
Transitions occur some time
after TCK FE and can be
registered on TCK FE or RE

TDI

JTAG outputs on rising edge (RE) of TCK:

TCK
TMS

Transitions occur 8ns after
TCK RE

TDO

Transitions occur some time
after TCK RE and can be
registered on TCK RE or FE

TDI

TDO and TDI shown relative to probe
Figure 8: JTAG signal timing

JTAG DC Characteristics
This topic describes the DC characteristics of the JTAG connector on MIPS probes.
Table 14: 0,36 JTAG DC Characteristics

Description

Condition

Symbol

Min

Max

Units

Input low
voltage

VIO = 0.8V

VIL

-

0.24

V

VIO=1.1V to
1.95V

-

0.35xVIO

V

VIO=2.3V to
2.7V

-

0.7

V

VIO=3.0V to
3.3V

-

0.8

V

0.56

0.8

V

0.65xVIO

VIO

V

Input high
voltage
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VIO = 0.8V
VIO=1.1V to
1.95V

VIH
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Description

Condition

Symbol

Min

Max

Units

VIO=2.3V to
2.7V

1.6

VIO

V

VIO=3.0V to
3.3V

2

VIO

V

Target I/O
voltage

VIO

0.8

3.3

V

Input current

II

-

+/-5

uA

Input current,
VIO

VIO=0.8V-3.3V

IVIO

-

3.4

uA

Output low
voltage

IO=100uA

VOL

-

0.1

V

-

0.25

V

-

0.35

V

-

0.45

V

-

0.55

V

-

0.7

V

VIO-0.1

-

V

0.85

-

V

1.05

-

V

1.2

-

V

1.75

-

V

2.3

-

V

VIO=0.8V-3.3V
IO=3mA
VIO=1.1V
IO=6mA
VIO=1.4V
IO=8mA
VIO=1.65V
IO=9mA
VIO=2.3V
IO=12mA
VIO=3.0V

Output high
voltage

IO= -100uA

VOH

VIO=0.8V-3.3V
IO= -3mA
VIO=1.1V
IO= -6mA
VIO=1.4V
IO= -8mA
VIO=1.65V
IO= -9mA
VIO=2.3V
IO= -12mA
VIO=3.0V

Notes for making your own JTAG cable
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EMC Compliance
To fully comply with EC directive 2004/108/EC concerning emissions and immunity you must
connect the flying ground lead (if fitted) on the supplied cable to a suitable secure earth point
on your target system.
The JTAG debug output connector on the debug adapter is a 14-way IDC.
If you are making your own cable to connect to a custom installation, note that the JTAG
interface has a theoretical maximum length of 300mm based on a 20MHz clock speed. As a
guideline we recommend that the cable does not exceed 250mm in length and the on-board
track length to the processor does not exceed 50mm where possible. You may be able to
achieve longer cable lengths at slower clock speeds but performance is not guaranteed. All
cables must be screened and earthed.
Board and cable impedance matching
Even though the JTAG signals are relatively slow some thought is needed when routing these
signals for the target system PCB design.
The 14-way cable has a characteristic impedance of 65R, ideally the PCB traces for the JTAG
signals should match this. If the impedances cannot be matched then the traces should be
kept short, sub 5cm. All the traces need to kept to similar lengths (within 1cm difference) to
avoid skew.
Special care is needed on the TDO line (data out of the target SoC), the pad drive strength
needs to be strong enough to deal with the relatively high capacitance of the cable + traces,
but not too high so that it will generate very fast slew-rate edges. We recommend a value
between 4mA and 12mA. Most output drivers will have a relatively low impedance, this
needs matching to the PCB traces and cable with a source termination resistor (RTERM on
schematic), typical values will be in the range 15R - 33R.
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SysProbe PDtrace characteristics
MIPS offers a range of probes supporting interaction with the PDtrace block in cores.
This section describes the signal timing and DC characteristics for probes using MICTOR
connectors for PDtrace
The PDtrace capture device is a Xilinx Kintex7 (speed-grade 1).
PDtrace is a DDR system, where TR_DATA is sampled on RE (rising edge) and FE (falling
edge) of TR_CLK. The TR_CLK period is specified RE-to-RE.

PDtrace signal timing
Table 15: PDtrace signal timing requirements

Signal

Period

Jitter tolerance Duty cycle

Skew

TR_CLK

100ns max
3.333ns min

< 20% of clock
input period or 1ns
max

1ns max to
TR_DATA
Target 0ns

RE-RE

Allowable 35%
Target 50%

Note:
• Maximum TR_CLK rate 300MHz.
• The period is rising-edge to rising-edge.
• Longer TR_CLK periods may be supported in future (if there is demand), by adding a lowfrequency mode.

PDtrace DC Characteristics
TR_CLK
High-impedance LVCMOS input, driven by the target. DC-voltage determined by target
VIO (see Table 14: 0,36 JTAG DC Characteristics
.
TR_DATA
High-impedance LVCMOS input, driven by the target. DC-voltage determined by target
VIO. Trace data is sampled twice from TR_DATA in each TR_CLK clock period.
TR_PROBE
Static activation CMOS signal which indicates the presence of the probe. DC
characteristics are the same as the JTAG port. DC-voltage determined by target VIO.
TR_DM
Driven by target. Indicates that the target is in debug mode.
TR_TRIG_IN
This is an asynchronous signal with no timing requirements.
Cable and target connection characteristics
Target drivers must be source terminated.
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Output impedence of cable drivers should be 50Ohms to minimise reflections and reduce
chance of ISI. That applies to TR_CLK, TR_DATA, TR_DM and TR_TRIG_OUT.
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3 Using and Configuring 0,36 probes
This section describes how to connect MIPS probes to targets and how to reflash their
firmware.
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SP55E Overview
The SP55E is a high-speed debug adapter that uses JTAG and TCP/IP protocol to connect
a host debugging PC to a target. Connection between debugging PC and an SP55E can be
via Ethernet or a direct USB cable. Both connections use TCP/IP protocol. Although USB and
Ethernet can be connected at the same time, only one of them will be used. When an SP55E
is connected to a PC via USB, it presents as a client-mode network adapter.

SP55 Power requirements
The SP55E is supplied with a 12V, 15W DC power supply (centre pin positive). The board can
be run on a supply voltage from 5v to 12V. Wattage requirements will depend on the board
activity.

SP55E Connectors
This topic lists the characteristics of the standard connectors on the SP55E probe.
USB
Connector type

microUSB

Protocol

Client-mode, utilizing a network adapter for TCP/IP.

RJ45/Ethernet
Connector type

RJ45

Protocol

Ethernet TCP/IP

JTAG
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Connector type

14-way IDC, 2-row, 2.54mm pitch

Protocol

JTAG compatible with targets complying with MIPS JTAG architecture
and the MIPS OCI architecture. Note that an adapter is required to use
the SP55E with Meta targets.
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SP55E External LEDs
This topic describes the LEDs found on all SP55E models.
PWR LED
Shows a steady green light when the SP55E is powered up.
TGT LED
Shows a steady green light when the target is powered up and connected to the SP55E by
the ribbon cable.
RJ45 Ethernet socket
The RJ45 socket has two built-in LEDs. If your SP55E is powered up and connected to a
target, the LEDs give the following indications:
Steady green LNK

Ethernet link OK

Flashing green ACT

Ethernet activity
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SP55E Connections
This topic describes connections between the SP55E, the target and the host.

MIPS target
board

JTAG cable:
Both the target and Sysprobe
must be powered off when
connecting or disconnecting the
JTAG cable.

USB/RJ45 cable:
The USB and Ethernet cable
can be connected at the same
time but only one will establish
TCP/IP connection. It is
advisable to only connect one
at a time.

RJ45
Ethernet

Micro
USB
12V DC from
AC-DC adapter,
centre pin
positive.

Figure 9: SP55E connection to target
The SP55E can connect to the debugger host PC either by USB (connected directly to the host
PC) or via Ethernet.

SP55E establishing host-probe connection

This topic describes the connections between host and probe.
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Several members of the SysProbe family can connect to the debugger host PC either by USB
(connected directly to the host PC) or via Ethernet (see List of 0,36 probes on page
16). The instructions here apply to any probes with that dual-capability.
SP55E RJ45/Ethernet connection to host
When an Ethernet cable is connected to the SP55E, the probe tries to connect to DHCP and
request an IP address. Default DNS name of the SP55E is img-sp***** where ***** is the
last five digits of the SP55E’s serial number.
USB connection to host
USB IP address
The USB connection will present itself as a network adapter when connected to a Host
PC running Windows or Linux. On connection, the Host PC will request an address
from the SP55E. The SP55E will serve an IP address from the range 169.254.100.0 to
169.254.254.254. This will be the IP address of the USB port as seen from the host.
The address will be static, derived from the serial number of the SP55E.
The number is derived by the divisor and modulus of the last 4 digits of the serial number
when divided by 100. For example an SP55E with a serial number of 02DALS32000378
would obtain an IP address of 169.254.3.78.
Troubleshooting USB-host connections
Ping the address
If Codescape cannot detect the SP55E, try pinging the IP derived from the probe's
serial number.
Connection on Linux
Using older versions of some Linux distributions connectivity to the SP55E through USB
isn’t automatically setup and visible as an active network interface. In this case, the
ping test will fail. Check that the probe has been discovered using lsusb or checking
dmesg. For example:
Host$ lsusb
Bus 002 Device 011: ID 0525:a4a2 Netchip Technology, Inc. Linux-USB Ethernet/
RNDIS Gadget

Look for the interface in ifconfig –a. For example:
Host$ ifconfig -a
usb0
Link encap:Ethernet HWaddr 76:1A:33:9D:CF:C9
inet6 addr: fe80::741a:33ff:fe9d:cfc9/64 Scope:Link
UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST MTU:1494 Metric:1
RX packets:12 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:4 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
collisions:0 txqueuelen:1000
RX bytes:3269 (3.1 KiB) TX bytes:332 (332.0 b)

If no IP address is assigned, the DHCP daemon may not be setup for this interface
automatically. This can be configured using the network manager/network config that
is provided by your Linux distribution. Either you can set the IP address statically or
start avahi-autoipd daemon on the interface. For example:
Host$ sudo avahi-autoipd -D usb0

With the avahi autoipd daemon running on the network interface, ifconfig should show
the interface with an IP address. For example:
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Host$ ifconfig
usb0
Link encap:Ethernet HWaddr 76:1A:33:9D:CF:C9
inet6 addr: fe80::741a:33ff:fe9d:cfc9/64 Scope:Link
UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST MTU:1494 Metric:1
RX packets:12 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:10 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
collisions:0 txqueuelen:1000
RX bytes:3269 (3.1 KiB) TX bytes:696 (696.0 b)
usb0:avahi Link encap:Ethernet HWaddr 76:1A:33:9D:CF:C9
inet addr:169.254.10.129 Bcast:169.254.255.255 Mask:255.255.0.0
UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST MTU:1494 Metric:1

Note: If setting the IP address manually, it is important to ensure the scope is set to
link-local.
Connection on Windows
On Windows the probe will be identified as a RNDIS device. If connection has not
worked, try updating the Windows RNDIS driver. You can also try adding a new
'Remote RNDIS Compatible Device' from your Devices window.

Setting a Static IP for SP55E probes
Probes such as the SP55E range can have a static IP address set for their Ethernet connection
by using the USB-host IP link and a web page interface. This procedure is explained below.
Determine the static IP address you want to use and check that the USB IP connection to
your host is working (see USB connection to host on page 41). You will need the USB IP
connection address.
1. Open a web browser and enter the USB connection IP address.
This should open a page like this:

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Uncheck the DHCP box.
Enter the static IP address in the Static IP field.
Enter the appropriate Netmask, for most networks 255.255.255.0 will suffice.
Enter a Gateway if required for your network.
Click Apply.
The Static IP address will now be set. To unset it, use the USB address again to connect
via a web browser, check the DHCP box and click Apply.
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SP58 host-probe connection
SP58ET External LEDs, Switches and other connectors
SP58ET Front Panel LEDs
This topic describes the external LEDs found on the SP58ET probe.
PDTrace LEDs
PWR
Lit when power is detected on the VIO pin to the PDTrace port.
JTAG
Lit when activity is detected on the JTAG pins for the PDTrace port.
TRACE
Lit when activity is detected on the trace pins for the PDTrace port.
Nexus LEDs
PWR
Lit when power is detected on the VIO pin to the Nexus port.
JTAG
Lit when activity is detected on the JTAG pins for the Nexus port.
TRACE
Lit when activity is detected on the trace pins for the Nexus port.
General LEDs
PWR
Shows a steady green light when the probe is powered up.
RDY
Lit when the probe is booted and ready for use.
SP58ET External Switches and Buttons
ON/OFF (rear panel)
Turns power on/off to the probe. In the off position the probe is completely powered off.
RST (front panel)
Pressing this switching in will reboot the probe. Note that the the RDY LED will be lit once
the probe has rebooted.
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SP58ET Rear Panel Connectors
This topic describes the connectors found on the rear panel of the SP58ET.
HDMI
For connection to a monitor when working with the on-board OS.
USB3 ports
The four USB3 ports can be used to connect various peripherals such as keyboard, mouse,
memory sticks or external hard drives. External hard drives and memory sticks should
automount.
FPGA USB-JTAG
This is a diagnostic port that enables connection to the on-board FPGA JTAG. It can be
used to configure the FPGA and program the configuration flash. It is not intended for
general use and is a diagnostic tool only in the event of probe failure.

Connecting or logging in to the SP58ET
The SP58ET offers several connection methods:
• Direct login (plug in monitor to HDMI port, keyboard and mouse to USB3 ports).
• Connect from Codescape Debugger.
• Remote connection via SSH, RDP or VNC.
Direct login will give access to the pre-installed functions such as Codescape Console. Other
software can be downloaded and installed on the probe.
SP58ET Default username and password
A default account is pre-created on each SP58ET. This can be used when accessing the probe
via remote connection or when using a keyboard and mouse and logging in directly.
Username

sysprobe

Password

sysprobe

For security purposes it is recommended that you alter the default username and password.
Remote Login to the SP58ET
The SP58ET supports remote login via three protocols; SSH, RDP or VNC.
Connecting using SSH
Connection should be made using the SSH '-Y' option to allow the use of GUI programs such
as such as ‘xfc4-terminal’ (console), and Codescape Debugger.
If you are running Linux on your host, you can connect using natively installed SSH. If you
are running Windows, you will need an SSH client such as Putty and an X-server (to use GUI
apps) such as Xming.
Table 16: SSH Connection parameters
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Parameter

Value

Username

sysprobe

Remote_host

img-sp58***
where *** are the last 3 integers of your probe serial number.
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Parameter

Value

Port

22
For example, on Linux:
ssh -Y sysprobe@img-sp58001

On Windows, using PuTTY

Connecting using RDP
You can use any Remote Desktop client with RDP or VNC protocol to connect with the
SP58ET. On Windows you can use the'Remote Desktop Connection' program and on Linux
you can use KRDC or any similar program that uses the RDP or VNC protocol.
Table 17: RDP Connection parameters

Parameter

Value

Computer

img-sp58***
where *** are the last 3 non-zero integers of your probe serial
number.

Module Login

sesman-Xvnc

Password

Default, see Connecting or logging in to the SP58ET

For example, using RDC on Windows:
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Connecting using VNC
Any standard VNC client can be used on Windows or Linux.
Table 18: VNC Connection parameters

Parameter

Value

VNC server

img-sp58***
where *** are the last 3 non-zero integers of
your probe serial number.

Port

5900

Password

Default, see Connecting or logging in to the
SP58ET

For example, using TigerVNC:
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SP58ET Troubleshooting
This topic describes how to diagnose and resolve any error conditions that are specific to the
SP58ET.
FPGA upgrade needed. Please fit FPGA programming loopback cable
This message may appear in Codescape Console, Codescape Debugger or on the SP58ET
if you are logged in to the probe. It indicates that that the FPGA needs reprogramming
back to the factory defaults. Connecting a loopback cable between a USB port and the
FPGA USB-JTAG port will force the FPGA to be re-programmed with the factory image.
Recovery process:
1. Connect USB cable between any of the USB3 ports and the port labelled 'FPGA USBJTAG'.
The probe will reboot. If you are connected via Codescape Console then it will not
respond to commands, if connected via Codescape Debugger then it may disconnect.
2. Wait several minutes until the probe responds to commands in Codescape Console or
reconnects in Codescape Debugger.
3. Remove the USB cable.
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Connecting to a probe from Codescape Console
This topic explains how to connect to a probe with Codescape Console so that commands can
be issued to interact with the target and probe.
Codescape Console is an interactive Python shell with built-in extensions for debugging (via
a debug adapter) and control of a debug adapter. It can be used for reflashing, testing and
for target bring-up scripts. It is installed when installing Codescape Debugger. In some
circumstances it may be installed separately. For example it is installed independently on
some probes.
The connection command is different when connecting to a probe if you are runnning
Codescape Console on the probe.

To connect from a separate host
Your probe must be connected to your host. If you are going to issue target commands, it
must also be connected to a target. See SP55E Connections on page 40.
1. Change directory to the Scripts directory below your Python location.
2. Start Codescape Console and connect to the probe using the command CodescapeConsole
sp####
Where #### are the last 4 non-zero digits from the serial number on the SysProbe (omit
leading zeros if there are less than 4 non-zero digits).
For example:
C:\Python27\Scripts>CodescapeConsole sp138
Welcome to Codescape Console 8.3.0.30. Enter help()<enter>
for help
<tab> completion has been enabled.
Identifier SysProbe 00138
Firmware
1.5.2.0
Location
Mode
uncommitted
TCK Rate
31250kHz

Running Codescape Console on a probe
The instructions below assumed you are logged in to the probe and these instructions are
issued from a command line on the probe. Codescape Console should be on your user PATH.
If you are going to issue target commands, the probe be connected to a target. See SP55E
Connections on page 40.
Start Codescape Console and connect to the probe using the command probe ('sp
localhost')
For example:
sysprobe@IMG-SP58001:~$ CodescapeConsole
Welcome to Codescape Console 8.5.1.8. Enter help()<enter> for help
<tab> completion has been enabled.
>>> probe('sp localhost')Identifier SysProbe 58001Firmware
2.3.0.0Location
127.0.0.1Mode
autodetectedTCK Rate
20833kHz
[s0c0v0]>>>
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Checking and reflashing SP55E firmware
This topic describes how to check for available firmware and reflash the firmware on a
SysProbe. The firmware loaded on a SysProbe can be reflashed via Codescape Console or
Codescape Debugger.
Note: The current firmware version is displayed when you connect to a target with
Codescape Console.
From Codescape Debugger you can right-click on the target pain and select 'Reflash
Firmware'.
MIPS technical support will notify customers when updated firmware is
available.
The updates are sent as a single .fsh file.
More information on Codescape Console can be found in the Codescape Online Help.
You must be connected to the debug adapter via Codescape Console to carry out the
following instructions. See Connecting to a probe from Codescape Console on page 48

Checking available firmware
Codescape Console has a command, firmwarelist(), that checks for compatible firmware
available online.
For example:
>>> firmwarelist()
0: 1.2.3
sp01020300.fsh
1: 1.2.1
sp01020100.fsh
2: 1.1.0
sp01010000.fsh
3: 1.0.0
sp01000000.fsh

- SP55e - http://codescape.mips.com/components/probes/firmware/
- SP55e - http://codescape.mips.com/components/probes/firmware/
- SP55e - http://codescape.mips.com/components/probes/firmware/
- SP55e - http://codescape.mips.com/components/probes/firmware/

Reflashing a SysProbe
This topic describes how to reflash the firmware on a SysProbe.
To reflash with the latest available flash image, use the firmwareupgrade() command with
no parameter. For example::
>>> firmwareupgrade()
100% - Waiting for probe to restart
Identifier SysProbe 00155
Firmware
1.2.3.0
Location
192.168.154.55
Mode
uncommitted
TCK Rate
31250kHz

To reflash with a specific flash image, supply the url in the firmwareupgrade() command.
For example:
>>> firmwareupgrade("http://codescape.mips.com/components/probes/firmware/
sp01020100.fsh")

Note: Reflashing is complete when the prompt is displayed again. Do not disconnect or
power down the probe until the prompt appears.
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Connecting to MIPS development boards
This section describes how to connect MIPS probes to specific MIPS development boards.

Malta + coreFPGA6
The Malta board is supplied pre-flashed with YAMON. Please refer the YAMON documentation
supplied (also available at http://wiki.prplfoundation.org/wiki/MIPS_documentation). YAMON
stdout and terminal interface by default uses UART0 as shown on the picture below. YAMON
outputs at a UART speed of 38400 baud 8N1. When Linux is running this may be different
depending on kernel config, if you connect a terminal to UART0 be aware that the terminal
baud speed must match whatever baud rate is set by Linux.

Figure 10: Location of UART0 on Malta
Make sure everything is powered off before connecting up.
The ribbon cable has a red line indicating the position of pin 1 and should be oriented as
shown.
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JTAG pin 1 on
MALTA board

Figure 11: Connecting up a Malta + coreFPGA6 development board

SEAD3 Connection
This figure displays connection of the probe to a SEAD3 board.
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JTAG pin 1 on
SEAD3 board
Figure 12: Connecting up a SEAD3 + coreFPGA6 development board
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Diagnostics introduction
This section describes how to get diagnostics information on the state of the target and the
host-probe connection to the target.

Diagnostics in Codescape
In Codescape there is a diagnostics report available from the Target Diagnostics window
(Help menu > Diagnostics). Select 'Codescape Debugger > Comms Log' from the expandable
tree on the left side.
In this report information is given about the debug adapter you are connected to and
communications between the host PC, the debug adapter and the target.
If you are having difficulties connecting to the debug adapter or target you can use this
information to diagnose the problem or you can copy and send the report using the 'Feature
Request/Defect Reporting' option from the Help menu.

Listing probe transaction logs
A log of debug adapter transactions can be generated from Codescape Console using the
logfile command. This can display error and transaction logs for the connected debug
adapter.
Using the command without parameters prints a list of the available logs. For example:
>>> logfile()
DA Info Log
DA Error Log
DA Verbose Log
DA JTAG Log

Note: The logs available will depend upon the target and the type of probe (debug adapter)
used.
Using a log name as a parameter prints the contents of that log. For example:
>>> logfile("DA Info Log")
0.000:SoC X:Generic : <info> : main
0.000:SoC X:Generic : <info> : setup
VHDL version = 1.C
0.000:SoC X:Generic : <info> : board_init
0.103:SoC X:Generic : <info> : main
0.104:SoC X:Generic : <info> : target_handler
first host command to set operating mode......
0.105:SoC X:Generic : <info> : add_event
30.823:SoC X:Generic : <info> : jtag_scan
entering Passive Mode !!

: Initialising...
:
Xilinx Configuration OK,
: Board Revision 3
: Dash ID - 01EGNT33000401
: Dash Initialised, waiting for
: add_event, add: id: 0, period: 1,
:
first command is JTAG Scan,
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4 Board and Core Definition Files
This section describes how to use Board and Hardware Definition files with Codescape Debugger.
These files describe the physical architecture of a board and SoC. Hardware Definition files
provide information about an SoC.
They contain lists of registers with the addresses, access rights to registers, and definitions
of the ranges of memory areas. A number of Hardware Definition files are provided
with the Codescape SDK and are located in the main Codescape SDK install area, in the
HardwareDefinition directory.
Hardware Definition files can be created for a target from Codescape Console. See 'Using
Codescape Console to create Hardware Definition files'.
Board files specify memory area addresses, reset and connection scripts, and Hardware
Definition files. The memory information in a Board file overrides memory information in
Hardware Definition files. Board files can be created from within Codescape Debugger.
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Creating Hardware Definition files
Hardware definition files can be created in the following ways:
• Copy an existing file and edit the copy
Use Codescape Console's boardfile command. See the Codescape Debugger online help for
details, or type help(boardfile) at the Codescape Console prompt.
Board files are created from within Codescape Debugger.

Copying existing Hardware Definition files
This topic describes how to create new hardware definition files by copying existing files.
Each HSP consists of a pair of files, one core_id file and one XML file. However if you are
creating a custom Hardware Definition file it may be advisable to just duplicate a supplied
XML file, giving it a unique name. This ensures that the edited XML file is only used when
explicitly selected.
The core_id file has a simple link to the corresponding XML file. This can be edited with a text
editor to force loading of a different XML file.
The options for working with a customised HSP are:
• Edit the original XML file using the Hardware Definition Editor. It is advisable to take a
backup of the original before starting editing.
• Create a new file, with a new filename, from the original XML file. You can then manually
select this XML file from Codescape.
• Create a new file, with a new filename, from the original XML file, then edit the core_id file
to select the new file when the core is detected.
Example: duplicating an XML file and reusing core_id
The following two files are provided for 24k cores:
• 24Kc.core_id
• 24Kc.xml
The core_id file identifies which XML file should be used by this core.
<CoreID N="24Kc">
<CoreIDValue>0x00019300<
/CoreIDValue>
<src>24Kc.xml</src>

So we make a copy of 24kc.xml, calling it ‘24kc-new.xml’ and alter the core_id
file:
<CoreID N="24Kc">
<CoreIDValue>0x00019300</CoreIDValue>
<src>24Kc-new.xml</src>

Now, when Codescape Debugger detects a core with an ID value of
0x00019300 it will load the 24kc-new.xml file. The 24kc-new.xml can be edited
in any text editor, or using the Hardware Definition Editor from Codescape
Debugger.
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Creating board files
This topic explains how to create Board files from Codescape Debugger.
Board files contain information on memory start and end addresses. This information can
be found in the SUM (Software User Manual) for your core or the SoC manufacturer's
specifications.
A hardware target must be connected to the host via a probe.
1. Start CS debug and connect to target.
2. Right-click on target in Target Pane and select Target Debug Options.
3. Select 'Specify a specific Hardware Definition file', browse to and select a file.
4. Click Edit. This opens the Edit Board File dialog where you can specify scripts and
edit memory area information. The memory area information will be populated with
information from the Hardware Definition file.
5. Click Edit. This opens the Edit Board File dialog where you can specify scripts and
edit memory area information. The memory area information will be populated with
information from the Hardware Definition file.
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Selecting Hardware Defininition and board files
This topic describes how hardware definition and board files are selected by Codescape
Debugger when connecting to a target.
There are two mechanisms for selecting hardware definition files.
• Automatic detection
• Manual selection
The method used is controlled on a per-target basis from the 'Target Debug Options' dialog
(right-click on the Target pane and select Target Debug Options).
Note that Codescape Debugger remembers the Target Debug Options for each target. If you
specify a Hardware Definition or Board file, that file will be used the next time you connect to
that target.
Automatic detection
When the debugger connects to a target through a debug adapter, the core ID is read
by the debug adapter and reported to the debugger. Codescape uses this to search for a
matching .core_id file. This file then indicates which XML file to load. The XML file contains
the actual configuration data.
Manual selection
Manual selection is done from the Target Debug Options dialog and can be by explicitly
selecting either a Hardware Definition or a Board file.
To manually select a Hardware Definition file
1. Select ‘Target Debug Options’ from the Target menu. This opens the Target Debug Options
Dialog. Check that the correct target is listed in the topmost drop-down list.
2. Select the ‘Specify a specific Hardware Definition File’ radio button, then click the browse
button next to the field below the checkbox.
3. Browse to the Hardware Definition directory and select the XML file you want to use.
4. Click OK to save the selection.
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Hardware Definition (HSP) file format
An HSP hardware definition file is an XML-format configuration file used to describe a
processor’s memory mapped registers. IT includes how they are laid out, grouped, and
how the individual bits should be interpreted and displayed in Codescape. The HSP file also
describes whether a register and the bits within the register are read/write, and how they
should be written.
Significant parts of the HSP are described in the following topics:
• Object Naming
• Descriptions
• Registers

Object Naming
All objects in the config file have a name. That name is used by Codescape Debugger to fill in
a Symbol table so that all of the entries may be:
• Viewed in a Peripheral Region.
• Viewed in a Watch Region.
• Accessed from a script using ‘EvaluateExpression’.
The symbols are exactly the same as any symbols extracted from the debug information of a
program file. As such they must follow the C naming convention. In particular this means:
• Only alphanumeric characters, and _ can be used.
• The symbols are case sensitive.
• They cannot contain spaces.
• They must not be empty.
• They cannot begin with a number.
• They must be unique within their own scope.
‘Unique within their own scope’ means that the names of all direct children of a parent
must be different. For example a Module may not contain two Registers with the same
name, and a Group may not contain a Module and a Register of the same name. However
a Register named MyReg may contain a Format Object named MyReg.

Descriptions
Because of the restriction on names, all objects can also have a Description. This description
has none of the restrictions associated with names.
The descriptions are used as tool-tips in Codescape Debugger, or can be permanently
displayed using the ‘Show Header->Description’ menu option in the Peripheral region.

Registers
A memory mapped register is represented using a Register object. It contains the following
information:
• The address of the register
• The size of the register. (8, 16, 32 bits, 64 bit support is coming soon)
• It may contain one or more of three masks used to determine how the register should be
read and written :
• Read AND Mask - used to set any bits to zero after the register has been read, before it
is displayed.
• Write AND Mask - used to set any bits to zero before they are written. (For bits that
must be written as zero)
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• Write OR Mask - used to set any bits to one before they are written. (For bits that must
be written as one)
• It may contain the read/write property of the register, this can be any one of the
following :
• ReadWrite - the register can be read and written.
• ReadOnly - the register can only be read, Codescape Debugger will not allow writes to
this register.
• WriteOnly - the register can only be written, Codescape Debugger will not allow reads
from this register.
• ReadOnce - the register cannot be written. Codescape Debugger will only allow reads
when explicitly requested by the user.
• WriteOnce - the register cannot be read. Codescape Debugger will only allow writes
when explicitly requested by the user.
• It may contain either:
• A Radix field, that determines in what radix the register should be displayed (Binary,
Octal, Decimal, or Hexadecimal).
• A set of formatting objects that describes the bits and bitfields in the register.
ReadOnce and WriteOnce can be used to describe registers that have side-effects, such as
pipe read port, when the register is read it will take the next value in the pipe.
Formatting Registers
Registers can either be displayed:
• In the whole form, in which case a radix property describes the radix in which the value
of the register should be displayed (Bin, Oct, Dec, Hex).
• Or they can be broken into bits and bitfields using any number of Format objects and
Bit objects.
Format object
A Format object represents a bitfield of one or more bits, it contains the following
information:
• A mask used to indicate the bits of interest to the bitfield.
• A shift value, used to shift the bits of interest before displaying. (Shift lefts are
supported, but usually a shift right is used)
• Either:
• A radix property, in the same sense as the Register radix property.
• Or a set of Value objects that define a set of enumerated values.
A Bit object represents a bitfield of only one bit. It contains the following information:
• The zero indexed bit number to test.
• The value to display if the bit is True (1)
• The value to display if the bit is False (0)
Grouping of Registers
Registers can be grouped in Modules. A Module is a collection of Registers and possibly
other Modules.
Modules are contained in a Processor.
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Worked example of an HSP file
This topic provides a small contrived example of a processor and describes how its HSP is
written.
We want to describe a Processor called ‘MyChip’.
The XML file starts with the opening tag, and a Processor tag:
<ioconfig>
<p N="MyChip">
</f>
</ioconfig>

Now, let us suppose this chip has a set of DMA channels, we can group the registers for those
channels together with a Module tag inside the Processor tag:
<m N="DMA">
<d>DMA Channel Registers</d>
</m>

For the first channel, we group all the registers for just the first channel inside another
Module (this goes inside the first Module tag before the Description):
<m N="DMA_Channel_0">
<d>DMA Channel 0 registers</d>
</m>

The Module DMA_Channel_0 has a 16 bit read only register called DMAC0 (this goes inside
the Module tag before the Description):
<r N="DMAC0">
<s>0x04800000</s>
<sw />
<ro />
<d>Control Register For DMA Channel 0</d>
</r>

That register is made up of three parts:
0

Power state

1-13

Bytes available in the channel

14-15

Mode

We break the register up into those parts using Formats. A Format is basically a bitfield within
a register.
The Bytes Available bitfield is a numerical bitfield; that is, the bitfield should be displayed as
a number. It looks like this:
<f N="BytesAvailable">
<fm>0x3FFE</fm>
<rs>1</rs>
<D/>
<d>bytes available in the channel</d>
</f>

The <f> tag determine what bits are relevant to the bitfield (1 thru 13 inclusive), and
the <ShiftR> tag indicates that the value should be shifted to the right once before being
displayed. The <Dec/> tag indicates that the bitfield should be displayed in Decimal.
The Mode bitfield is a two bit bitfield, where each possible value for the bitfield can have a
different meaning. In this case 0x00 means forwards, 0x11 means backwards, and 0x02
means sideways. The bitfield looks like this:
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<f N="Mode">
<fm>0xC000</fm>
<rs>14</ rs >
<dv>Reserved</dv>
<v N="Forwards">
<x>0x00</x>
<d>The mode of the DMA
</v>
<v N="Backwards">
<x>0x01</x>
<d>The mode of the DMA
</v>
<v N="Sideways">
<x>0x02</x>
<d>The mode of the DMA
</v>
<d>Determines the mode
</f>

is forwards</d>

is backwards</d>

is sideways</d>
of the channel</d>

Again, the <f> tag is used to mask out irrelevant bits, and then the <rs> tag indicates that
the value of should be shifted to the right 14 places before being compared against any
value. The <v> tag determines what should be displayed when none of the values match.
Each <v> tag then states what should be displayed if the value in the register matches the
<x> tag.

What all this means to Codescape
Codescape will use the above information to display the value of the register DMAC0 in a
human readable format. It will follow the following process (pseudocode):
value = Read16(0x048000000)
print "PowerState = " + (value & 1) ? "On" : "Off";
bytesAvailable = (value & 0x3FFE) >> 1;
print "Bytes Available = " + decimal(bytesAvailable)
mode = (value & 0xC000) >> 14;
if mode == 0 :
print "Mode = Forwards"
else if mode == 1 :
print "Mode = Backwards"
else if mode == 2 :
print "Mode = Sideways"
else :
print "Mode = Reserved"
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5 New target bring-up
This section is intended to help users bring-up new designs either in silicon, FPGA, or emulation.
Simply plugging in a debug adapter into your new design, opening Codescape Debugger and
expecting it to work is somewhat overoptimistic although it often does work. Following the steps
detailed in this guide will help eliminate problems methodically.
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New target bring-up process overview
The processes described in this section use Codescape Console and assume connection to the
target has been established.
This guide covers MIPS, Meta and UCC targets; note that Meta and UCC debug is very similar
and is treated as one in this document.
Target bring-up must be performed in the sequence listed below, as each stage leaves the
target in a particular state. Not following the sequence will result in different responses than
the ones documented here.
1. Stage 1 - Bypass Test
This basic test stage confirms JTAG connectivity and determines scan chain layout for
verification against the design.
2. Stage 2 - TAP Identification
Attempt to identify all the TAPs on the JTAG chain.
3. Stage 3 - Basic debug access
Perform a single debug operation using the probes JTAG scan mode, so all JTAG activity
can be easily recorded and re-created in a simulator if required.
4. Stage 4 - Target config with Codescape Console
Use the debug adapter to auto-detect the target and perform debug functions using
Codescape Console.
5. Stage 5 – Auto-detect with Codescape Debugger
Use the debug adapter to auto-detect the target and perform debug using Codescape.
Note:
The instructions and examples in this chapter were made using an SP55E probe from
MIPS. If a different probe model is used, the procedure is the same but
responses to Codescape Console commands may differ from the examples shown.
The responses to the commands will vary depending on the target you are using. In some
cases the details of the responses have been abbreviated. More information may be shown,
depending on your target type and configuration.
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Stage 1 - Bypass Test
This topic describes how to perform a bypass test on a target using Codescape Console.
The bypass test will be done using the Codescape Console command ‘jtagchain()’ This
confirms the JTAG chain topology by performing a TAP reset and IR Scan. It will detect the
number of taps and the length of each tap on the chain.
1. Connect the probe to the target and power both up.
2. Start Codescape Console and connect to the target. See Connecting to a probe from
Codescape Console on page 48.
The prompt should change to [s0v0] or similar (this corresponds to core0 vpe0).
Depending on the state of the target, it may also be [uncommitted].
3. Reset the probe state using the reset(probe) command.
For example:
[s0c0v0] >>> reset(probe)
Identifier SysProbe 00078
Firmware
2.0.0.0
Location
192.168.152.86
Mode
uncommitted
TCK Rate
31250kHz
[uncommitted] >>>

4. Perform a bypass scan using jtagchain(perform_bypass_test=True, verbose=2)
command. We use the verbose=2 parameter so that we can see all information from the
scan.
For example:
[uncommitted] >>> jtagchain(perform_bypass_test=True, verbose=2)
DR Scanned in : 00010010001101000101011001111001(0x12345679)
out : 00100100011010001010110011110010(0x2468acf2)
0x2468acf2 0x12345679 0xffffffffL
1 tap : test_pattern:0x12345679 == got:0x12345679
Bypass test found 1 tap
IR Scanned in: 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
out: 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111100001
IR Lengths
: [5]
[0x5]
[tap 0 of 1] >>>

Usually problems are to do with the connection of JTAG signals, quite often TDI and TDO
are swapped, use an oscilloscope to observe the JTAG signals are correct.
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Stage 2 - TAP Identification
This topic describes how to identify the TAPs in the current scan chain. For the second stage
in target bring-up we will attempt to identify the TAPs that make up the current scan chain.
This has two phases:
1. Put probe in 'scan only' mode (only JTAG scans allowed).
2. Issue tapinfo() command and check results against design.
If further investigation is required, the log of all issued JTAG scans can be investigated. See
Stage 4 - Target config with Codescape Console on page 72
Stage 1 - Bypass Test on page 65 should be completed before starting this stage.

Put probe in scan only mode:
1. Issue a reset(probe) command.
For example:
>>> reset(probe)
Identifier SysProbe 00078
Firmware
2.0.0.0
Location
192.168.152.86
Mode
uncommitted
TCK Rate
31250kHz
[uncommitted] >>>

2. Issue a scanonly() command
For example:
[uncommitted] >>> scanonly()

[tap 0 of 1] >>>

3. Issue a probe() command to check the mode.
For example:
[tap 0 of 1] >>> probe()
Identifier SysProbe 00078
Firmware
2.0.0.0
Location
192.168.152.86
Mode
scanonly
TCK Rate
31250kHz

Issue tapinfo() command and check results:
MIPS target example
[tap 0 of 1] >>> tapinfo()
TAP 0 is a MIPS32 TAP with JTAG ID of 0x5510e053

META target with 1 TAP example
1 Taps discovered, topology [5]
TAP 0 is a IMG META/UCC TAP with JTAG ID of 0x1fa1166d

Turn on JTAG logging
If no MIPS or Meta TAPs are discovered or the topology looks wrong then a log of all issued
JTAG scans can be created by turning on JTAG logging, this can then be turned into an RTL
simulation to check against the design.
This is done using the logging(jtag,on) and tapinfo() commands. For example:
[tap 0 of 1] >>> logging(jtag,on)
jtag on
[tap 0 of 1] >>> tapinfo()
1534334.801:s0 :jtag: scan_sequence
bits, Quantity 1
1534334.801:s0 :jtag: scan_sequence
bits, Quantity 1
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: TAP 0: dr_scan Scan 32
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bits, Quantity 1
bits,
bits, Quantity 1
bits, Quantity 1
bits, Quantity 1
bits, Quantity 1
bits, Quantity 1
bits, Quantity 1
bits, Quantity 1

1534334.803:s0

:jtag: scan_sequence

: TAP 0: ir_scan Scan 5

1534334.803:s0

:jtag: scan_sequence

: TAP 0: dr_scan Scan 32

Quantity 1
1534334.805:s0

:jtag: scan_sequence

: TAP 0: ir_scan Scan 5

1534334.805:s0

:jtag: scan_sequence

: TAP 0: dr_scan Scan 32

1534334.807:s0

:jtag: scan_sequence

: TAP 0: ir_scan Scan 5

1534334.807:s0

:jtag: scan_sequence

: TAP 0: dr_scan Scan 32

1534334.810:s0

:jtag: scan_sequence

: TAP 0: ir_scan Scan 5

1534334.812:s0

:jtag: scan_sequence

: TAP 0: dr_scan Scan 32

1534334.814:s0

:jtag: scan_sequence

: TAP 0: dr_scan Scan 32

TAP 0 is a MIPS32 TAP with JTAG ID of 0x5510e053
[tap 0 of 1] >>>
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Stage 3 - Basic debug access
Debug access for MIPS and Meta cores works differently so this topic is split into MIPS and
Meta sections. Each section gives an example of how to try to communicate with the core
behind the TAP(s) and techniques for troubleshooting.
On a MIPS target, debug access is done in two stages, configure the TAP index, then enter
debug mode.

Stage 3 - Basic Debug Access - MIPS Target
Describes how to set basic debug access on MIPS cores.
Stage 2 - TAP Identification on page 66 should be completed before starting this stage.
1. Configure TAP index with tap(<tap_index>).
2. Enter debug mode with enterdebug().
For example:
[tap 0 of 1] >>> tap(0)
[tap 0 of 1] >>> enterdebug()
read of 0xff200204 0000000f sync
read of 0xff200208 1000fffd b
0xff200200
read of 0xff20020c 00000000 nop
Second access seen to debug exception vector <done>.
[tap 0 of 1] >>>

Troubleshooting MIPS; Possible reasons for failure
This topic describes possible reasons for failure to get into debug mode in on a MIPS target.
Another VPE already in Debug Mode
Only one VPE can be in debug mode at any one time on a multi-VPE target. For example on a
two VPE target if we do the following:
>>> enterdebug()
Pending Reset or Reset Occurred clearing Rocc
read of 0xff200200 00000000
nop
read of 0xff200204 0000000F
sync
read of 0xff200208 1000FFFD
b
0xff200200
read of 0xff20020c 00000000
nop
Second access seen to debug exception vector <done>
>>> configuretap(1)
>>>enterdebug()
RuntimeError: Timeout waiting to Enter Debug mode, ECR: 0x0000d000

Or we cannot get TAP1 into debug mode as VPE0 (TAP0) is in debug mode, this can be seen if
we issue:
>>> for tap in enumerate(jtagchain()):
...
configuretap(tap[0])
...
tapecr()
...
Rocc Psz Resv VPED Doze Halt PerRst
Dm Resv
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
1 0
Rocc Psz Resv VPED Doze Halt PerRst
Dm Resv
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 0
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PRnW PrAcc Resv PrRst ProbEn ProbTrap IsaOn EjtagBrk Resv
0

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

PRnW PrAcc Resv PrRst ProbEn ProbTrap IsaOn EjtagBrk Resv
0

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

0
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Note the commands in the ‘for’ loop must be indented by at least one space. The indentations
must be the same for each line in the loop.
As shown above, Dm = 1 indicates that VPE0 is in debug mode so we cannot get VPE1 into
debug mode. If we issue the following commands this will take TAP0 out of debug mode:
>>> configuretap(0,jtagchain())
>>> dmseg(ExitDebug)
read of 0xff200200 4200001F
deret
No processor access to dmseg seen in last 10 reads of the
>>> for tap in enumerate(jtagchain()):
...
configuretap(tap[0])
...
tapecr()
...
Rocc Psz Resv VPED Doze Halt PerRst PRnW PrAcc Resv PrRst
Dm Resv
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 0
Rocc Psz Resv VPED Doze Halt PerRst PRnW PrAcc Resv PrRst
Dm Resv
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1 0

JTAG Control register <done>.

ProbEn ProbTrap IsaOn EjtagBrk Resv
1

1

0

0

0

ProbEn ProbTrap IsaOn EjtagBrk Resv
1

1

0

0

0

Notice now that VPE1 has now gone into debug mode because EjtagBrk was pending from the
previous enterdebug() call.
VPE with no TCs bound
Another common problem with multi-VPE targets is if the VPE has no TCs bound to it then it
cannot enter debug mode. This is indicated by the VPED bit in the ECR.
>>> enterdebug()
RuntimeError: VPE Disabled (No TC's Bound to it) when trying to Enter Debug Mode
>>> tapecr()
Rocc Psz Resv VPED Doze Halt PerRst PRnW PrAcc Resv PrRst ProbEn ProbTrap IsaOn EjtagBrk Resv
Dm Resv
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0 0

All SP55E probes apart from the SP55E-HD and SP55ET-HD actively drive DINT low. The
SP55E-HD and SP55ET-HD probe pinouts do not include DINT.
For probes with a connection to DINT, the signal can be manually controlled using the
config() command. For example, to drive DINT high:
>>>config("Assert DINT",1)
Assert DINT = 0x1 [default=False]
Override for the DINT Signal

Note: This is a temporary setting and will be lost if the probe is power-cycled or hard-reset.
If the DINT signal in the system is floating or pulled high, the core may enter debug mode
before the probe has had a chance to take control. This can be seen by checking the
ECR; Dm will be active but ProbTrap and ProbEn are not set. Also, if we check the pc
with pcsamp(), we may see it in the (non JTAG) debug exception location of 0xBFC00480
(although this is dependent on what code is placed at this vector).
>>> tapecr()
Rocc Psz Resv VPED Doze Halt PerRst PRnW PrAcc Resv PrRst ProbEn ProbTrap IsaOn EjtagBrk Resv
Dm Resv
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1 0
>>> pcsamp()
PC New
0xbfc00480 1

For a more detailed discussion of issues relating to entering debug mode on a MIPS core see
Low-level JTAG debug on page 85. Also note JTAG logging can be enabled to log all JTAG
transactions when issuing these commands (to help create an RTL simulation for example):
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>>> logging(jtag,on)
jtag on

Stage 3 - Basic Debug Access - Meta Target
Meta and UCC debug is considerably simpler than MIPS. There is no debug mode and no need
to execute instructions on the processor to do anything. Instead the debugger has direct
access to memory and memory mapped registers and there are memory mapped 'ports' to
allow access to non-mapped resources (registers, core memories, caches). So simply reading
a memory mapped ID register is enough to prove basic debug into the core is working. For
Meta the relevant ID register is at 0x04800000 and UCC at 0x04801FE0.
To get access to the necessary low level commands we need to import a Python script. The
code for the script is provided as part of the installed example scripts and can be made
available using the installexamples() command.
Stage 2 - TAP Identification on page 66 should be completed before starting this stage.
1. Enter scanonly() to put the probe in scanonly mode.
2. Enter tapinfo() to find the tap ID of your Meta core.
3. Enter tap(<Meta tap number>) to configure the tap to be used.
4. Import example script as follows to get the low level commands:
a) Enter installexamples('scanmeta')
b) Enter import scanmeta
5. Enter tapmetaword(<ID register>, j_img=<ID>) where ID register is 0x04800000
for Meta and 0x04801FE0 for UCC. The ID for j_img comes from the output from the
tapinfo() command earlier.
This returns a number that should show the major and minor Meta core ID type.
6. Enter tapmetareg('pc') to check to see if the current PC value is 'sensible'.
7. Enter tapmetareg('txenable') .
This should be the same as given for tapmetaword(<ID register>, j_img=<ID>) earlier.
8. Enter tapmetarunstate() .
This will display the run status and current PC address.
For example:
[uncommitted] >>> scanonly()
[tap 0 of 6] >>> tapinfo()
TAP 0 is a MIPS32 TAP with JTAG ID of 0x04320c33
TAP 1 is a MIPS32 TAP with JTAG ID of 0x04321c33
TAP 2 is a MIPS32 TAP with JTAG ID of 0x14320c33
TAP 3 is a MIPS32 TAP with JTAG ID of 0x14321c33
TAP 4 May be a MIPS CM TAP with no trace hardware so the test is limited and
could be a false positive (JTAG ID 0x34321c33)
TAP 5 is a IMG META/UCC TAP with JTAG ID of 0x1ffff11d, IMG PnP:
id
0x9e7
version
0x4
num_cores
0x4
jtag_eregsi
0x0
jtag_eregso
0x0
reserved
0x0
j_img_attn
0xd
j_img_status 0xe
j_img_control 0xb
====== =========== ========= ===== ======= =======
Core # Core IMG ID debug_rev j_img j_img_f j_img_f
====== =========== ========= ===== ======= =======
0
meta_mtp
0x3
0x3
0x4
0x5
1
mcp
0x3
0x7
0x8
0x9
2
mcp
0x3
0x12 0x15
0x18
3
mcp
0x3
0x11 0x14
0x17
====== =========== ========= ===== ======= =======
[tap 0 of 6] >>> tap(5)
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[tap 5 of 6] >>> import scanmeta
# where scanmeta is the name of
the Python file containing the script.
[tap 5 of 6] >>> tapmetaword(0x04800000, j_img=0x3)
0x0201c032
[tap 5 of 6] >>> tapmetareg('pc')
0x12340000
[tap 5 of 6] >>> tapmetareg('txenable')
0x0201c032
[tap 5 of 6] >>> tapmetarunstate()
status=sw_break pc=0x12340000

Troubleshooting Meta; Possible reasons for failure
If you can't get basic debug access to a Meta core, the most common failure is a timeout on
the debug port ready bit. This is often caused by the core not being powered or its clocks
being gated off. Check the JTAG log, see Turn on JTAG logging on page 66
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Stage 4 - Target config with Codescape Console
This topic shows using the Codescape Console autodetect() command to set the target debug
mode then using logfile() command to check the current state of MIPS and Meta targets. It is
a three-stage process.
Stage 3 - Basic debug access on page 68 should be completed before starting this stage. The
probe mode should be reset with reset(probe).
1. Enter autodetect() to set the mode.
2. Enter logfile('DA Info Log', filename='<outputlogfilename>') to output the log.
3. Open the <outputlogfilename> and check the target status. See Stage 4 Read and Write
Example - MIPS Target on page 72 for example output and more information.
Check everything in the log is as expected for your design, the main failure at this point
would be a failure to enter debug mode. If this occurs, repeat Stage 3 - Basic debug
access on page 68 to see if you can re-create the failure using the simple scan method.

Stage 4 Read and Write Example - MIPS Target
This topic shows a logfile from a MIPS microAptiv uP single core target and walks through
how to check and carry out further examination of cores. Some of the example interactions
shown here are for other cores, to demonstrate the interaction on cores with different
features.
The walkthrough is in multiple stages:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Check log
Examine target registers
Stop all cores/VPEs
Attempt to read memory
Stepping instructions
Block read
Block write
Writing to fast transfer

Check log
The logfile is produced by the logfile('DA Info Log',
filename='<outputlogfilename>') command. The example below is for a microAptiv core.
0.000:
:info: main
0.013:
:info: server
0.014:
:info: server
0.109:
:info: jnr_config
0.110:
:info: j1_tap
0.111:
:info: set_jtag_clock
0.111:
:info: target_handler
command to set operating mode.
0.111:
:info: target_handler
0.111:
:info: target_handler
0.112:
:info: target_handler
0.116:
:info: add_event
9.114:
:info: autodetect
9.115:
:info: determine_target_and_crea
9.115:
:err : determine_target_and_crea
562.604:
:info: reset
and reverting to uncommitted mode
573.387:
:info: autodetect
664.558:
:info: reset
and reverting to uncommitted mode
664.566:
:info: doing_jtag_scans
Mode !!
664.571:
:info: reset
and reverting to uncommitted mode
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:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Loading /var/DA-sim.ini
Listening on port 9999
Configuration Name: Simulator JoynerTest
IP:
<DHCP> Mode:
<NORMAL_BOOT>
FPGA Version 0x00000025
Setting JTAG Clock to 31250000 HZ
Probe initialised, waiting for first host

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Firmware: 2.0.0.0 : Jun 3 2016, 10:00:07
DHCP support enabled.
JTAG clock frequency = 31250000Hz
add_event, add: id: 0, period: 1,
AutoDetecting the Target configuration
Discovering JTAG Chain
JTAG Chain has no TAPs
DA Reset Issued - removing all core information

: AutoDetecting the Target configuration
: DA Reset Issued - removing all core information
:

first command is JTAG Scan, entering Scan Only

: DA Reset Issued - removing all core information
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664.572:
:info: autodetect
: AutoDetecting the Target configuration
664.573:
:info: determine_target_and_crea : JTAG Chain has 1 TAP(s)
664.573:s0 :info: build_tables_from_pnp
:
JTAG PNP: 0x00000000
664.574:s0 :info: build_tables_from_pnp
:
Target does not support IMG JTAG PnP
664.574:s0c0:info: create_from_pnp
: Failed creating jtag_utils from PnP data: build
from pnp failed
664.575:s0 :info: is_mips_target_by_tap_num : Target looks like mips32!
664.814:s0c0:info: on_connect_target
: Attempting to connect to the target...
664.814:s0c0:info: print_startup_options
:
Startup options:
664.814:s0c0:info: print_startup_options
:
Do not halt after target reset.
664.815:s0c0:info: print_startup_options
:
JTAG clock frequency 31250000Hz
664.815:s0c0:info: reset_state
:
Reseting any stored state information.
664.816:s0c0:info: reset_per_thread_state
:
Reseting any stored per thread state
information.
664.816:s0c0:info: reset_per_thread_state
:
Reseting any stored per thread state
information.
664.816:s0c0:info: reset_per_thread_state
:
Reseting any stored per thread state
information.
664.816:s0c0:info: reset_per_thread_state
:
Reseting any stored per thread state
information.
664.816:s0c0:info: enable_debug_support
: Enabling debug support...
664.816:s0c0:info: enable_debug_support
: IMPCODE: 0xa1404000 , EJTAG Version 5, ASID Size
2, No MIPS16e Support, No DMA Support, MIPS32
664.817:s0c0:info: enable_debug_support
: ECR: 0x80000000, ISA:Mips32/64, Debug Mode
Inactive
664.817:s0c0:warn: background_monitor
: [thread 0] History of reset detected
664.817:s0c0:info: reset_per_thread_state
:
Reseting any stored per thread state
information.
664.817:s0c0:info: cpc_probe_mode
: CPC Probe Mode TAP reset
664.817:s0c0:info: halt
: Halt [thread 0]
664.822:s0c0:info: cache_mips_info
: DCR: 0x0007c41b, Endian Little Endian
664.822:s0c0:info: cache_mips_info
: Enabling PC Sampling
664.824:s0c0:info: cache_mips_info
: PRId: 0x00019e28, Company: MIPS
Technologies MIPS, Cpu: MicroAptiv uP, Revision 40
664.826:s0c0:info: init_config_regs
: config0: 0x80240483
664.827:s0c0:info: init_config_regs
: config1: 0x9e9b0d9a
664.827:s0c0:info: init_config_regs
: config2: 0x80000000
664.827:s0c0:info: init_config_regs
: config3: 0x8022bd68
664.827:s0c0:info: init_config_regs
: config4: 0x80000000
664.828:s0c0:info: init_config_regs
: config5: 0x00000001
664.828:s0c0:info: init_config_regs
: config6: 0x80000000
664.828:s0c0:info: init_config_regs
: config7: 0x80000000
664.829:s0c0:info: run
: Run [thread 0]
664.832:s0c0:info: target_reset_and_startup : Debug support enabled.
665.114:s0c0:info: reset
: reset
665.115:s0c0:info: reset_target
:
Issuing Reset
665.115:s0c0:info: reset_target
:
Set bootmode while in reset
665.115:s0c0:info: reset_target
:
Read idcode to ensure bootmode was set (for
systems with RTCK)
666.120:s0c0:info: cpc_probe_mode
: CPC Probe Mode TAP reset
666.120:s0c0:warn: background_monitor
: [thread 0] History of reset detected
666.120:s0c0:info: reset_per_thread_state
:
Reseting any stored per thread state
information.
666.120:s0c0:info: background_monitor
: Debug Exception Entered [thread 0]
666.125:s0c0:info: background_monitor
: Halt PC 0xbfc00000 [thread 0]
666.126:s0c0:info: background_monitor
: Halted Due to debug interrupt [thread 0]
666.267:s0c0:info: load_fast_stub
: Fast Monitor Loaded
667.199:s0c0:info: context_block
: read of general
667.418:s0c0:info: context_block
: read of general
667.600:s0 :err : scan_sequence
: Timeout waiting for mips_fast_r scan to complete
667.601:s0c0:err : fast_mode_read
: fast read failed due to timeout.
667.605:s0c0:err : execute
: [thread 0] Exception in Debug Mode Occurred
(DEPC=0x80000020) with Code 0x7 (Bus Error (load or store))
667.607:s0c0:exc : read_memory
: RD Failed: [thrd 0] addr = 0x000000008010cd40,
type = 0, cnt = 72, sz = 4, reason: [thread 0] Exception in Debug Mode Occurred
(DEPC=0x80000020) with Code 0x7 (Bus Error (load or store))
697.447:
:info: reset
and reverting to uncommitted mode
702.560:
:info: doing_jtag_scans
Mode !!
871.496:
:info: reset
and reverting to uncommitted mode
2812.705:
:info: autodetect
2812.705:
:info: determine_target_and_crea
2812.706:
:info: determine_target_and_crea
2812.706:s0 :info: build_tables_from_pnp
2812.706:s0 :info: build_tables_from_pnp
2812.706:s0c0:info: create_from_pnp
from pnp failed

: DA Reset Issued - removing all core information
:

first command is JTAG Scan, entering Scan Only

: DA Reset Issued - removing all core information
: AutoDetecting the Target configuration
: Discovering JTAG Chain
: JTAG Chain has 1 TAP(s)
:
JTAG PNP: 0x00000000
:
Target does not support IMG JTAG PnP
: Failed creating jtag_utils from PnP data: build
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2812.707:s0 :info: is_mips_target_by_tap_num : Target looks like mips32!
2812.709:s0c0:info: on_connect_target
: Attempting to connect to the target...
2812.709:s0c0:info: print_startup_options
:
Startup options:
2812.709:s0c0:info: print_startup_options
:
Do not halt after target reset.
2812.710:s0c0:info: print_startup_options
:
JTAG clock frequency 31250000Hz
2812.710:s0c0:info: reset_state
:
Reseting any stored state information.
2812.710:s0c0:info: reset_per_thread_state
:
Reseting any stored per thread state
information.
2812.711:s0c0:info: reset_per_thread_state
:
Reseting any stored per thread state
information.
2812.711:s0c0:info: reset_per_thread_state
:
Reseting any stored per thread state
information.
2812.711:s0c0:info: reset_per_thread_state
:
Reseting any stored per thread state
information.
2812.711:s0c0:info: enable_debug_support
: Enabling debug support...
2812.712:s0c0:info: enable_debug_support
: IMPCODE: 0xa1404000 , EJTAG Version 5, ASID Size
2, No MIPS16e Support, No DMA Support, MIPS32
2812.712:s0c0:info: enable_debug_support
: ECR: 0x4004c008, ISA:Mips32/64, Debug Mode
Active
2812.712:s0c0:info: background_monitor
: Debug Exception Entered [thread 0]
2812.717:s0c0:info: background_monitor
: Halt PC 0x80000000 [thread 0]
2812.718:s0c0:warn: background_monitor
: Exception in Debug Mode, debug = 0x40129c00
[thread 0]
2812.719:s0c0:info: cache_mips_info
: DCR: 0x0007c41b, Endian Little Endian
2812.719:s0c0:info: cache_mips_info
: Enabling PC Sampling
2812.720:s0c0:info: cache_mips_info
: PRId: 0x00019e28, Company: MIPS
Technologies MIPS, Cpu: MicroAptiv uP, Revision 40
2812.723:s0c0:info: init_config_regs
: config0: 0x80240480
2812.723:s0c0:info: init_config_regs
: config1: 0x9e9b0d9a
2812.723:s0c0:info: init_config_regs
: config2: 0x80000000
2812.724:s0c0:info: init_config_regs
: config3: 0x8022bd68
2812.724:s0c0:info: init_config_regs
: config4: 0x80000000
2812.724:s0c0:info: init_config_regs
: config5: 0x00000001
2812.724:s0c0:info: init_config_regs
: config6: 0x80000000
2812.725:s0c0:info: init_config_regs
: config7: 0x80000000
2812.726:s0c0:info: target_reset_and_startup : Debug support enabled.

In this example you can see that the mode is NORMAL_BOOT and the target has been reset.
This causes Core0 VPE0 to run from the boot exception vector and not enter debug mode
immediately (ETJAG Boot). If you do not want the debug adapter to reset the target on
detection, then 'Reset on Connect' can be set to 0 before issuing the auto-detect by using the
commands:
config(“Reset on Connect”,0) followed by autodetect()

The reset type JTAG boot vs Normal Boot is set via DAConfig by the option 'Halt After Target
Reset'. This can also be set when issuing a reset command in Codescape Console. Type
help(reset) at a Codescape Console prompt for more information.
Examine target registers
A list of general purpose registers and the current values contained by those registers can
be dumped using the regs() command. The list, and the values, should be compared to the
expected list for your target. For the microAptiv target we have used as an example target,
the expected output is shown below.
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>>> regs()
zero
00000000
a0
00BEBC20
t0
80240482
t4
00000000
s0
000000FA
s4
7D5DC40F
t8
A5D57499
gp
800085F0

at
a1
t1
t5
s1
s5
t9
sp

FF280000
00000000
A00000A4
00001000
000A57A8
503E2A49
DAED0ABF
8007FFC0

v0
a2
t2
t6
s2
s6
k0
s8

BF820000
00000000
01000000
00000010
E2F4B0EE
714FB847
00400004
8007FFC0

v1
a3
t3
t7
s3
s7
k1
ra

0025FBC3
00000000
00000001
00000004
B9B9A7D7
FCBAE13D
545DF04C
9FC01DEC

Hi
Status
Index
Context
EntryHi
Config
LLAddr
ITagLo

Lo
Cause
Random
PageMask
Compare
Config1
WatchLo0
IDataLo

E4892500
00800000
00000006
00000000
FFFFFFFF
9E9B0D9A
E102C980
B1F58B36

DEPC
EPC
EntryLo0
Wired
PRId
Config2
WatchHi0
IDataHi

80000000
9D001B64
00000000
00000000
00019E28
80000000
80740467
00000000

pc
BadVAddr
EntryLo1
Count
ErrorEPC
Config3
Debug
PageGrain

80000000
55CB15FE
00000000
066DE766
FF200204
8022BD68
40128020
00000000

03640E38
00000000
00000001
1BAAE580
80038000
80240482
079115E2
00000000
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DTagLo

00000000 DDataLo

B1F58B36 DDataHi

00000000 TraceControl 00000000

Stop all cores/VPEs
The next step is to stop all cores. This is to prevent any processing changing states or
attempting to access memory. Subsequent steps will involve manual memory reads,
instruction stepping, other reads and writes.
Stop all cores using the the cmdall(halt) command.
For example:

>>> cmdall(halt)
status=stopped pc=0x80000000
0x80000000 00000000
nop

Attempt to read memory
At this point we will attempt to read memory for the first time using the word() command.

If the PC is pointing at invalid memory you could potentially get an error. If your SoC is well
designed hopefully you will get a bus error exception, but on many SoCs an access to an
invalid address usually locks up the core and it can often only be recovered by a hard reset.
The example below is from a coreFPGA 5 system which has been reset with JTAG Boot set.
The memory controller on this FPGA locks up the bus if the DDR is accessed before it is set
up. By enabling logging of debug mode ops we can see the failure point.
config('Log Level', 5)
Log Level = 0x5
Controls the level at which debug messages get sent
to the main log file (info log) and live logging.
>>> reset(ejtagboot)>>> config('Log Debug Instructions', 1)
Log Debug Instructions = 0x1
Record each instruction executed in debug mode in DA Verbose Log (Slows
performance when enabled).
>>> logging(probe,1)
probe on
>>>
>>> word(0xA0000000)
331.607:sX:c0 :dbg: read_memory
: read_mem:
Count: 1 Mem unit: 0, address:
0x80000000
331.608:s0:c0 :dbg: halt
: [thread 0]
331.609:s0:c0 :dbg: push_default_regs
:
331.609:s0:c0 :dbg:
at, c0_desave
331.610:s0:c0 :dbg:
at, 0xff28
331.610:s0:c0 :dbg:
t0, 16384(at)
331.610:s0:c0 :dbg:
t1, 16388(at)
331.611:s0:c0 :dbg:
t0, c0_depc
331.611:s0:c0 :dbg:
t0, 32764(at)
331.612:s0:c0 :dbg:

execute

: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200204 4081f800

mtc0

execute

: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200208 3c01ff28

lui

execute

: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff20020c ac284000

sw

execute

: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200210 ac294004

sw

execute

: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200214 4008c000

mfc0

execute

: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200218 ac287ffc

sw

execute

: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff20021c 0000000f

sync

331.612:s0:c0 :dbg: execute
0xff200204
331.613:s0:c0 :dbg: execute

: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200220 1000fff8

b

: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200224 00000000

nop

331.613:s0:c0 :dbg: read_cp0_register

:

331.614:s0:c0 :dbg: execute
t0, c0_debug
331.614:s0:c0 :dbg: execute
t0, 0(at)
331.614:s0:c0 :dbg: execute

: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200204 4008b800

mfc0

: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200208 ac280000

sw

: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff20020c 0000000f

sync

331.615:s0:c0 :dbg: execute
0xff200204

: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200210 1000fffc

b
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331.615:s0:c0 :dbg: execute

: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200214 00000000

nop

331.616:s0:c0 :dbg: write_cp0_register

:

331.616:s0:c0 :dbg:
t0, 0x4c12
331.617:s0:c0 :dbg:
t0, t0, 0x80a
331.617:s0:c0 :dbg:
t0, c0_debug
331.617:s0:c0 :dbg:
0xff200204
331.618:s0:c0 :dbg:

execute

: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200204 3c084c12

lui

execute

: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200208 350880a0

ori

execute

: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff20020c 4088b800

mtc0

execute

: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200210 1000fffc

b

execute

: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200214 00000000

nop

331.618:s0:c0 :dbg: read_eva_kernel

:

331.618:s0:c0 :dbg: read_cp0_register

:

331.619:s0:c0 :dbg: execute
t0, $5, 3
331.619:s0:c0 :dbg: execute
t0, 0(at)
331.620:s0:c0 :dbg: execute

: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200204 40082803

mfc0

: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200208 ac280000

sw

: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff20020c 0000000f

sync

331.620:s0:c0 :dbg: execute
0xff200204
331.621:s0:c0 :dbg: execute

: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200210 1000fffc

b

: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200214 00000000

nop

331.621:s0:c0 :dbg: check_eva_kernel_segments : Access is uncached, Access is unmapped
331.621:s0:c0 :dbg: block_read32

:

331.622:s0:c0 :dbg:
t0, 0xA000
331.622:s0:c0 :dbg:
t0, t0, 0x0
331.623:s0:c0 :dbg:
t1, 0(t0)
331.623:s0:c0 :dbg:
t1, 0(at)
331.623:s0:c0 :dbg:

execute

: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200204 3c088000

lui

execute

: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200208 35080000

ori

execute

: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff20020c 8d090000

lw

execute

: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200210 ac290000

sw

execute

: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200214 0000000f

sync

331.624:s0:c0 :dbg: execute
0xff200204
331.624:s0:c0 :dbg: execute

: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200218 1000fffa

b

: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff20021c 00000000

nop

331.625:s0:c0 :dbg: freeze

: [thread 0]

331.625:s0:c0 :dbg: pop_default_regs

:

331.625:s0:c0 :dbg:
t0, 16384(at)
331.626:s0:c0 :dbg:
t1, 16388(at)
331.626:s0:c0 :dbg:
at, c0_desave
331.626:s0:c0 :dbg:
0xff200204
331.627:s0:c0 :dbg:

execute

: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200204 8c284000

lw

execute

: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200208 8c294004

lw

execute

: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff20020c 4001f800

mfc0

execute

: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200210 1000fffc

b

execute

: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200214 0000000f

sync

331.627:s0:c0 :dbg: execute

: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200204 0000000f

sync

332.628:s0:c0 :dbg: execute

: [thread 0] Timeout waiting for PrACC

332.628:s0:c0 :dbg: print_all_ecrs

: TAP 0, ECR = 0x0000c008

332.628:s0:c0 :dbg: print_all_ecrs

: TAP 1, ECR = 0x0000c000

332.629:sX:Generic :dbg: dispatch_cmd
: dbg::exception Timeout waiting for PrACC
status = 1
Error: Unable to read memory at 0x00:0xA0000000[1]. read_memory : CON: Command fatal error :
Timeout waiting for PrACC

The example above shows that the target locks up at the two back-to-back sync instructions.
This is because the core does not lock up until the next access (or sync) to the external bus
after the access that caused the bus to hang.
The example below is of a microAptiv uP and shows a succcessful read.
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config('Log Level', 5)
Log Level = 0x5
Controls the level at which debug messages get sent
to the main log file (info log) and live logging.
>>> config('Log Debug Instructions', 1)
Log Debug Instructions = 0x1
Record each instruction executed in debug mode in DA Verbose Log (Slows
performance when enabled).
>>> logging(probe,1)
probe on
>>> word(0xA0000000)
762646.270:s0c0:dbg : read_memory
:
762646.270:s0c0:dbg : halt
: [thread 0]
762646.270:s0c0:dbg : read_regs
: t0:Config
762646.271:s0c0:dbg : execute
: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200204 40088000
Config
762646.271:s0c0:dbg : execute
: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200208 ac280000
0(at)
762646.271:s0c0:dbg : execute
: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff20020c 0000000f
762646.271:s0c0:dbg : execute
: Writing 0x80240482 to 0xff280000
762646.271:s0c0:dbg : execute
: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200210 1000fffc
0xff200204
762646.271:s0c0:dbg : execute
: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200214 00000000
762646.271:s0c0:dbg : read_regs
: t0:EntryHi
762646.272:s0c0:dbg : execute
: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200204 40085000
EntryHi
762646.272:s0c0:dbg : execute
: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200208 ac280000
0(at)
762646.272:s0c0:dbg : execute
: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff20020c 0000000f
762646.272:s0c0:dbg : execute
: Writing 0x80038000 to 0xff280000
762646.272:s0c0:dbg : execute
: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200210 1000fffc
0xff200204
762646.272:s0c0:dbg : execute
: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200214 00000000
762646.272:s0c0:dbg : read
:
762646.272:s0c0:dbg : block_read32_ :
762646.273:s0c0:dbg : execute
: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200204 3c08a000
0xa000
762646.273:s0c0:dbg : execute
: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200208 35080000
t0, 0x0
762646.273:s0c0:dbg : execute
: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff20020c 8d090000
0(t0)
762646.273:s0c0:dbg : execute
: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200210 ac290000
0(at)
762646.273:s0c0:dbg : execute
: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200214 0000000f
762646.273:s0c0:dbg : execute
: Writing 0x00000000 to 0xff280000
762646.273:s0c0:dbg : execute
: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200218 3c08ff20
0xff20
762646.273:s0c0:dbg : execute
: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff20021c 35080204
t0, 0x204
762646.273:s0c0:dbg : execute
: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200220 01000408
762646.274:s0c0:dbg : execute
: eJTAG-DMSEG: exec 0xff200224 00000000
0x00000000

mfc0

t0,

sw

t0,

sync
b
nop
mfc0

t0,

sw

t0,

sync
b
nop
lui

t0,

ori

t0,

lw

t1,

sw

t1,

sync
lui

t0,

ori

t0,

jr.hb
nop

t0

Stepping instructions
Assuming your core/VPEs stopped normally (that is, did not lock-up), try stepping a few
instructions using the step() command.

For example, on the microAptiv uP core, first we will turn down the logging level then step
several times:
>>> config('Log Level', 1)
>>> step()
status=single_stepped pc=0x80002224 status_bits=0x0080
0x80002224 ad040000
sw
a0, 0(t0)
>>> step()
status=single_stepped pc=0x80002228 status_bits=0x0080
0x80002228 ad050004
sw
a1, 4(t0)

If the target has booted normally then there may be no code loaded at the PC, producing nop
codes when you try to step.
>>> step()
status=single_stepped pc=0x80000004 status_bits=0x0080
0x80000004 00000000
nop
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Block read
The next stage is to try a block read, again using the word command. For example:
>>> word(0xA0000000,count=128)
0xa0000000 00000100 00010101 00000000
0xa0000010 00080002 00000001 8000221c
0xa0000020 00054174 70001001 00200034
0xa0000030 001c001f 70000003 0000ed60
0xa0000040 8000ed60 00000018 00000018
0xa0000050 00000008 00000001 00000000
0xa0000060 80000000 0000fef4 00010070
0xa0000070 00010000 00000000 00000000
0xa0000080 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa0000090 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa00000a0 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa00000b0 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa00000c0 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa00000d0 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa00000e0 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa00000f0 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa0000100 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa0000110 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa0000120 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa0000130 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa0000140 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa0000150 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa0000160 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa0000170 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa0000180 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa0000190 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa00001a0 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa00001b0 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa00001c0 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa00001d0 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa00001e0 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa00001f0 00000000 00000000 00000000

00000000
00000034
00280002
8000ed60
00000004
80000000
00000007
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
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................
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Block write
Following a successful block read, try a block write. This example is to uncached space
(kseg1)
>>> temp=word(0xA0000000,count=128)
>>> word(0xA0000000,temp,count=128)
0xa0000000 00000100 00010101 00000000
0xa0000010 00080002 00000001 8000221c
0xa0000020 00054174 70001001 00200034
0xa0000030 001c001f 70000003 0000ed60
0xa0000040 8000ed60 00000018 00000018
0xa0000050 00000008 00000001 00000000
0xa0000060 80000000 0000fef4 00010070
0xa0000070 00010000 00000000 00000000
0xa0000080 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa0000090 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa00000a0 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa00000b0 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa00000c0 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa00000d0 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa00000e0 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa00000f0 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa0000100 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa0000110 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa0000120 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa0000130 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa0000140 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa0000150 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa0000160 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa0000170 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa0000180 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa0000190 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa00001a0 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa00001b0 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa00001c0 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa00001d0 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa00001e0 00000000 00000000 00000000
0xa00001f0 00000000 00000000 00000000
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00000000
00000034
00280002
8000ed60
00000004
80000000
00000007
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
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00000000
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00000000
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There is a chance this could fail, the most obvious reason being the memory is not writable at
this address (if so pick an address that is writable).
Writing to fast transfer
By default, block writes use fast transfers (Fast Write). This requires loading a fast stub into
memory (by default at 0x80000000), locking this into the first two cache lines and then
restoring memory. There are various reasons why this could fail.
The first thing to try is to try the write again with fast transfers disabled (a reset may be
needed to recover from the earlier failed write). For example, using the config("Fast
Writes",0) command to turn off fast writes, then word() to attempt a write:
>>> config(“Fast Writes”,0)
Fast Writes = 0x0
Use fast mode transfers for block writes
>>> word(0xA0000000,temp,count=256)

If the write still fails then there is probably something wrong with the SoC design (at least
something on the bus external to the MIPS core where the write transaction is issued).
Enable 'Verbose Transactions' and 'Log Debug Instructions' configuration options and turn on
probe logging, this may help pinpoint where the write failed.
If the write worked with fast transfers disabled, we need to check if the fast transfer
stub load address is writeable. We need to be able to write the first 64-bytes at address
0x80000000.
If writing to the first 64-bytes at address 0x80000000 is not possible, the stub load address
can be configured to a different address using the configuration option 'Fast Monitor Address'.
For example:
>>> config("Fast Monitor Address", 0x90000000)
Fast Monitor Address = 0x90000000
Address to which fast transfer monitor is loaded to before it gets locked
into the cache, this must be a KSEG0 address

If writing to the first 64-bytes at address 0x80000000 is possible, or you have moved the
stub to a writeable address and Fast Writes are still failing, then try with the fast monitor not
locked into the cache (we leave it in RAM, note that this is not safe on multi-core SoCs when
the other cores are running).
We need to run and halt the core/VPE first to flush out the current fast monitor, then set the
configuration option to do the write. For example:
>>> go()
# run the
Running from 0x80009d28
status=running
>>> halt()
status=stopped
pc=0x8000ab18
0x8000ab18
27bdffd8
addiu
sp, sp, -40
>>> config("Lock Monitor in Cache",0)
0
>>> word(0xA0000000,temp,count=256)

core
# halt the core

# set confit to do the write
# perform the write

If this still fails, the problem is most likely an issue with the bus fabric of the SoC.
If it now works then there could be an issue with the caches in the system (note that for
systems with no I-cache the debug adapter will automatically switch to placing the debug
stub in RAM).
So we will re-load the stub into cache and then dump the cache to see if we can see the
monitor in the cache. For example:
>>> go()
Running from 0x8000ab18
status=running
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>>> halt()
status=stopped
pc=0x8000cc90
0x8000cc90
27a40018
addiu
a0, sp, 24
>>> config("Lock Monitor in Cache",1)
1
>>> word(0xA0000000,temp,count=256)
<snip>
>>> cachedump(instr,0,0x20)
Offset Set Way TagLo Word 0
Word 1
Word 2 Word 3
Word 4
Word 5 Word 6
Word 7
0000
000 0
0002a080 02028021 8e39d354 02602021 0320f809 02e02821 8ec3d350 3c048008
8c99d354 !...T.9.! `... .!(..P......<T
...0000
000 1
100000a0 8d4b0000 ad0b0000 051f0000 25080004 1509fffb 00000000 03e00408
00000000 ..K............%................
0000
000 2 000000a0 8d4b0000 ad0b0000 051f0000 25080004 1509fffb 00000000 03e00408 00000000
..K............%................
0000
000 3 0002c080 afb10024 0c00b75e afb00020 8fa30018 24020002 30630007 10620015 3c148007
$...^... ..........$..c0..b....<
0020
001 0 000000a0 8d0b0000 ad4b0000 055f0000 25080004 1509fffb 00000000 03e00408
0000000f ......K..._....%................
0020
001 1 0000c080 27bdffc8 afb00020 3c108007 96023b70 afb20028 24120001 afbf0034 afb40030
...' ......<p;..(......$4...0...
0020
001 2 100000a0 8d0b0000 ad4b0000 055f0000 25080004 1509fffb 00000000 03e00408 0000000f
......K..._....%................
0020
001 3 0002c080 9282d7a8 1440001a 3c028007 3c128007 8e42d7e4 1040000b 3c118000 00008021
......@....<...<..B...@....<!...
>>>

You should see the following line in one of the cache ways (which one is implementation
specific) at offset 0:
000000a0 8d4b0000 ad0b0000 051f0000 25080004 1509fffb 00000000 03e00408
00000000 ..K............%................

You should see this line in one of the cache ways at offset 0x20:
000000a0 8d0b0000 ad4b0000 055f0000 25080004 1509fffb 00000000 03e00408
0000000f ......K..._....%................

Note: These examples assumes your monitor load address is 0x80000000. If it is different
you would need to calculate the offset into the cache based on the address you used. If
you look at the example dump data, you can see the monitor actual appears twice in this
instance, but with a different tag value of 0x100000A0. This is because earlier the monitor
was moved to address 0x90000000, which maps to the same line, but the physical address in
the tag is different.
The 0xA0 in the lower byte of the TAG shows the line is valid and locked, If you cannot see
this data there may be a fault with your cache rams.
If you have got this far, it looks like basic target communications are OK and you can spend
some time using Codescape Console to do some real debugging. You can load elf files, set
breakpoints, and single step etc.
Codescape Console only performs the commands submitted by the user and is less intrusive
than Codescape Debugger which performs additional memory reads to make debugging
faster. This additional activity can cause failures when bringing-up new devices. Once you are
happy, move on to Stage 5 – Auto-detect with Codescape Debugger on page 84

Stage 4 - Read and Write example - Meta Target
This topic walks through how to check and carry out examination of Meta/UCC cores. It
assumes that you are connected to the target via a probe and Codescape Debugger.
The walkthrough is in multiple stages:
• Examine the probe info log
• Turn off logging and look at registers
• Read memory
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• Write memory
• Common reasons for failures
Examine the probe info log
We start by outputting the probe info log to a text file and examining the contents. The
logfile is produced by the logfile('DA Info Log', filename='<outputlogfilename>')
command.
For example:
>>> logfile('DA Info Log', filename='meta-logfile.text')
C:\Python27\Scripts\meta-logfile.text

There is a wealth of information provide in this initial connection log, first start by checking
the IMG JTAG PnP data to see that it matches your expectations and what has been specified
in the img2_jtag_pack.vhd file for your design. Then for each core in the system look for a
line containing the text:
<info> : target_reset_and_startup : Debug support enabled.

If ‘debug support enable’ failed for any cores, the debug adapter will mark those cores as
'off-line' and no debug can be performed. This usually occurs because the core is powered off
or it has its clock gated off.
For systems which have the IMG JTAG Control register, the debug adapter will set the 'force
availability' bits. These signals should be wired to the SoC's clock/power controller and should
be used to power-up and clock the core when asserted. Check your design in this area to
ensure this functionality works.
If all cores appeared ok, the next stage is to turn off logging and look at registers.
Turn off logging and look at registers
Start by using the logging(probe,0) command to turn off logging.
>>> logging(probe, 0)
probe off

Then for each core, use the device(<corename>) command to target the core and
the regs() command to display information on the registers for that core. Using the
device(<corename>) first ensures that register information is only displayed for that core.
For example:

>>> device(core0)
s0c0 - meta
>>> regs()
D0Re0 =
20900574
D0Ar6 =
00000000
D0Ar4 =
FC00002C
D0Ar2 =
00000000
D0FrT =
208818E0
D0.5 =
00000008
D0.6 =
00000000
D0.7 =
00000000
TXENABLE = 02010032
PC
=
00000000

D1Re0
D1Ar5
D1Ar3
D1Ar1
D1RtP
D1.5
D1.6
D1.7

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
209000A8
20901F40
00000000
20901F50

A0StP
A0FrP
A0.2
A0.3

=
=
=
=

208818E8
208818E0
8200A8B8
8200A8F8

PCX

=

00000000 TXSTATUS =

TXRPT
TXTIMER

=
=

00000000 TXBPOBITS = 00000000
0044C3BC TXTIMERI = 0044C872

= 00000000 TXMASK
= 00000000 TXMASKI

= 00000000 TXPOLL
= 00000000 TXPOLLI

= 00000000
= 00000000

TXCATCH0
TXCATCH1
TXCATCH2
TXCATCH3
>>>

=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=

TXAMAREG0
TXAMAREG1
TXAMAREG2
TXAMAREG3

080300FF
00000000
FF000000
00000000

TXCLKCTRL
TXDIVTIME
TXTACTCYC
TXIDLECYC

=
=
=
=

20880FB8
82001F50
00000020
20900000

00020000 znoc

TXSTAT
TXSTATI

00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000

A1GbP
A1LbP
A1.2
A1.3

01111111 TXDEFR
= 00000000
00000001 TXPRIVEXT = 00000000
00000000
00000000

If all expected registers are shown, with realistic values, then proceed to reading memory.
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Read memory
Now we will try and read some memory with the word(<address>,count=<countrange>)
command. We will try address 0x80000000 as this is valid core memory for most Meta cores.
For example:
>>> word(0x80000000,count=128)
0x80000000 afff1234 0e42c809 0e00c000
0x80000010 8400ca88 8602c821 8600c160
0x80000020 0d42c809 0d00c094 0942c809
0x80000030 0e42c809 0e20c00a 87c2c809
0x80000040 08029c18 0d820c02 0d020982
0x80000050 97d90882 a401c838 0dc2c809
0x80000060 0e42c809 2c06b082 0882a992
0x80000070 9d3397ff f8398081 b760a205
0x80000080 0d02c300 9834c234 aa25f839
0x80000090 9c229d45 80819d33 a205f839
0x800000a0 470cb760 09020d06 4794b720
0x800000b0 9b83c0d4 aa25f839 8c10e033
0x800000c0 80819d33 a205f839 0a028420
0x800000d0 09824614 09020d02 08820c82
0x800000e0 4514b760 458cb760 c0940d0a
0x800000f0 b7604414 0d024b0c 438cb740
0x80000100 4494b760 4b0cb760 b7400d06
0x80000110 b7609a69 c0744414 b7609a44
0x80000120 f8399a40 e033aa25 9d458c10
0x80000130 f8398081 b760a205 b7604414
0x80000140 09060d02 c0740cff f8399ab6
0x80000150 9d458c10 9d339c22 f8398081
0x80000160 b7604494 c00a490c 090a0d02
0x80000170 9a80c074 aa25f839 8c10e033
0x80000180 80819d33 a205f839 0902c821
0x80000190 f0080a06 c821a241 ca800a02
0x800001a0 7500aa01 f8399322 e033aa25
0x800001b0 9d339c22 f8398081 b760a205
0x800001c0 c018480c c2700d42 c0740942
0x800001d0 e033aa25 9d458c10 9d339c22
0x800001e0 8420a205 a1ada1aa 9891c034
0x800001f0 997bc1b4 9b4f9b3f 4c94b760

8402c821
9e439e83
0940c094
8780c14a
0c820902
0dc0c092
9ff3a48d
09824314
8c10e033
4694b760
0892c006
9c229d45
b760a21d
9858c0b4
b7609ae7
9a72c0b4
c0b4438c
c0744494
9d339c22
c00a488c
e033aa25
b760a205
08ff0c86
9c229d45
0900ca80
f2080a10
9d458c10
b7604b94
f839980b
f8398081
4c14b760
999ac0d4

4.....B.....!...
....!...`.....C.
..B.......B...@.
..B... .....J...
................
....8...........
..B....,........
..3...9...`..C..
....4.4.9.%.3...
E.".3...9...`..F
`..G.... ..G....
....9.%.3...E.".
3...9... .....`.
.F............X.
`..E`..E......`.
.D`..K..@..C..r.
`..D`..K..@..C..
i.`..Dt.D.`..Dt.
@.9.%.3...E.".3.
..9...`..D`..H..
......t...9.%.3.
..E.".3...9...`.
.D`..I..........
t...9.%.3...E.".
3...9...!.......
....A.!.........
...u".9.%.3...E.
".3...9...`..K`.
.H..B.p.B.t...9.
%.3...E.".3...9.
.. .....4...`..L
..{.?.O.`..L....

If your core does not have that address, then use an address with some RAM. If your core
only has DDR and this requires setting up then skip the memory tests.
Write memory
Now we will try and write some memory with the word(<address>,<value>,
count=<countrange>) command. Since our read worked, we will first repeat the read and
store it in a tempory variable, then we will write that back into memory. For example:
>>> temp=word(0x80000000,count=128) # read memory and store in temp variable
>>> word(0x80000000,temp,count=128)
# write value of temp to memory
0x80000000 00000080 332032ca 86c3956f bdcc5ddf .....2 3o....]..
0x80000010 803a19dd 02045167 2cfa74f9 35203396 ..:.gQ...t.,.3 5
0x80000020 06363e62 80649c59 d112fb85 252b7121 b>6.Y.d.....!q+%
0x80000030 830407f0 51e16962 793feffe 377b3d97 ....bi.Q..?y.={7
0x80000040 1e80b62c 300c824e b233a731 b7b20c70 ,...N..01.3.p...
0x80000050 be03dbbb 0ec9aa87 ae241298 bbaf0ffb ..........$.....
0x80000060 adcf4325 3ea33764 e747ed6d 4f7f7fff %C..d7.>m.G....O
0x80000070 b426e8a1 17581d81 5dfaf9cf 1c773f3f ..&...X....]??w.
0x80000080 83e98350 89c9a640 a4af5be7 985e7c8d P...@....[...|^.
0x80000090 41cab72b c1a34a20 e06f8c3b e8cfadbd +..A J..;.o.....
0x800000a0 073add4e 82b26d08 f3f3a74c 18fd4de3 N.:..m..L....M..
0x800000b0 840a44b9 09cd8090 a8a8be5f 449cdf16 .D......_......D
0x800000c0 0572858b 3f8217b2 60b3bbc6 18c3b9d5 ..r....?...`....
0x800000d0 2427311d 18cad20c a9532bec 30deca58 .1'$.....+S.X..0
0x800000e0 9693dea4 2a8fef42 8fecb661 f6d7de9d ....B..*a.......
0x800000f0 e8e50a6e 3bf2d8c8 04274964 163dff7f n......;dI'...=.
0x80000100 ea3eae9f 0f09b664 c8d9eb65 1f55bb64 ..>.d...e...d.U.
0x80000110 45a34048 6074d8f5 91ccf4cc 53acfa47 H@.E..t`....G..S
0x80000120 09125998 cc308956 212bc6bf e11e1e1e .Y..V.0...+!....
0x80000130 d12001a1 75a38aaf 88dd67f2 b134fc8c .. ....u.g....4.
0x80000140 ae08e6a8 8179b10d 73cfb23b 8715ef16 ......y.;..s....
0x80000150 b1b79199 a76c8999 13c5624c fffb96b5 ......l.Lb......
0x80000160 871a0125 2f11228b 5b1fffc3 e358579b %...."./...[.WX.
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0x80000170
0x80000180
0x80000190
0x800001a0
0x800001b0
0x800001c0
0x800001d0
0x800001e0
0x800001f0

21d58976
637a2a5a
966411f2
62900875
edf03426
7572c365
dfdd9c67
12326683
d5ccad3e

3a5388c4
6d347469
d5bd5af0
022d3d20
191da7d8
1761232d
28588524
31e87b42
8a5e67af

dc2e5e91
6fe3792f
49fc5ae7
6cd5a1e8
3d9bdf56
331a74f7
012bf48a
eb74f6af
667dbdd6

93dd55bc
a5ded7ae
eeaf0460
0b8aef17
61397925
ae4750ef
0af55ebb
f75bafec
5eacb094

v..!..S:.^...U..
Z*zcit4m/y.o....
..d..Z...Z.I`...
u..b =-....l....
&4......V..=%y9a
e.ru-#a..t.3.PG.
g...$.X(..+..^..
.f2.B{.1..t...[.
>....g^...}f...^

Common reasons for failures
Common failures are caused by 'time out on debug port ready bit'. This means the debug
port is no longer responding to memory requests, usually this is because the external bus
has locked up for some reason preventing accesses from the debugger (and/or the core)
completing.
If these basic tests are working then more on to Stage 5 – Auto-detect with Codescape
Debugger on page 84
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Stage 5 – Auto-detect with Codescape Debugger
Describes how to check if Codescape Debugger can autodetect the target and diagnose
issues. Before connecting to your target with Codescape Debugger, you need an HSP
(Hardware Support Package) for your board. This is an XML file describing the memory and
register layout of your SoC/cores. Codescape Debugger provides default HSPs for all MIPS
and META cores, but be aware that the default memory layout in these files allows accesses
to the full address space of the cores.
Codescape Debugger can be intrusive in its caching of memory to optimize debug
performance for the user. For example, if you stop or reset your target and the stack pointer
is pointing at memory that is not configured, Codescape Debugger is likely to read a few KB
before the stack pointer (i.e. from 0xFFFFxxxx) and a few KB afterwards. On badly designed
SoCs, memory reads to invalid addresses can often lock the external bus and lock up the core
preventing debug requests from working. So the simple act of opening Codescape Debugger
without the correct HSP can cause it to lock up, yet the core may exhibit correct behaviour in
Codescape Console. This will only access memory locations that are explicitly requested.
For more information about working with HSPs see Board and Core Definition Files on page
55 and Worked example of an HSP file on page 61.
Once you have a good HSP, start Codescape Debugger and connect to your probe. The first
thing to do is check the correct HSP has loaded.
Go to Help > Diagnostics... then select 'Target > Scan Target Log'. Check that the filename
and path to the XML file is as expected.
Note: You can also check the tooltip for the target shown on the Target Pane.
If everything is well you should be able to view memory and registers, load programs and do
all the usual debug operations such as stepping/breakpoints/watchpoints etc.
Something to be aware of is that by default Codescape Debugger uses software breakpoints
for single-stepping. This requires re-writing the program’s instruction space, and so will not
work on read-only memory like ROM or flash. To step code in read-only memory you need
to switch to using 'Hardware Single Step'. This can be set right-clicking on the target in the
Target Pane and selecting 'Target Debug Options'.
If Codescape and the debug adapter are having problems communicating with your core,
your core may be marked as offline. You may get a 'Disconnected – attempting to reconnect
in Xs' message. This usually means that the debug adapter cannot talk to the target (not that
Codescape Debugger cannot talk to the debug adapter).
To try and diagnose the problem, first look at the Communcation Log between Codescape
Debugger and the debug adapter. This can be found in Help > Diagnostics > Codescape
Debugger > Comms Log.
Any errors in the Comms Log will be highlighted in red. Try to find the first failure and see
what the command was (or the previous command).
If it was a memory access check that the address range is valid for your target. Try using
Codescape Console to test accesses in that range in isolation and turn on debug features
described in Stage 4 - Target config with Codescape Console on page 72 to help diagnose
why the access is failing.
Also, while in the ‘Target Diagnostics’ dialog look at the 'DA Info Log' under 'Target' for clues
to the problem. Generally you want to try to isolate the command or access that failed and
then try to re-create it in Codescape Console.
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This section is intended to help you take advantage of JTAG debug capabilities while
investigating problems encountered developing systems based on MIPS Technologies’ cores.
Much of the section will deal with low level JTAG debug capabilities and the complexity of
debugging multi-threaded, multi-core coherent processing system. Most of the JTAG debug
features covered also apply to more basic systems.
For Warrior cores, such as the I6400 that use the OCI debug system and a dedicated Debug Unit
(DBU) see OCI debugging with a DBU Debug Monitor on page 105.
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Terminology and tools
This topic describes the terminology and tools used for investigating low-level ETJAG debug.

Terminology
An effort has been made to use terminology consistent with other MIPS documentation.
Below is a brief list of terms that will be used throughout this section.
MT-ASE (Multithreading Application Specific Extension)
MIPS ISA (Instruction set Architecture) specification for multi-threading.
TC (Thread Context)
Hardware resource to support non-privileged thread of execution. A simplified view of a
TC is that it is a set of GPRs (General Purpose Registers) and a PC (Program Counter).
VPE (Virtual Processing Element)
State beyond a TC required for privileged execution. A simplified view of a VPE is that it is
all of the state beyond a TC which an operating system expects of a MIPS processor.
CPU (Central Processing Unit)
What appears to software as an independent processor. This is a VPE with one or more
TCs bound to it on a core implementing the MT-ASE.
I$, D$, and L2$
Primary instruction and data caches and the unified level 2 cache
CPS (Coherent Processing System)
A cluster of cores and global logic capable of cache coherent operation.
CM (Coherence Manager)
Logic for maintaining cache coherence between cores in a coherent domain.
CPC (Cluster Power Controller)
Logic responsible for power-up, power-down, reset, and clock-off sequencing of individual
cores in a CPS.
GIC (Global Interrupt Controller)
Interrupt routing block for global interrupts, core local interrupts, and yield qualifiers in a
CPS implementing the MT-ASE.
Core
Processing element associated with a main execution pipeline.
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Core0

Core1

I$, D$, TLB Entries (sharable)

L2$

I$, D$, TLB Entries (sharable)
Memory

VPE0
(“cpu” 0)

VPE1
(“cpu” 1)

VPE2
(“cpu” 2)

VPE3
(“cpu” 3)

EJTAG
TAP

EJTAG
TAP

EJTAG
TAP

EJTAG
TAP

TC0

TC1

TC0

TC1

CM TAP
EJTAG Probe
GCR, GIC, CM, IOCU (optional), CPC

Figure 13: CPS resources (simplified)

Debugger-view-terms
The following terms will also be used as they relate to a debugger view of a target
system:
Device

Synonymous with “CPU” as described above. Note that the term “device”
is not used to refer to a CM with a TAP in this context.

Halted

A device which, under debugger control, is not executing non-debug
mode instructions.

Running

A device which the debugger is not preventing from executing non-debug
mode instructions.

Tools
These notes were developed using the following hardware and software tools:
• SP55E with firmware 2.0.0
• Codescape Console 8.4.2
Information in this section and the accompanying files may require modification when used
with other processors, boards, or tools. Device and tool behaviour may also change as new
versions add or enhance features.
These instructions assume you are familiar with the basic operation of the listed tools, and
that you have a functional development environment where you are able to build executables
and use Codescape Console to control your target system.
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MIPS Processor Basics
This section reviews some basics of MIPS ISA.

MIPS execution mode
There are four basic execution modes, each with their own level of privilege. Highest privilege
to lowest they are:
•
•
•
•

Debug-mode
Kernel-mode
Supervisor-mode
User-mode

Kernel mode execution has a few “levels” which share the same privilege but cause
significant changes to basic processor operation. The definitions below can be used to help
you determine in which mode you are executing. It can also help you understand what other
modes you may have been in recently.
Debug mode
CP0 Debug.DM == 1. This is the only mode able to access dseg (drseg and dmseg).
Kernel mode Error level
CP0 Status ERL == 1 AND not in any mode above.
Kernel mode Exception level
CP0 Status EXL == 1 AND not in any mode above.
Kernel mode
CP0 Status.KSU == 0 AND not any mode above.
Supervisor mode (optional)
CP0 Status.KSU == 1 AND not in any mode above.
User mode
Not any mode above.

ISA Mode
If a processor implements the microMIPS or MIPS16e ISA modes then an ISA mode bit
indicates that the alternate ISA (microMIPS or MIPS16e) is in effect.

Execution Location
The MIPS32 and MIPS64 ISAs do not have an explicit program counter register (the
microMIPS ISA includes a software visible PC accessed via the ADDIUPC instruction). Instead,
there are several CP0 (coprocessor 0) registers which act as exception/restart location
pointers. The ISA mode bit, on processors which implement the microMIPS or MIPS16e
ISA modes, is accessible via the LSB of these location counters. Branch-and-link based
instructions sequences can allow you to extract execution location if desired.
CP0 DEPC is set, on debug exception, to the address of the instruction killed by the debug
exception. Executing “deret” (debug exception return) will lead to resumed non-debug-mode
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execution at the address contained in DEPC. When you halt a device using JTAG debug tools
the reported PC is CP0 DEPC (with the ISA mode bit stripped). Codescape Console writes of
PC do affect the ISA mode.
CP0 ErrorEPC is set on taking an error level exception (reset or NMI) to the virtual address
of the instruction killed by the error level exception. ErrorEPC holds the address at which
to resume non-error- level execution upon executing “eret” (exception return.) ErrorEPC is
mainly used for error reporting. Boot code usually sets ErrorEPC to the location it wants to
start non-error-level execution at and then executes “eret”.
CP0 EPC is set on taking a non-error level exception to the virtual address of the instruction
killed by the non-errorlevel exception. EPC holds the address at which non-exception-level
execution will be resumed upon executing “eret”.
CP0 TCRestart is set on halting a TC to where execution will resume when the TC is issuable.
In this context “halted” is defined as cp0 TCHalt.Halt = 1 (not the “halted” debugger state).
TCRestart of non-halted TC is specified as UNSTABLE but likely contains a fetch location.
The microMIPS ISA includes a software visible “PC” accessed via the ADDIUPC instruction.

Exception cause
On taking a non-debug mode exception, a code indicating the cause of exception is stored in
cp0 Cause.ExcCode.
On taking an exception while executing in debug mode, a code indicating the cause of
exception is stored in cp0 Debug.DExcCode.
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JTAG debug features
An JTAG debug block is present in all MIPS cores. It contains support for things like hardware
and software breakpoints, hardware single-step, and a JTAG based debug TAP for debug
probe connection. JTAG debug resources are often controlled via high level debugger
commands. This topic gives a quick overview of underlying features.
PCSAMPLE
A feature allowing for non-intrusive reading of recently completed instruction addresses.
The PCSAMPLE TAP instruction selects the TAP data register “PCSAMPLE” which contains
an execution address and a flag indicating whether or not a new instruction has
completed since the last read of the PCSAMPLE TAP data register. Other fields may be
present if certain features are present and enabled (MT-ASE adds TC field, and EVA adds
K field). The PCSAMPLE feature has been enhanced to allow sampling of the load/store
addresses as well.
JTAG TAP
The optional JTAG TAP associated with an JTAG debug block used for communications with
an JTAG probe and debugger.
ECR (JTAG Control Register)
Shorthand for the JTAG TAP data register CONTROL.
DINT (Debug Interrupt)
An interrupt which causes a debug exception and entry into debug mode. There are 2
sources of DINT: the core interface signal SI_DINT, and the ECR.EjtagBrk bit.
DRSEG (Debug Register Segment)
A memory overlay, present only while executing in debug mode, that allows access to
registers controlling various JTAG debug features.
DMSEG (Debug Memory Segment)
A memory overlay, present only while in debug mode and ECR.ProbEn is set, that an
JTAG probe emulates by satisfying processor accesses (fetches, loads, and stores.) The
emulation is carried out via TAP data registers CONTROL, ADDRESS, and DATA.
Single-Step
A debug setting which will result in a debug exception after execution of a single nondebug mode instruction has completed. Branches and their delay slots, if executed,
execute atomically and result in 2 instructions completing in a single-step
Hardware Breakpoint
A hardware resource capable of detecting execution or data access at virtual addresses.
Software Breakpoint
The instruction “sdbbp” which causes a debug exception on execution. Debuggers will
temporarily replace an instruction of your program with this instruction on setting a
breakpoint in writeable memory. An “sdbbp” instruction never completes as it always
takes a debug exception.
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JTAG TAP Basics
Every TAP register access (also referred to as a “scan”) is a read-before-write operation. A
TAP register access captures (reads) a register value from the target and then that value is
serially shifted out to the tool as a new value is simultaneously shifted in. After all of the bits
of the register have been shifted the input value is updated (written.)
There are two main paths through an JTAG TAP state machine. One provides access to the
single, 5-bit instruction register and the other provides access to the currently selected data
register(s). Note that:
• There are several data registers of varying sizes.
• The TAP instructions ALL and FASTDATA select multiple TAP data registers.
Every TAP instruction access should result in the 5 bit binary value “00001” being read. Most
JTAG TAP instructions’ sole purpose is to select which data register is accessed during a data
scan. JTAG TAP instructions not intended to select specific TAP data registers will select the
BYPASS data register.
In a multi-device target system, the term “scan chain” is used to describe the serial (daisychained) set of TAPS which are read/written in a single scan.
ECR (JTAG Control Register)
The ECR (ECR (JTAG Control Register) is a shorthand for the JTAG TAP data register
named “CONTROL”)is the primary control and status register for JTAG TAP interaction. At a
minimum, you should be familiar with the following fields:
ECR.Rocc(bit 31)

Indicates that a reset has occurred (Only write as “0” when
acknowledging a reset).

ECR.PrAcc(bit 18)

Indicates that a processor access to dmseg is pending (Only write as
“0” when completing a dmseg access).

ECR.ProbEn(bit 15)

Set to enable dmseg overlay while in debug mode.

ECR.ProbTrap(bit 14)

Set to relocate the debug exception vector into dmseg at 0xff200200

ECR.DebugM(bit 3)

Indicates that a device is executing in debug mode.

Boot Mode: EJTAGBOOT vs NORMALBOOT
The EJTAGBOOT TAP instruction modifies the reset value of the ECR.ProbTrap, ECR.ProbEn,
and ECR.EjtagBrk, thereby changing device reset behavior. Subsequent soft resets will result
in a debug exception after release from reset . Any JTAG TAP reset will clear the EJTAGBOOT
indication as will sending a NORMALBOOT TAP instruction. Note that:
• EJTAGBOOT and NORMALBOOT TAP instructions do not cause a reset, they modify/restore
device reset behavior
• Often the TAP reset signal is not brought out of a device and is driven internally by poweron-reset circuitry.
• A warm target reset should not cause a TAP reset but a power-on-reset may.
A temporary JTAG specification “hole” allowed taking a debug exception on an EJTAGBOOT
indicated reset in place of a reset exception. Cores designed to that specification may suffer
the side effect of ErrorEPC not getting set on an EJTAGBOOT indicated reset.

Basic Codescape Console Commands
This is a very quick tour of some basic Codescape Console commands. They represent the
minimum set of commands you should be familiar with to start making effective use of the
debugger.
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Help
Get a full list of all Codescape Console commands by entering the command help() at the
Codescape Console prompt.
Get full information on any single command by entering help(<command>) at the Codescape
Console prompt. For example, enter help(jtagchain)
Get brief help by entering the name of the command, for example:

>>> probe
probe(identifier=None, ip_address='', force_disconnect=False, advanced_options={
}, args=None, verbose=True, _codescape=None)
Connect to a probe, or displays information about the current probe.
Named: quiet, verbose, veryverbose
[uncommitted] >>> help(probe)
probe(identifier=None, ip_address='', force_disconnect=False, advanced_options={
}, args=None, verbose=True, _codescape=None)
Connect to a probe, or displays information about the current probe.
The identifier should be of the following form
================
DA Type
================
DA-net
Local Simulator
Remote Imperas
Remote Simulator
================

====================================
Identifier Format
====================================
"DA-net 1"
"Simulator HTP221"
"RemoteImperas hostname:port"
"RemoteSimulator hostname:port"
====================================

If force_disconnect is True, and the probe is currently in use, then the
other user will be forcibly disconnected. This should be used with
consideration for others.
If the probe cannot be located using DNS, or UDP broadcast, then it may
be necessary to specify an IP address using `ip_address`.
`advanced_options` is a dictionary of options that are passed to the
comms layer. It is not normally necessary to use these.
If this command is to be used from a script you can also pass it the result
of the ``parse_startup_args`` function ::
with probe(args=parse_startup_args()):
startup()
Using this method will automatically accept the correct arguments from
Codescape Debugger when used as a Connect Script. When the script is called
as a Reset/Breakpoint/Run Script or Script Region then the correct probe
will be determined and Codescape Debugger will be prevented from accessing
the target for the duration of the with block. See the help page on
integrating for examples and more information.
The following named parameters can be used with this command:
===========
Parameter
===========
quiet
verbose
veryverbose
===========

=============
Equivalent To
=============
verbose=0
verbose=1
verbose=2
=============

Connect to probe and check status
The probe ID and current status can be checked with the probe() command, for example:
>>> probe()
Identifier
Firmware
Location
Mode
TCK Rate
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A connection to a probe can be made also using the probe("<probeid>") command, for
example:
>>> probe("sp0078")
Identifier SysProbe 00078
Firmware
2.0.0.0
Location
192.168.152.86
Mode
uncommitted
TCK Rate
31250kHz

Reset a probe with the reset() command, for example:
>>> reset(normalboot) # reset target with boot mode set to NORMALBOOT.
>>> reset(ejtagboot)# reset target with boot mode set to EJTAGBOOT.

Check the runstate using the runstate() command, for example:
>>> runstate()
status=running

Read and write registers
Registers can be read from and written to using the regs() command. Used with no
parameters, the command will provide a list of current registers and their contents. For
example:
>>> regs()
zero
a0
t0
t4
s0
s4
t8
gp
Hi
Status
Index
Context
EntryHi
Config
LLAddr
ITagLo
DTagLo

00000000
00BEBC20
9FC01DC0
00000000
000000FA
7D5DC44F
A5577499
800085F0

at
a1
t1
t5
s1
s5
t9
sp

FFBFFFFF
00000000
00000000
00001000
0000477D
503E3245
DAED1ABF
8007FFC0

v0
a2
t2
t6
s2
s6
k0
s8

0191C1D8
00000000
01000000
00000010
E2FC90EE
710DB807
00400005
8007FFC0

v1
a3
t3
t7
s3
s7
k1
ra

0191BFD8
00000000
00000001
00000004
B9B9A7C3
FCB3E13F
545DF04C
9FC01DEC

03640E38
00000000
00000001
1BAAE580
80038000
80240482
07D115E6
00000000
00000000

Lo
Cause
Random
PageMask
Compare
Config1
WatchLo0
IDataLo
DDataLo

E4892500
80800000
0000000C
00000000
FFFFFFFF
9E9B0D9A
E102C980
B1F48A36
B1F48A36

DEPC
EPC
EntryLo0
Wired
PRId
Config2
WatchHi0
IDataHi
DDataHi

80000000
9D00247C
00000000
00000000
00019E28
80000000
8074046F
00000000
00000000

pc
BadVAddr
EntryLo1
Count
ErrorEPC
Config3
Debug
PageGrain
TraceControl

80000000
55CB17FE
00000000
049A5449
9FC006D0
8022BD68
40128020
00000000
00000000

The contents of a specific register can be read by using the register name in the
regs('<registername>') command, for example:
>>> regs('pc')
0x80000000

The contents can also be written to using regs('<registername>',<value>) command, for
example:
>>> regs('pc',0x80000020)
0x80000020
>>> regs('pc')
0x80000020

Disassemble target memory
Disassemble target memory or arbitrary byte sequences with dasm('<registerid>') and
dasm_bytes('<registerid>','<bytes>') commands, for example:
>>> dasm('pc')
0x8000221c 3c088001
lui
t0, 0x8001
0x80002220 2508f5d0
addiu
t0, t0, -2608
0x80002224 ad040000
sw
a0, 0(t0)
0x80002228 ad050004
sw
a1, 4(t0)
>>> dasmbytes(0x8000221c, '\x3c\x08\x80\x01')
0x8000221c 3c088001
lui
t0, 0x8001
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Read and write a word of memory
Read and write a word of memory with the word() command (see also byte, halfword,
dump):
>>> word('pc')
0x3c088001
>>> word(0x80000000, count=4)
0x80000000 464c457f 00010101 00000000 00000000 .ELF............
>>> sum(word(0x80000000, count=4))
0x464d4680

Control target execution
Target state execution can be controlled with with go(), halt(), and step() commands.
Current execution status can be determined with the runstate() command.
Breakpoints can be set, cleared and listed with the bkpt() command.
For example:

>>> runstate()
#check current runstate
status=stopped pc=0x80000000
>>> bkpt(sethw, regs('pc') + 8) #set hardware breakpoint at pc + 8
== ========== ======= ==== ==== ======== ==========
ID Address
Enabled Type Data HW Index Action
== ========== ======= ==== ==== ======== ==========
-3 0x80000008 Enabled hw
None 1
breakpoint
== ========== ======= ==== ==== ======== ==========
>>> bkpt()
#bkpt with no parameters lists breakpoints
== ========== ======= ==== ==== ======== ==========
ID Address
Enabled Type Data HW Index Action
== ========== ======= ==== ==== ======== ==========
-3 0x80000008 Enabled hw
None 1
breakpoint
-2 0x80002234 Enabled hw
None 0
breakpoint
== ========== ======= ==== ==== ======== ==========
>>> go()
#run
Running from 0x80000000
status=hw_break pc=0x80000008 status_bits=0x8000
0x80000008 00000000
nop
>>> step()
#single step
status=single_stepped pc=0x8000000c status_bits=0x0080
0x8000000c 00000000
nop
>>> step()
status=single_stepped pc=0x80000010 status_bits=0x0080
0x80000010 00000000
nop
>>> bkpt(clear, 0x80000008)
#remove breakpoint from specific address
== ========== ======= ==== ==== ======== ==========
ID Address
Enabled Type Data HW Index Action
== ========== ======= ==== ==== ======== ==========
-2 0x80002234 Enabled hw
None 0
breakpoint
== ========== ======= ==== ==== ======== ==========

Low-level Scan Commands
There are many functions that perform JTAG scans to improve low level control and
visibility. They perform many of the same functions that the probe would normally perform
automatically, but by implementing them in Python, steps can be performed slowly and more
logging added to each intermediate stage.
To use these commands it is important to stop any asynchronous polling of target state and
put the probe in scanonly mode. This allows undisturbed low level scan chain interaction with
the target.
These commands are built on top of the low level TAP instruction and data scan commands
tapi() and tapd() in Codescape Console.

The probe can operate in one of three modes; scanonly, autodetect, and table.
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Mode

Description

uncommitted

The probe has just been reset and has not yet been assigned an operating
mode.

autodetected

The probe has auto detected the targets.

table

The probe had a table loaded and did not auto detect its targets.

scanonly

The probe is operating in scanonly mode, only JTAG commands are
allowed.

Note: The current mode can be checked by using the probe() command.
Scan state sequence
Initial state - uncommitted
The probe initially goes into an uncommitted state when reset, for example:
[s0c0v0] >>> reset(probe)
Identifier SysProbe 00078
Firmware
2.0.0.0
Location
192.168.152.86
Mode
uncommitted
TCK Rate
31250kHz
[uncommitted] >>>

Second mode after reset(probe)
The subsequent mode is determined by the first command called after a reset.

First Command

Mode

tap*/tapi/tapd/devtapi/devtapd,jtagchain,tcktest

scanonly

targetdata (when given a suitable table)

table

autodetect

autodetected

Note: Once initialised, the autodetect and table modes are the same, the only difference is
the method used to discover the connected target. If not specified the rest of this document
will refer to autodetect mode to mean either autodetect or table.
Certain commands do not affect the operating mode, for example:
• logging
• config
A subsequent tapi or tapd command (or a command that uses these) will then put the probe
into scanonly mode. Once in scanonly mode, certain commands will fail, for example:

Diagnosing Cache Problems
This topic describes how to investigate and diagnose cache issues.Codescape Console has
several commands for investigating caches.
Table 19: Cache commands

Command

Description

cacheinfo()

Displays information on the current cache configurations.

cachedump()

Shows the contents of the cache for a given address range.

cacheop()

Performs cache operations on specific cache lines.
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Command

Description

invalidate()

Invalidates an entire cache or all caches.

The first step is to get the probe into auto-detect mode. This can be done using the
autodetect() command, for example:
>>> autodetect()
Identifier SysProbe 00078
Firmware
2.0.0.0
Location
192.168.152.86
Mode
autodetected
TCK Rate
31250kHz

The cachedump() command takes parameters for the cache type, and starting and ending
byte index into the data array. It will also accept kseg0 or kseg1 virtual addresses and strip
them to data array byte offsets.
cachedump() displays all tag and line data for all cache ways in the specified range. The
tags are partially decoded and used to highlight cacheline data based on line state, whether
invalid, valid, dirty, or locked.
>>> cachedump(instr, 0, 0)
Offset Set Way TagHi
TagLo
Word 0
Word 1
Word 6
Word 7
0000
000 0
000006a0 00010080 04110002 00000000
3c08bd00 35087000 ...............!..... .!<...5.p.
0000
000 1
00000000 07fec080 afb3004c afb20048
8f93000c 8f990084 ...L...H...D...@................
0000
000 2
00000000 00000000 02402021 2442000c
8e050054 3c06000f .@ !$B...@..4..............T<...
0000
000 3
00000000 00000000 02002021 02a0f809
3c038720 2463000c .. !....$...$....B.d...<<.. $c..

Word 2

Word 3

Word 4

Word 5

8002b900 03e0e021 8fe90000 0120e021
afb10044 afb00040 afbc0010 8f92000c
0040f809 34059884 8e030000 8e02001c
241e0001 24020001 1642ff64 8fbf003c

The invalidate() command allows you to invalidate either instruction or data caches, or
both.
For example, to invalidate the instruction cache:
>>> invalidate(instr)

The cacheop() command can be used to invalidate specific cache lines, or to fill cache from a
given address.
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Debugging a Soft Hang
The term “soft hang” is used to denote situations where a processor is executing instructions
correctly but for some reason the target system is not making forward progress as intended.
Infinite loops, waiting on events that never happen, and sleeping without a wake condition
are examples of software hangs.
This topic describes how to investigate and debug soft hangs using Codescape Console and
JTAG.

Using PC Sample
The (optional) PCSAMPLE feature was added to the JTAG specification starting with version
3.00. If present and enabled it allows non-intrusive reading of a recently completed
instruction address and notes whether this instruction had completed after the last PCSAMPLE
read. Although the PCSAMPLE feature is not enabled in hardware out of reset (reading the
PCSAMPLE register before the feature is enabled will return unpredictable results), probes will
enable PCSAMPLE on connection. Once enabled, it will remain enabled until manually disabled
or the core is reset .
Note that:
• The PCSAMPLE feature is not enabled after a NORMALBOOT indicated reset.
• Some implementations of PCSAMPLE include the possible capture of load/store addresses.
• Check core errata if you see unexpected behavior relating to PCSAMPLE.
The example below shows use of the pcsamp() command to read the recently completed
instruction.
>>>go()
Running from 0x87fe7e5c
status=running
>>>pcsamp()
PC
New
87fee4e01
>>>pcsamp()
PC
New
87fee4e41
>>>pcsamp()
PC
New
87fee4e40

The pcsamp() command can be very helpful in detecting long stalls without disrupting target
state (since PCSAMPLE does not rely on debug mode execution of instructions on the core) .
If the PCSAMPLE New bit is seen cleared it will indicate that no instructions have completed
since the last read of the PCSAMPLE TAP data register.
This is different than reading the same pc twice in a row which can be seen in the two
instruction loop below.
>>>asm('pc', "b 0x%08x"%regs('pc')) # code a branch-self-nop loop into
memory.
0x87fe7e581000ffff
b
0x87fe7e58
>>> asm(None, 'nop')
0x87fe7e5c00000000
nop
>>> go()
Running from 0x87fe7e58
status=running
>>> jtagchain()
Bypass test found 1 tap
Determine IR lengths on scanchain and validating number of taps... [5]
>>> pcsamp()
PC New
87fe7e581
>>>pcsamp()
PC New
87fe7e581
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PCSAMPLE, once enabled, remains enabled even while while in debug mode. For a halted
device, recently completed instructions will likely have been executed from dmseg. For
example:
>>> halt()
status=stopped pc=0x87fe7e58
0x87fe7e581000ffff
b 0x87fe7e58
>>>pcsamp()
PC New
ff2002181

Note that early implementations of the PC Sample feature captured the address of the
instruction to complete AFTER the sample rate counter expired. This, combined with the
maximum PC sample rate of once every 32 cycles hindered use of this feature for debugging
hangs where instruction were not completing in the core pipeline (in this case you are only
able to read out the address of an instruction that completed within 32 cycles of the the
last instruction completed). This behavior has been enhanced but still may not return the
last instruction to complete if the core clock has been stopped, preventing availability of the
“most current” PCSample.

Using DINT
Debug of software hangs with an JTAG probe and compatible debugger is less intrusive than
NMI (not supported in Codescape Console). CP0 Status information is not clobbered and
you have free reign to view/modify system state and control execution including resuming
execution at the point it was interrupted or any other location. Use the “halt” command from
Codescape Console to cause a DINT and suspend execution of your target software (The cpu
will take a debug exception and continue executing debug mode instructions supplied by the
probe to accomplish any subsequent debugger commands). At this point you can inspect the
system state. If the problem is simple you may be able to use the debugger to modify system
state to get past the hang condition without rebuilding and reloading your code.
A MIPS device has two sources of DINT. One is the ECR.EjtagBrk bit. Debuggers which
support multi- core debug will likely use the ECR.EjtagBrk to manually halt individual devices.
For example:
>>>halt()status=stoppedpc=0x87fe7e5c0x87fe7e5c00431023
subu
v0, v0, v1

The other source is the core interface signal SI_DINT which is often driven by a cross-trigger
matrix or debug group logic. This monitors the JTAG probe interface signal DINT as well as
whether the device is in debug mode allowing automatic halting of a group of devices at the
same time.
DA-Net probes do not support asserting SI_DINT.
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Debugging a Hard Hang
Some system failures may result in the core no longer executing instructions. This is often
the result of an infinite pipeline stall due to a required handshake not completing (use the
Codescape Console pcsamp() command to detect long stall conditions). One fairly common
cause of infinite stalls seen in support cases is an incomplete bus transaction in the system
bus logic. Incomplete bus transactions often lead to a stall on execution of a sync instruction,
exhaustion of a buffering resource, waiting for load data which is needed but has not been
returned by the system, or some other load/store completion barrier.

'Halt' fails
Hard hangs are often accompanied by an inability of JTAG debug tools to “halt” the processor
and inspect target state. This is because most JTAG debug capabilities rely on the target
system being able to take a debug exception and correctly fetch and execute debug mode
instructions supplied by an JTAG probe or a target debug monitor. If this basic level of
functionality is unstable then debug operations will likely also be unstable. Often the easiest
way to recover from this type of situation, if the system is unable to detect and recover on its
own, is via a system reset.
Before resetting the target, however, see if you can determine the point at which the JTAG
tools stop making forward progress while attempting to halt the core as this can provide
valuable clues as to the nature of the hang.
Note: You may need to turn on logging using logging() or use the the low level scan
commands to get this very low level target and tool state.

Halt fails: CPU not taking DINT
A good indication that a device is not taking the debug interrupt asserted by “halt” is shown
in the ECR. If you see ECR.EjtagBrk set but ECR.DM cleared then there appears to be a DINT
source active but the device is not in debug mode. For example:
>>>halt()status=running
>>>tapecr()0x0000d000RoccPszResvVPEDDozeHaltPer
RstPRnWPrAccResvPrRstProbEnProbTrapIsaOnEjtagBrkResvDmResv0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0 0

There are a limited set of conditions which can prevent a core from taking a debug exception.
The most common are described below.
Core does not have power and clock
There is synchronization logic between the JTAG TAP TCK clock domain and a core’s clock
domain. If the core is not being clocked then information will not propagate between the
clock domains including setting ECR.EjtagBrk.
In a CPS which implements a CPC, the powering and clocking of individual cores is controlled
by a combination of static inputs, CPC state, coherent state, CPC commands, and whether or
not an JTAG probe has been detected since the last cold reset (CPC probe-mode.)
Most Malta/CoreFPGA5/6 programming files (bitfiles) are configured such that core0 is
powered & clocked out of reset and all other cores are not powered (power gating is not
actually implemented in the FPGA but isolation logic gives the same net effect and results in
a broken scan chain). To simplify debug, the CPC detects the presence of an JTAG probe and
enters “CPC probe-mode” which limits the lowest power state on a warm reset to “ClockOff”
thereby maintaining a functional scan chain through all of the JTAG TAPs.
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Another VPE on this core is in debug mode
A core implementing the MT-ASE executes single-threaded while in debug mode. If one
VPE on a core is in debug mode then another VPE on that same core will be unable to take
a debug exception until the first VPE leaves debug mode. SysProbe and DA-Net probes
implement independent VPE run control by not leaving a “halted” VPE in debug mode but
instead, offlining all tc bound to that VPE and exiting debug mode to allow continued debug
activity on either VPE.

Halt fails: CPU never accesses dmesg
There are a few possible explanations for never seeing an access to dmseg even though a
device’s ECR.DM indicates that the device has entered debug mode.
Debug Exception Vector was not in dmseg
An JTAG debug probe usually redirects the debug exception into dmseg by maintaining
ECR.ProbEn and ECR.ProbTrap set.
>>>tapecr()0x0000c000RoccPszResvVPEDDozeHaltPerRstPRnWPrAccResvPrRst
ProbEnProbTrapIsaOnEjtagBrkResvDmResv0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0 0

If a debug exception occurs while ECR.ProbEn or ECR.ProbTrap are cleared then the debug
exception vector is in target memory and will be handled by target memory and no access to
the dmseg will be seen (if ECR.ProbEn is set then a target resident debug exception handler
could access dmseg). The debug exception vector could be redirected back into dmseg via
DCR.RDVec and DebugVectorAddr registers in drseg.
Debug interrupts are blocked while in debug mode and do not cause debug mode reentry. If
debug mode execution is not resulting in accesses to dmseg then there is little which an JTAG
probe can do to gain control of the target short of a reset.
For example, use low level scan operations to write the value 0x80049000 to the ECR of the
running device. This will request a debug interrupt (ECR.EjtagBrk=1) but not redirect the
debug exception vector into dmseg (ECR.ProbTrap=0).
>>>jtagchain()Bypasstestfound1tapDetermineIRlengthsonscanchain and validatingnumberoftaps... [5]
>>>tapecr(0x80049000) # Signal a dint via
ECR.EjtagBrk but clear ECR.ProbTrap.0x0060c000RoccPszResvVPEDDozeHaltPerRstPRnWPrAccResv
PrRstProbEnProbTrapIsaOnEjtagBrkResvDmResv0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0 0

Remember that EJTAG TAP register accesses are read-before-write. The ECR value
0x0060c000above was read BEFORE the 0x80049000 was written. Perform the read again:
>>>tapecr()0x40048008RoccPszResvVPEDDozeHaltPerRstPRnWPrAccResvPrRst
ProbEnProbTrapIsaOnEjtagBrkResvDmResv0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1 0

At this point we can see that we are in debug mode but that no access to dmseg is pending
(ECR.PrAcc != 1.) Attempts to “halt” with an JTAG probe time out waiting for the target to
fetch code from dmseg and a reset may be necessary for the JTAG tools to regain control of
the target system (if you can get the target resident debug exception handler code to leave
debug mode then a reset will not be required).
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>>>halt()status=running
>>>runstate()status=running
>>>tapecr()0x0000c008RoccPszResvVPEDDozeHaltPerRstPRnWPrAccResvPrRst
ProbEnProbTrapIsaOnEjtagBrkResvDmResv0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1 0

Because the debugger had previously enabled the PCSAMPLE feature we can use pcsamp() to
determine whether the target is still completing new instructions.
>>>pcsamp()PC
New0x80045D081>>>pcsamp()PC
New0x80045C8C1

In this case the target debug exception handler appears to have never left debug mode.
Similar behaviour can be observed on attaching an JTAG probe to a target which is already in
debug mode.
Debug exception acting as a completion barrier
Some cores may take a debug exception and enter debug mode but not start fetching from
the debug exception vector in dmseg until outstanding bus transactions are completed. If
the target is unable to complete outstanding transactions the core may enter an infinite stall
condition in debug mode without having ever accessed dmseg.

Halt fails: CPU stops accessing dmesg
At other times a core may take a debug exception and start fetching and executing debug
mode instructions provided by the probe via dmseg but hang during the execution of those
instructions. If you are able to replicate the conditions just prior to the halt command failing
then you can use debugger logging to record debugger/target interaction associated with the
“halt” command” to help isolate the cause of the failure.
JTAG Instruction Logging
The debug adapter can be configured to log all dmseg instructions executed. This can be
helpful to diagnose difficult bus stalls.
>>>reset(ejtagboot)
>>>runstate()
status=stoppedpc=0x87fe7e5c
>>>bkpt(sethw, 0x87fe7e60)
=======================================Address
EnabledTypeData
HWIndex=======================================0x87fe7e60Enabledhw
0x000000000=======================================
>>>go()
Running from 0x87fe7e5cstatus=stoppedpc=0x87fe7e600x87fe7e600050102b
v0, v0, s0
>>>asm('pc', 'lb $k0, 0($k0)')
0x87fe7e60835a0000
lb
k0, 0(k0)
>>>bkpt(clear, all)
==============AddressEnabledTypeDataHWIndex=================
>>>regs('k0')0x87fabfb0
>>>regs('k0', 0xa0100000)
0xa0100000
>>>config("Log Debug Instructions", 1)
1
>>>config("Verbose Logging", 1)
1
>>>logging(probe, on)
probeon
>>>go()
Running from 0x87fe7e6068518.828:SoC X:Core 0 :<verbos>: resume
: resume-threads: 0x168518.828:SoC 0:Core 0 : <info> : run
: Run [thread0]68518.829:SoC 0:Core 0 :<verbos>: set_single_step

sltu
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: [thread0]68518.829:SoC 0:Core 0 :<verbos>: read_cp0_register
:68519.329:SoC 0:Core 0 :<error> : execute
: [thread0] TimeoutwaitingforPrACC68519.329:SoC 0:Core 0
: <info> : print_all_ecrs
: TAP0, ECR=0x0000c00068519.330:SoC X:Generic
:<except>: dispatch_cmd
: dbg::exceptionTimeoutwaitingforPrACC
>>>pcsamp()
PC
Newff2002141
>>>pcsamp()
PC
Newff2002140
>>>tapecr()
0x0000c000RoccPszResvVPEDDozeHaltPerRstPRnWPrAccResv
PrRstProbEnProbTrapIsaOnEjtagBrkResvDmResv0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0 0

To verify that the target was stalled we used the pcsamp() command to verify that the core
was not making forward progress, in fact in this case the target has stalled in dmseg, but the
ECR register shows that the core is not in debug mode (Dm == 0).
Custom Debug Exception Handler
Sometimes the ability to supply a simple custom debug exception handler can be of great
help in isolating debugger command failures.
>>>configuretap(0)
# select c0v0 for devtapi and devtapd
commands.
>>>tapecr()
# Read ECR0x4004c008RoccPszResvVPEDDozeHaltPerRstPRnWPrAcc
ResvPrRstProbEnProbTrapIsaOnEjtagBrkResvDmResv0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
>>>tapecr(0x8004d000)
# Set ECR.EjtagBrk to cause
dint0x4004c008RoccPszResvVPEDDozeHaltPerRstPRnWPrAcc
ResvPrRstProbEnProbTrapIsaOnEjtagBrkResvDmResv0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1 0
>>>tapecr()
# Read ECR0x4004c008RoccPszResvVPEDDozeHaltPerRstPRnWPrAccResvPrRst
ProbEnProbTrapIsaOnEjtagBrkResvDmResv0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1 0
>>>dmseg(ReadDEPC)
readof0xff20020400000000
nopreadof0xff2002084001c000
mfc0
at, c0_depcreadof0xff20020c40027801
mfc0
v0, c0_ebasereadof0xff2002103c03ff20
lui
v1, 0xff20readof0xff200214ac610000
sw
at, 0(v1)writeto0xff200000: dataaccepted0x87fe7e5cCP0DE
PCreadof0xff200218ac620004
sw
v0, 4(v1)writeto0xff200004: dataaccepted0x80000000CP0E
Basereadof0xff20021c34630200
ori
v1, v1, 0x200readof0xff20022000600008
jr
v1readof0xff20022400000000
nopSecondaccessseentodebugexceptionvector<done>.CP0DEPC
0x87fe7e5cCP0EBase0x80000000

In this case it looks like the simple debug exception handler specified in the ReadDEPC
dmseg() list runs to completion and shows that the instruction at 0x87fe7e5c took the debug
exception. Also note that this exception handler does not include any sync instructions.
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Try executing some of the other example debug exception handlers listed in the command
dmseg().
Manually satisfying accesses to dmseg
If even the most simple of custom debug exception handlers do not complete, you can use
tapi/tapd (or devtapi/devtapd) to manually interact with a core on a scan by scan basis.
>>>tapecr(0x8004d000)
0x4004c008RoccPszResvVPEDDozeHaltPerRstPRnWPrAccResvPrRstProbEnProbTrap
IsaOnEjtagBrkResvDmResv0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1 0
>>>tapecr()
0x4004c008RoccPszResvVPEDDozeHaltPerRstPRnWPrAccResvPrRstProbEnProbTrap
IsaOnEjtagBrkResvDmResv0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1 0
>>>devtapi(5, 0x8)
0x00000001
>>>devtapd(32, 0xdeadbeef)
0xff200200

Note that these last two commands (the selection of the ADDRESS register and the devtapd
to read/write the address register) could be more simply written using:
>>>tapaddress(0xdeadbeef)0xff200200

Debug through reset
If your device does not implement PDtrace and if it is unable to take a debug exception and
execute a debug handler then there is limited state which can be observed in the system.
Recovery from this state often requires a reset. On taking a reset exception some processor
state is updated but most remains unaffected and may be inspected after a reset to gain
insight into the failure which required a reset to recover.
CP0 ErrorEPC will be loaded with the address of the instruction killed by the reset exception.
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Debugging Multi-Core Coherent Processing Systems (CPS)
Some CPS components have a significant impact on system debug operations and deserve
special attention.

Cluster Power Controller (CPC)
The CPC manages power-up, clocking, reset, and power-down for individual core power
domains. The JTAG probe interface signal RST* is routed to the SI_CPCReset.

CPC Reset
There are two types of CPC reset. A CPC cold-reset is caused by assertion of SI_CPCReset
with CM_PwrOn_n also asserted. CPC cold reset should only be generated during initial
power-up of the CPS or as the result of a system power brown-out. If any core in a CPS is
powered-down then power domain isolation will break the scan chain and nearly all JTAG
probe debug capabilities.

Probe-Mode
Before any communication with a CPS, an JTAG probe should indicate its presence to the
CPC. This is done by entering CPC probe-mode via five rising edge TCK with TMS=1. CPC
probe-mode will cause the CPC to power-up cores which were powered-down and prevent
powering down any cores while in effect (cores that were already powered will see this as
a TAP reset). This is necessary to maintain a valid scan-chain through all power domains.
Probe-mode triggers power-up of all domains and causes any power-down requests to be
treated as clock-off requests ensuring a functional scan chain is maintained.
CPC probe-mode is cleared on a CPC cold-reset but survives a CPC warm-reset. For this
reason, assertion of the JTAG probe interface signal RST* should always generate a CPC
warm-reset. If JTAG probe RST* assertion resulted in a CPC cold-reset then power domain
isolation will break the scan chain. It is possible for software to disable CPC probe-mode
allowing devices to be powered down breaking the scan chain.

CPC DINT monitoring
The CPC monitors sources of DINT and will transition unclocked cores with an asserted DINT
to a clocked state thereby allowing debug mode execution. After leaving debug mode a core
will return to its previously programmed domain state. If debug tools are configured to halt
devices out of reset, which would be in power-down or clock-off in the absence of debug
tools, then it may be necessary to program the domain power state you would like them
to return to on leaving debug mode. Some devices do not have a 'previously programmed'
power state out of CPC reset. Many early CoreFPGA5 bitfiles did not correctly propagate DINT
from ECR.EjtagBrk into the CPC.
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This section describes how to use the debug monitor and Codescape Console to debug a 64-bit
multicore system with a Debug Unit (DBU).
Warrior cores, such as the I6400, use the OCI debug system and make use of a dedicated Debug
Unit (DBU) and debug monitor to pass debug commands and data to and from the core. See the
'MIPS OCI Cluster Debug Technical Reference Manual' for more information about the operation
of the DBU and debug monitor.
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Debug Unit (DBU) overview
Unlike previous MIPS multicore systems, OCI compliant devices have one tap per cluster of
cores. Each tap connects to a DBU which then uses a register bus (RB) to communicate to
the cores and for the cores to read from the DBU. The DBU has its own memory which is
mapped to the debug address range dseg, starting at 0xFFFFFFFFFF200000. This memory is
referred to as dmxseg.
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OCI Debug Monitor
The debug monitor is loaded into dmxseg prior to entering debug mode. This makes
debugging more efficient as we can send commands to the monitor in fewer operations than
the traditional method of hand feeding instructions using PrAcc.
Hand feeding instructions is still possible with global throttle turned on.

Debug Monitor - Global Throttle
The global throttle enable bit is found in the CONTROL JTAG register. When this is enabled,
accesses to dmxseg are suspended until acknowledged by the probe clearing PrAcc. Unlike
previous MIPS JTAG systems, instructions are written to a location in dmxseg instead of a
JTAG register.
The monitor runs with global throttle disabled which means that code executes normally on
entry to debug mode. In certain situations global throttle is used in combination with the
monitor to confirm a successful entry to debug mode or to step through monitor code. During
normal use you should not need to modify global throttle.

Debug Monitor - States
The debug monitor implements a state machine to allow it to run continuously, which is
controlled by the flags in the first word of the command buffer. These flags are called ‘ready’
and ‘busy’, they indicate the current monitor state:
Table 20: OCI Debug Monitor States

Ready

Busy

State

0

0

Monitor is idle and waiting for a command.

1

0

Command set up, waiting for the monitor to begin executing it.

1

1

Monitor is executing the command.

0

1

Command has finished, monitor is waiting for the probe to
acknowledge it.

Debug Monitor - Key components
The key areas of the monitor area are reviewed here. Note that Codescape Console hides
most of the implementation details.
Debug data
This structure is filled on entry to debug mode and written back to the real registers when
the VP resumes. It contains:
• A 64-bit value ‘scratch’ used to temporarily store registers whilst saving others.
• The PC as it was when the VP entered debug. If exceptions take place in debug mode,
DEPC itself may be modified but this is the value which will be restored.
• The debug entry level which shows how many times debug mode has been entered since
the last resume. This will generally be one and will increment after a debug mode re-entry.
• Saved values of r1 to r31, r0 omitted. When monitor commands operate on GP registers
they are actually using these values.
• Code scratch space where generated instructions are stored.
Note: r1 is also saved in DESAVE and one or both of these values are valid depending on the
situation. Commands will automatically return the valid copy.
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The debug data can be read directly at any point by using the read_monitor_debug_data
command (code scratch is included but not shown in the print output).
[scan_c0v0] >>> read_monitor_debug_data()
Scratch: 0x0
Debug Entry Level: 0x2
PC: 0xffffffffbfc00004
-Registersr01 : 0x0
<...>
r31 : 0x0

Note: A debug re-entry happens when an exception is taken whilst in debug mode. For
example, hitting a breakpoint inside of dmxseg would cause a re-entry, as would trying to
access invalid memory. Some exceptions trigger when the VP attempts to leave debug mode.
These also cause a re-entry but the monitor makes this process transparent to Codescape
Console.
Command buffer
The command buffer is where the current command and the monitor’s state can be found. To
read the whole buffer use the read_monitor_command_buffer command, or to read just the
details (contained in the first word) the command read_monitor_command.
[scan_c0v0] >>> read_monitor_command_buffer()
[0x43000a01, 0x2e0, 0x0, 0x1, 0xbfc00004, 0xffffffff, 0x0, 0x0]
[scan_c0v0] >>> read_monitor_command()
ready busy size type command
0
1
3
000a 01

Data buffer
The data buffer is used for inputs or results that exceed the 128 bits of free space in the
command buffer. This can be read with the read_monitor_data_buffer command.
[scan_c0v0] >>> read_monitor_data_buffer()
0xffffffffff201000 06400000 01000302 00000000 00000200 00000001
00000000 ..@.....................
0xffffffffff201018 1000fffe 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000
00000000 ........................
<...>

Command numbers
Each command type is assigned a number which is sent to the monitor and this number is
shown in the error message if a command fails.

Number

Command type

1

Read

2

Write

3

Read immediate

4

Write immediate

5

Resume

6

Cache op

7

TLB probe

8

Freeze

Note: An immediate read or write uses the command buffer for data storage and so is
limited to 128 bits of input or output.
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Response codes
If a command is successfully sent to the monitor but fails because it is malformed or causes
a re-entry, a non-zero response code is set. This code replaces the command number before
the monitor enters the state in which it waits for the probe to acknowledge the command.
The number and its meaning will be shown in the error message along with the value of the
Debug register ‘DExcCode’ field.

Number

Meaning

0

Success

1

Command caused a debug re-entry

2

Unknown command

3

Unknown type

Note: The type in ‘Unknown type’ refers to a combination of the memory type and size of
the access, not the command type.
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Connecting to OCI Debug Monitor
This topic describes how to connect to a SysProbe in scan only mode connected to a real
device. It then explains how to scan the device to discover cores and VPEs. The scan builds a
structure of high level objects to represent the VPEs in the system. They provide the higher
level methods for things such as reading memory blocks, reading registers and stopping the
VPE.
Once this as been done, you can use high-level commands or more low-level commands to
further investigate the target. See Using the Debug Monitor via high-level commands on page
111 and Using the Debug Monitor via low-level commands on page 113.
This topic assumes that you have Codescape Console installed and have opened a command
prompt.
1. Connect to a probe using the command CodescapeConsole "DBU sysprobe ####"
Where #### is the last non-zero digits from the serial number on the SP55Eand there is
a space between sysprobe and the ####.
2. Discover the cores and VPEs and set scan-only-mode using the command
dbuscandevices()
For example
CodescapeConsole "DBU sysprobe 67"
Welcome to Codescape Console 8.4.2.18. Enter help()<enter> for help
<tab> completion has been enabled.
Identifier DBU
Firmware
2.0.0.0
Location
Mode
uncommitted
TCK Rate
31250kHz
[uncommitted] >>> dbuscandevices()
scan_s0c0 - mips
scan_s0c0v0 - I6400-VPE0
scan_s0c0v1 - I6400-VPE1
scan_s0c1 - mips
scan_s0c1v0 - I6400-VPE0
scan_s0c1v1 - I6400-VPE1
[scan_s0c0v0] >>>
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Using the Debug Monitor via high-level commands
This section describes how to perform debug monitor interactions using high-level commands
directly from Codescape Console. Codescape Console allows users to use high level
commands such as regs(), word() and bkpt() without setting up the monitor themselves.

OCI High-level Debugging
During debugging you can use commands normally, except that the first command will load
the monitor and enter debug mode.
For example:
[scan_c0v0] >>> regs('pc')
0xffffffffbfc00004

The monitor is included with Codescape Console. After this initial delay the command will run
normally.
Note: Detecting whether the monitor is already loaded is done by using fixed identifier
and version number placed at the start of dmxseg. This is simply a check that some form of
monitor is present, it is not a validation of the data present. So in the case that the identifier
was overwritten the monitor would be reloaded, despite the other contents being the same
Returning to normal execution is done manually with the command go().
For example:

[scan_c0v0] >>> go()
Running from 0xffffffffbfc00004
status=running

The halt() command can also be used to enter debug mode.
For example:

[scan_s0c0v0] >>> halt()
status=halted_by_probe pc=0xffffffff8ff7d8c4
0xffffffff8ff7d8c4 90820014
lbu
v0, 20(a0)

OCI High-level Exceptions
If a monitor command causes an exception the monitor’s state will change normally but it will
set a non-zero response code.
In the example below a breakpoint has been set on a function within the monitor, this
triggers a re-entry to debug mode and hence the command fails. The monitor’s state will be
moved to idle as usual, but the last parameters are left in memory until the next command.
[scan_c0v0] >>> bkpt(set,
symbol('_Z17MakeCPInstructionjjjj'))================== ======= ==== ========== ========Address
Enabled Type Data
HW
Index================== ======= ==== ========== ========0xffffffffff200538 Enabled sw
0x3c020008 -1================== ======= ==== ========== ========
[scan_c0v0] >>> regs('debug')DebugMonitorError: Command failed with response code 1 - Command
triggered a re-entry to debug mode (DExcCode 9)
[scan_c0v0] >>> from mips.console.dbu_monitor import *
[scan_c0v0] >>> read_monitor_command()ready busy size type command0
0
3
000a
01
[scan_c0v0] >>> regs('pc')
0xffffffffbfc00004

OCI Incorrect States
In the case that the monitor is interrupted, by a reset for example, the flags may be left in
a non-idle state. This will result in a warning when doing anything that triggers a monitor
command. These flags will be reset automatically and the command will proceed as normal.
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For example:
[scan_c0v0] >>> regs('pc')
Warning: DBU monitor was not in the Idle state (ready=1 busy=1)

OCI Timeouts
A command may time out waiting for a response due to the absence of a monitor or the
monitor being in an incorrect state.
For example:
[scan_c0v0] >>> regs('pc')
DebugMonitorError: Timed out waiting for command (0x3, read immediate) to complete.
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Using the Debug Monitor via low-level commands
This section describes how to perform debug monitor interactions using low-level
commands directly from Codescape Console. Certain features of the monitor may not have
corresponding high level console commands at time of writing, or you may wish to avoid the
automatic handling of debug mode for some reason. For these purposes you can use the
underlying monitor functions.
Connect to the target as described here, Connecting to OCI Debug Monitor on page 110, for
high level usage. Then import the monitor functions and finally load the monitor as shown in
the example below:
[scan_c0v0] >>> from mips.console.dbu_monitor import *
[scan_c0v0] >>> load_monitor()

OCI Low-level Debug Mode
Enter Debug Mode using using enterdebug. This will detect the DBU style JTAG automatically
and defaults to global throttle being off. If you need to make sure you entered debug mode
correctly you can do the procedure shown in the example below.
[scan_s0c0v0] >>> enterdebug(global_throttle=True)
Numcores: 2
Setting Probeen and Probtrap
Reading vc control core 0 vc 0
Sending VC into debug mode
Core 0 VC 0 sent into debug mode
[scan_s0c0v0] >>> tapreg('control')
gt pracc rrb_reset dxerr rberr rb_buserr_occured dx_Size dx_fdcsize
1 1
0
0
0
0
1
0
[scan_s0c0v0] >>>

If debug mode was triggered correctly you should see global throttle in the CONTROL register
set to 1 and PrAcc (pracc) set to 1. This means that the VP is waiting for the JTAG interface
to acknowledge its request for (what should be) address 0xFFFFFFFFFF200200. This is the
debug entry point into dmxseg. For verification you can step the initial part of the monitor to
see what it is executing.
For example:
[scan_s0c0v0] >>> dbustep()
0xffffffffff2003fc 00000000
[scan_s0c0v0] >>>

nop

After doing that you can manually disable global throttle using dbuglobalthrottle(False)
and begin to run commands.
For example:
[scan_s0c0v0] >>> dbuglobalthrottle(False)
[scan_s0c0v0] >>> monitor_read_pc()
0x0
[scan_s0c0v0] >>>

In this mode you are responsible for managing whether you are in debug mode or not,
however you can still use the high level commands. For example runstate() will tell
you whether you are in debug mode. Also any command such as regs(), which does an
automatic stop, will know whether you are already in debug mode. From there you can use
monitor_resume() to exit debug mode.

In certain situations runstate won’t be able to read the current PC. In the example below, the
device has no monitor loaded so the PC shown is simply a place holder as we know from the
debug status register that we are not in debug mode but cannot read the PC at this time. It
will not load the monitor automatically unlike other commands.
[scan_c0v0] >>> enterdebug(global_throttle=True)
<...>
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[scan_c0v0] >>> runstate()
Debug monitor identifier is incorrect (0xffffffff), monitor may invalid or not loaded.
status=halted_by_probe pc=0x9c9c9c9c
[scan_c0v0] >>> regs('pc')
Debug monitor identifier is incorrect (0xffffffff), monitor may invalid or not loaded.
0xffffffffbfc00004
[scan_c0v0] >>> runstate()
status=halted_by_probe pc=0xffffffffbfc000044
[scan_c0v0] >>> monitor_resume()
[scan_c0v0] >>> runstate()
status=running

OCI Multiple VPE
Using the monitor_freeze and monitor_unfreeze commands you can have many VPs
in debug mode at once. The monitor only has one context to save registers so ‘freezing’ a
thread causes it to restore those values to its registers and then local throttle itself. This
allows another VP to go into debug mode and not overwrite the previous VP’s register state.
First use the dbuscandevices command to build a list of devices, then import the monitor
functions.
For example:
[scan_s0c0v0] >>> dbuscandevices()
scan_s0c0 - mips
scan_s0c0v0 - I6400-VPE0
scan_s0c0v1 - I6400-VPE1
scan_s0c1 - mips
scan_s0c1v0 - I6400-VPE0
scan_s0c1v1 - I6400-VPE1
[scan_s0c0v0] >>> from mips.console.dbu_monitor import *
[scan_s0c0v0] >>>

Then use the monitor_freeze and monitor_unfreeze commands. For example:
[scan_s0c0v0]
[scan_s0c0v0]
scan_s0c0v1 [scan_s0c0v1]
0x00002222
[scan_s0c0v1]
[scan_s0c0v1]
scan_s0c0v0 [scan_s0c0v0]
[scan_s0c0v0]
0x00001111
[scan_s0c0v0]
[scan_s0c0v0]
scan_s0c0v1 [scan_s0c0v1]
[scan_s0c0v1]
0x00002222

>>> monitor_freeze(0, 0)
>>> device(listdevices()[1])
I6400-VPE1 [scan_c0v1]
>>> regs('at', 0x2222)
>>> monitor_freeze(0, 1)
>>> device(listdevices()[0])
I6400-VPE0 [scan_c0v0]
>>> monitor_unfreeze(0, 0)
>>> regs('at')
>>> monitor_freeze(0, 0)
>>> device(listdevices()[1])
I6400-VPE1 [scan_c0v1]
>>> monitor_unfreeze(0, 1)
>>> regs('at')

This example shows freezing the first VPE and changing the value of 'at' on VPE2 without
affecting the first VPE.
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Codescape Console Debug Monitor Troubleshooting
Timed out waiting for command
The following error message may be seen after entering the regs('pc') command.
DebugMonitorError: Timed out waiting for command (0x3, read immediate) to complete.

This may have been due to the VPE being active or frozen. Check the status with the
cmdall(runstate) command, for example:
[scan_s0c0v0] >>> cmdall(runstate)
RuntimeError: One or more calls to runstate() failed:
scan_s0c0v0: DebugMonitorError: Timed out waiting for command (0x3, read immedia
te) to complete.
scan_s0c0v1: status=running
scan_s0c1v0: status=running
scan_s0c1v1: status=running

Unfreeze the VPE using the rbreg(‘vc_control_1’, coreID=n, vpeID=n, value=1)
command to write to the vc_control_1 register for the appropriate core and VPE. For
example, for Core 0, VPE 0:
[scan_s0c0v0] >>> rbreg(‘vc_control_1’, coreID=0, vpeID=0, value=1)

Timeout or unresponsive to all commands
If the target timeouts or is unresponsive to nearly all commands, it may need resetting.
1. Reset the probe with this command reset().
2. Reload the monitor with this command config('force reload monitor', 1) .
3. Issue an autodetect() command.

The prompt should change to [s0c0v0] >>> or similar, indicating the cores and VPEs have
been detected.
4. Re-connect to the Debug Monitor, see Connecting to OCI Debug Monitor on page 110
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8 Advanced Probe settings
This section describes how to configure the probe's behaviour. There are various settings to
control the probe's behavior. They are mainly used to increase logging of the probe's actions
to help diagnose target problems (usually at the expense of performance) or to help deal with
unusual targets.
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Configure probe settings
Probes can be configured either from Codescape Debugger, Python or Codescape Console.

Configuring probe settings from Codescape Debugger
The probe must be connected to a target and Codescape Debugger started and connected to
the probe.
1. Right-click on the probe name in the Target Pane
2. Select 'Configure Probe' from the menu.

Configuring probe settings from Python script or Interpreter
The following commands can be used from Python scripts or a Python Interpreter:
probe.GetDASettingList() # lists all available settings
probe.GetDASettingValue("Fast Writes") # read a setting
probe.SetDASettingValue("Fast Writes", 1) # enable a setting

Configuring probe settings from Codescape Console
The probe must be connected to a target and Codescape Console started and connected to
the probe.
List all available settings
List all settings with the config() command.

For example:

[uncommitted] >>> config()
===========Global==========
APB Timeout
0x64
Assert DINT
0x0
Assert nHardReset 0x1
Assert nTRST
0x1
Halt After Reset 0x0
JTAG Clock
0x1dcd650
JTAG Logging
0x0
Log Level
0x4
Polling
0x1
Post Reset Delay 0x0
Reset Duration
0x1f4
Reset on Connect 0x0
Reset Tap Too
0x1
Sampling Core Num 0x0
Sampling Duration 0x0
Sampling SoC Num 0x0
Sampling Threads 0x0
Timeout Scale
0x32
Log Address Jumps
Log Debug Instructions
Max FDC Channels
Monitor Command Timeout
PC Sample
Pracc Timeout
Print ECR on Timeout
Reset ACK Timeout
Stop Count in DM
Trace Clock Override
Trace Fast
Trace Timeout
Use 20bit Addr
Use Current ASID
Use ISPRAM
Using BEV overlay

===================MIPS==================
Allow FixedMap Accesses
0x0
Allow KUSEG Accesses
0x0
Allow Mapped Accesses
0x1
Disable Ints on HW Single Step 0x0
Disable MMU Checking
0x0
Disable trace on halt
0x1
Enter Debug Timeout
0x64
Fast Mon Cache Mode
0x0
Fast Monitor Address
0x80000000
Fast Reads
0x2
Fast Writes
0x1
Force Reload Monitor
0x0
FPGA Fast Read
0x1
FPGA Fast Write
0x1
GCR core other
0x0
Intrusive Trace
0x1
Lazy Freeze
0x1
Lock Monitor in Cache
0x1
0x0
0x0
0x0
0x1f4
0x1
0x1f4
0x1
0x1f4
0x1
0xc8
0x0
0x32
0x1
0x1
0x0
0x0

==============Meta=============
Allow Intrusive Debug
0x0
Allow RW in Wiggler Mode
0x0
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Core Reg Interlock
Core Reg Negotiate
DCL High Precision Mode
Debug Route
Force Availability
Force Debug Through Core
IMG JTAG v1.2
MCM Port Locking
MDBG Diagnostics Mode
Minim Translations
Per Thread Channels
Polling in Diagnostics Mode
TBI Stack Unwinding
[uncommitted] >>>

0x0
0x0
0x0
0x0
0x1
0x0
0x1
0x1
0x0
0x1
0x1
0x1
0x1

Read a setting
Read a current setting with the config("<settingname>") command.
For example:

[uncommitted] >>> config("Fast Writes")
Fast Writes = 0x1
Use fast mode transfers for block writes
[uncommitted] >>>

Write a new value to a setting
Writing a new value to a setting can also be done with the config("<settingname>",
<value>) command, by adding the value.
For example:

[uncommitted] >>> config("Fast Writes",0)
Fast Writes = 0x0
Use fast mode transfers for block writes
[uncommitted] >>> config("Fast Writes",1)
Fast Writes = 0x1
Use fast mode transfers for block writes
[uncommitted] >>> config("APB Timeout")
APB Timeout = 0x64
Timeout applied to debug transactions on devices which implement an APB
(parallel) debug bus.
[uncommitted] >>> config("APB Timeout", 0x32)
APB Timeout = 0x32
Timeout applied to debug transactions on devices which implement an APB
(parallel) debug bus.
[uncommitted] >>>
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cJTAG Protocol Support in probes
From firmware version 2.2.0.0, a subset of the cJTAG standard is supported by SP55E-HD
and SP55ET-HD probes. The support includes a configurable Online Access Code (OAC)
+ selection sequence of variable length to allow supporting the short and standard forms
detailed in the IEEE1149.7 Specification and OSCAN1 scan types for all JTAG transactions.
This implementation of cJTAG allows the SysProbe to connect to an in-SoC CLTAPC which
will then convert the OSCAN1 scan types back to standard 4 wire IEEE1149.1 JTAG scans for
connection to the embedded TAP controllers inside MIPS cores. An example implementation
of this is can be found in the MIPS M-Class core IP package.

Probe configuration items
The configuration items described here have been added to SysProbe firmware specifically to
support cJTAG.
Tap Protocol
This configures the serial protocol used by the probe. When auto is selected the protocol
is discovered during the tap topology discovery phase of the autodetect command. If the
tap topology for autodetect is supplied, protocol discovery will not occur and the protocol
will default to 4 wire. It is only possible to change tap protocol when in uncommitted or
scan-only modes.
Table 21: Tap Protocol supported values

ID

Value

Use

auto

0

(default) On an autodetect command the probe will attempt
to determine the TAP protocol, for scan-only and table-mode
normal 4wire JTAG is used.

jtag

1

Normal IEEE1194.1 4 wire JTAG.

cjtag

2

IEEE1149.7 (2 wire) compact JTAG (cJTAG)

swd

3

ARM, Serial Wire Debug (SWD)

icsp

4

Microchip, In Circuit Serial Programming (2 wire)

cJTAG OAC Length
Set the length of the cJTAG Online Activation Code. The short form is typically 12 bits, the
longer form is typically 36 bits. See the IEEE1149.7 spec for more details, and cJTAG OAC
Data 0/1 for the data values to use.
cJTAG OAC Data 0
Lower 32bits (or less depending on cJTAG OAC Length) of the cJTAG Online Activation
Code/Selection Sequence. The data is transmitted least significant bit first.
cJTAG OAC Data 1
Bits 63-32 (or less depending on cJTAG OAC Length) of the cJTAG Online Activation Code/
Selection Sequence. The data is transmitted least significant bit first.
Note: The defaults for the OAC settings are set correctly for the example CLTAPC supplied
by MIPS with M-Class cores.
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Example target interaction using cJTAG
The examples shown here are for a SysProbe connecting to an M5150 core. The interaction
is from a Codescape Console command prompt (see Basic Codescape Console Commands on
page 91 for information on using Codescape Console).
Autodetection of TAP protocol and target.
1. Set the tap protocol using the config command, for example:
[uncommitted] >>> config("tap protocol",0)
tap protocol = 0x0

2. Run auto detection using the autodetect command, for example:
[uncommitted] >>> autodetect()
Identifier SysProbe 00200
Firmware
2.1.0.10
Location
192.168.154.53
Mode
autodetected
TCK Rate
31250kHz

3. Check what device has been detected using the listdevices command, for
example:
[s0c0v0] >>> listdevices()
s0c0v0 - M5150

Autodetection with tap protocol set to 4-wire JTAG for a target supporting only
cJTAG
This is expected to fail, since the target should not respond as the probe
expects after we configure the probe for 4-wire JTAG.
1. First reset the target using the reset command, for example:
[s0c0v0] >>> reset(probe)
Identifier SysProbe 00200
Firmware
2.2.0.0
Location
192.168.154.53
Mode
uncommitted
TCK Rate
31250kHz

2. Set the tap protocol using the config command, for example:
[uncommitted] >>> config("tap protocol",1)
tap protocol = 0x1

3. Run auto detection using the autodetect command, for example:
[uncommitted] >>> autodetect()
Identifier SysProbe 00200
Firmware
2.1.0.10
Location
192.168.154.53
Mode
failed-autodetected
TCK Rate
31250kHz

4. Check what device has been detected using the listdevices command, for
example:
[failed-autodetection] >>> listdevices()
[failed-autodetection] >>>

Using low-level JTAG scans
1. First reset the target using the reset command, for example:
[s0c0v0] >>> reset(probe)
Identifier SysProbe 00200
Firmware
2.2.0.0
Location
192.168.154.53
Mode
uncommitted
TCK Rate
31250kHz

2. Set the tap protocol using the config command, for example:
[uncommitted] >>> config("tap protocol",0)
tap protocol = 0x0
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3. Detect the TAP chain using the jtagchain command, for example:
[uncommitted] >>> jtagchain()
[]

Now the probe is in a state for low-level JTAG scans.
4. Read the impcode register using the tapreg command, for example:
[tap 0 of 1] >>> tapreg(impcode)
<raw>
EJTAGVer R4kR3k DINTsup ASIDsize MIPS16e NoDMA Type TypeInfo MIPS64
a0404000 5
0
0
2
0
1
0
000
0
[tap 0 of 1] >>>
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Probe Global settings
These setting affect all cores and can be set before the target has been auto-detected or
setup.
Some commands apply only to a specific probe type. This is indicated next to the command
name where applicable.

Name

Type

Description

Default

DA-Netonly
JTAG Clock

DANetJtagClocks

Selects JTAG clock frequency, this must
be one of:
0 = 20MHz
1 = 10MHz
2 = 5MHz
3 = 2.5MHz
4 = 1.25MHz
5 = 625KHz
6 = 312KHz
7 = 156KHz.

20MHz

SysProbe only
JTAG Clock

int

Selects JTAG clock frequency in Hertz.

31250000

Halt After Reset

bool

When True on a HardReset an EJTAG
boot is performed. This stops the core
from running from the Boot Exception
Vector and goes straight into debug
mode. Codescape Debugger also
controls this option through the Halt After
Reset option in Target Debug Options.

false

SysProbe only
Log Level

int

Controls the level at which debug
messages get sent to the main log file
(info log) and live logging.

0

DA-net only
Verbose Logging

bool

Enables verbose logging, enabling this
gives a small reduction in performance

false

SysProbe only
Reset Duration

int

The time in ms that the nRESETOUT
signal is assert on hard reset

500

SysProbe only
Post Reset Delay

int

Time in ms to wait after a hard reset to
allow bootrom to run before attempting
any access from the probe

0

Reset on Connect

bool

Issue Hard Reset on probe connection.

false

SysProbe only
Reset Tap Too

bool

After a hard reset CPC systems need
a TAP reset to get the CPC into probe
mode, so it’ll power up all cores.

true

SysProbe only
Sampling Duration

int

The number of ms between statistical
profiling samples. If zero no statistical
profiling is performed.

0

SysProbe only
Sampling SoC Num

int

The soc index on which statistical profiling 0
samples should be collected.

SysProbe only
Sampling Core Num

int

The core index on which statistical
profiling samples should be collected.

0
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Name

Type

Description

Default

SysProbe only
Sampling Threads

int

A mask of the threads on which statistical 0
profiling samples should be collected. For
example 0b11 indicates threads 0 and 1.

SysProbe only
APB Timeout

int

Timeout applied to debug transactions
on devices which implement an APB
(parallel) debug bus.

100

SysProbe only
Assert DINT

bool

Override for the DINT Signal

false

Assert nHardReset

bool

Override for the nRESETOUT signal

true

Assert nTRST

bool

Override for the nTRST Signal

true

DA-Net only
Assert nTRST during
tap reset

bool

When set on a tap reset nTRST in assert true
then the JTAG state machine is walked to
the reset state then nTRST is released.
When cleared only a synchronous tap
reset is performed (walking state machine
to reset state).

JTAG Logging

bool

Enables logging of all JTAG scans,
false
causes significant performance
degradation and Codescape Debugger
will probably time out. This option should
only be used for debugging low level
JTAG scan issues in Codescape Console.

Polling

bool

Disable / Enable ALL background polling
of All targets

true

Timeout Scale

int

Controls the scaling factor for timeouts,
increasing this value increased the
probes timeout (at the risk of lack of
responsiveness on broken systems)
usually only needed by very slow targets
running on emulation platforms.
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Probe MIPS settings

This topic lists probe settings that apply to MIPS cores in target systems.

Name

Type

Description

Default

PC Sample

bool

Enable PC Sampling on connection

true

Allow FixedMap
Accesses

bool

With a Fixed Map MMU all mapped
accesses proceed with a simple address
translation, thus when enabled its easy to
lock up targets using this MMU if HSPs
have not been set correctly

false

Allow KUSEG
Accesses

bool

When Status ERL+EXL =1, USEG gets a false
1:1 mapping between virt and phys space
(ignoring MMU) if set probe accesses are
allowed to proceed in USEG in this state.

Allow Mapped
Accesses

bool

Allows access to mapped regions (eg
true
useg, kseg2/3) note access may still fail if
address not mapped in MMU

Disable MMU
Checking

bool

Prevent any checking of the MMU to see
if mapped accesses will work, risky to set
will cause exceptions in debug mode if
access not mapped

false

Fast Monitor Address

int

Address to which fast transfer monitor is
loaded to before it gets locked into the
cache, this must be a KSEG0 address

0x80000000

Use Current ASID

bool

Uses the current ASID in entryhi as this
true
is most likely the current running process,
for the ASID of the access, ignoring the
value from Codescape

Use ISPRAM

bool

Enables debugger handling of ISPRAM,
note ISPRAM setup is cached on setting
Use ISPRAM = 1, if ISPRAM setup is
changed this setting must be disabled
and re-enabled

false

DA-net only Post
Reset Delay

int

Time in ms to wait after a hard reset to
allow bootrom to run before attempting
any access from the probe

0

Reset ACK Timeout

int

The time in ms to wait for while
acknowledging Reset (waiting for Rocc)

500

DA-net only Reset
Duration

int

The time in ms that the nRESETOUT
signal is assert on hard reset

500

DA-net only CPC
Probe Mode

bool

After a hard reset CPC systems need
a TAP reset to get the CPC into probe
mode, so it will power up all cores

true

Disable Ints on HW
Single Step

bool

Disables interrupts on HardwareSingle
Step (so you don’t end up stepping into
interrupt handling code, e.g. a timer
interrupt).

false
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Name

Type

Description

Default

Disable trace on halt

bool

When set the probe disable trace
data collection on an unexpected halt
(breakpoint/single step etc).

true

DA-net only EJTAG
Boot All

bool

When False, a reset with ‘Halt after
Reset’ selected only applies the EJTAG
boot indication/instruction to the first tap
(ie c0v0). When True, all taps receive an
EJTAG boot instruction.

true

Enter Debug Timeout

int

The time in ms to wait while trying to get
the core into debug mode

100

DA-net only Guest
TLB

bool

Make TLB commands operate on the
guest TLB.

false

Max FDC Channels

int

Controls the number of channels (from 0)
which get mapped to DA virtual channels

0

Print ECR on Timeout bool

Prints the ECR of all TAPs in the system
including potentially non-MIPS taps,
hence this could be disturbing for nonMIPS taps.

true

Stop Count in DM

bool

Stops the count register from being
incremented when the CPU is in debug
mode.

true

Using BEV overlay

bool

When this option transitions from 0->1
false
the probe will re-cache the BEV overlay
settings. If user code reconfigures the
BEV overlay at runtime then this option
needs toggling so the probe can re-cache
the new settings.

Trace Fast

bool

Experimental option not for users.

false
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Probe Meta settings

This topic lists probe settings that apply to Meta cores in target systems, per core.

Name

Type

Description

Default

Allow Intrusive Debug bool

When set the probe will perform an
intrusive poll of the target whilst running,
this will have a slight impact on any
performance measurements which need
to be cycle accurate, But gives better
detection of a thread stopping or starting
outside of the probe's control.

false

Core Reg Interlock

bool

Take Lock2 when accessing TXXUXRXQ false
as part of sharing protocol (enable above)
set both of these if sharing

Core Reg Negotiate

bool

Use the soft locking / negotiation protocol
when sharing the register port with
another user (e.g. another thread or a
host via Slave port).

DCL High Precision
Mode

bool

Takes LOCK2 while DCL script is running, false
can help reduce jitter in performance
measurements

Debug Route

MetaDebugRoute

Force Availability

bool

When set the probe will always set the
force availability bit in the JTAG control
register

true

MCM Port Locking

bool

Use the Soft locking protocol to share the
MCM port with another user (e.g. another
thread or host via slave port)

true

MDBG Diagnostics
Mode

bool

Puts the Meta Debug Port in to
diagnostics mode, to allow postmortem
debug of a locked up system.

false

Minim Translations

bool

Disables the probe from performing minim true
translations on minim code addresses on
memory type 0.

Per Thread Channels

bool

Each Meta thread gets it own set of probe true
channels

Polling in Diagnostics
Mode

bool

When in debug port diagnostic mode this
disables polling of the ready bit during
debug transactions, clear it if the core is
very badly locked up, you may get some
state out if you are lucky

false

auto

true
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Name

Type

Description

TBI Stack Unwinding

bool

When Halt interrupts are enabled and
a target stops at a breakpoint (or due
to single-step) the state shown to the
user by the probe isn’t the actual state
of the target. When the target stops at
the breakpoint a halt interrupt fires and
we jump to TBIs halt interrupt handler
which see the halt as a breakpoint, so
turns off halt interrupts and executes
another switch instruction (breakpoint),
this happens in a function called
TBIUnexpectXXX(). The probe then
unwinds the stack to show the user the
original halt state. When this setting is
cleared you get to see the true state (ie
stopped at a switch in TBIUexpectXXX).

Default
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9 Hardware definition reference documentation
The information here is a general overview of the structure and syntax of hardware definition
files.
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Hardware Definition XML Elements
The information here is a general overview of the syntax used to describe the elements in
hardware definition files.

Hardware definition file Document element
The root element of the Hardware Definition XML data. All objects must have this element as
the outermost enclosing object.
<ioconfig>
<Board N="Board1"/>
<p N="Processor1"/>
<pl N="ProcessorLink1">
<src></src>
</pl>
<SoC N="SoC1"/>
<SoCLink N="SoCLink1">
<src></src>
</SoCLink>
<CoreID N="CoreID1">
<CoreIDValue>0x0000</CoreIDValue>
<src></src>
</CoreID>
</ioconfig>

This may contain child objects as specified below:

Child Name

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Quantity Allowed

Board

<Board N="name">...</Board>

Zero or more of this type

Processor

<p N="name">...</p>

Zero or more of this type

ProcessorLink

<pl N="name">...</pl>

Zero or more of this type

SoC

<SoC N="name">...</SoC>

Zero or more of this type

SoCLink

<SoCLink N="name">...</SoCLink>

Zero or more of this type

CoreID

<CoreID N="name">...</CoreID>

Zero or more of this type

Children, if any, should be grouped according to type and appear in the order shown in the
above list and the XML fragment above.

Hardware definition file Board element
Defines a Board
&lt;Board N="Board"&gt;
&lt;Taps&gt;0x00000000&lt;/Taps&gt;
&lt;SoC N="SoC1"/&gt;
&lt;settings N="Settings1"/&gt;
&lt;setting N="Setting1"/&gt;
&lt;/Board&gt;

The following attributes are defined for this object:

Attributes

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Description

Name

<Board N="object
name"> ...properties and child
objects... </Board>

The name of the item.

The following properties are defined for this object:
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Property

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Description

Number of Taps

<Taps> ... </Taps>

Number of test access ports.
A positive integer.

It may contain child objects as follows:

Child Name

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Quantity Allowed

SoC

<SoC N="name">...</SoC>

Zero or more of this type

SoCLink

<SoCLink N="name">...</SoCLink>

Zero or more of this type

Settings

<settings N="name">...</settings>

Zero or more of this type

Setting

<setting N="name">...</setting>

Zero or more of this type

Children, if any, should be grouped according to type and appear in the order shown in the
above list and the XML fragment above.

Hardware definition file SoC element
Defines a System on Chip. All the properties except Name are relevant to Meta processors
only.
<SoC N="SoC">
<JTagPosition>0x00000000</JTagPosition>
<IRLength>0x00000000</IRLength>
<JtagID>0x00000000</JtagID>
<J_IMG_ATTEN>0x00000000</J_IMG_ATTEN>
<TapType>0x00000000</TapType>
<J_IMG_STATUS>0x00000000</J_IMG_STATUS>
<J_IMG_CONTROL>0x00000000</J_IMG_CONTROL>
<CoreInfo N="CoreInfo1"/>
<settings N="Settings1"/>
<setting N="Setting1"/>
</SoC>

The following attributes are defined for this object:

Attributes

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Description

Name

<SoC N="object name"> ...properties and child
objects... </SoC>

The name of the item.

The following properties are defined for this object which must, if present, be in the order
shown:

Property

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Description

JTAG Position

<JTagPosition> ... </
JTagPosition>

Position of this item on the JTAG
scan chain.

TAP Instruction register length

<IRLength> ... </
IRLength>

The length of the TAP Instruction
Register in bits.

JTAG ID

<JtagID> ... </JtagID>

JTAG ID in hexadecimal.

JTAG Attention Instruction

<J_IMG_ATTEN> ... </
J_IMG_ATTEN>

JTAG Attention Instruction in
hexadecimal.

Tap Type

<TapType> ... </TapType>

Tap Type in hexadecimal.

JTAG Status Instruction

<J_IMG_STATUS> ... </
J_IMG_STATUS>

JTAG Status Instruction in
hexadecimal.
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Property

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Description

JTAG Control Instruction

<J_IMG_CONTROL> ... </
J_IMG_CONTROL>

JTAG Control Instruction in
hexadecimal.

It may contain child objects as follows:

Child Name

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Quantity Allowed

CoreInfo

<CoreInfo N="name">...</CoreInfo>

Zero or more of this type

Settings

<settings N="name">...</settings>

Zero or more of this type

Setting

<setting N="name">...</setting>

Zero or more of this type

Children, if any, should be grouped according to type and appear in the order shown in the
above list and the XML fragment above.

Hardware definition file CoreInfo element
The CoreInfo element defines a Core.
<CoreInfo N="CoreInfo">
<DAConfiguration N="DAConfiguration1">
<src></src>
</DAConfiguration>
<p N="Processor1"/>
<mt N="MemoryType1">
<mtv>0x00</mtv>
</mt>
<settings N="Settings1"/>
<setting N="Setting1"/>
</CoreInfo>

The following attributes are defined for this object:

Attributes

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Description

Name

<CoreInfo N="object
name"> ...properties and child
objects... </CoreInfo>

The name of the item.

It may contain child objects as follows:

Child Name

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Quantity Allowed

DAConfiguration

<DAConfiguration N="name">...</
DAConfiguration>

Zero or more of this type

Processor

<p N="name">...</p>

Zero or more of this type

ProcessorLink

<pl N="name">...</pl>

Zero or more of this type

MemoryType

<mt N="name">...</mt>

Zero or more of this type

Settings

<settings N="name">...</settings>

Zero or more of this type

Setting

<setting N="name">...</setting>

Zero or more of this type

Children, if any, should be grouped according to type and appear in the order shown in the
above list and the XML fragment above.

Hardware definition file DAConfiguration element
<DAConfiguration N="DAConfiguration">
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<src></src>
</DAConfiguration>

The following attributes are defined for this object:

Attributes

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Description

Name

<DAConfiguration N="object
name"> ...properties and child
objects... </DAConfiguration>

The name of the item.

The following properties are defined for this object:

Property

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Description

Source

<src> ... </src>

The path to a file for the
xml configuration file for
this object. This can be
an absolute path, or a
path relative to the main
prconfig.xml file.

Hardware definition file Processor element
<p N="Processor">
<mt N="MemoryType1">
<mtv>0x00</mtv>
</mt>
<m N="Module1"/>
<settings N="Settings1"/>
<d>This is a description of Processor</d>
</p>

The following attributes are defined for this object:

Attributes

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Description

Name

<p N="object name"> ...properties The name of the item.
and child objects... </p>

The following properties are defined for this object:

Property

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Description

Description

<d> ... </d>

A description of the item
which will appear as a tool
tip when the mouse passes
over the name of the item
in the Peripheral Region in
Codescape.

It may contain child objects as follows:

Child Name

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Quantity Allowed

MemoryType

<mt N="name">...</mt>

Zero or more of this type

Module

<m N="name">...</m>

Zero or more of this type

Settings

<settings N="name">...</settings>

Zero or more of this type

Children, if any, should be grouped according to type and appear in the order shown in the
above list and the XML fragment above.
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Hardware definition file MemoryType element
The Memory Types are used to identify the Codescape Debugger memory types that should
be used for memory spaces in a processor. There may be a single memory space for code,
data, and memory mapped registers, or on some platforms separate memory spaces.
For example, the Ensigma RPU has separate memory spaces for code, data and memory
mapped registers, whilst MIPS cores use a single address space. The value of a Memory Type
is an internal constant used between the debugger and the probe, to identify the memory
space, so users do not normally need to change these settings. The Memory Type value of
0, usually with the Memory Type name of "Ram" is appropriate for normally addressable
memory. A Memory Type may be implicitly dynamic, meaning that Codescape knows the size
and accessibility of address ranges within the address space; or it may be explicitly static
using the <static/> tag, which means that the memory type element should contain Memory
Block elements describing those address ranges that are readable, writable and cacheable by
the debugger.
A Memory Block may also configure the access size using the <sb/>, <sw/>, <sd/>, or
<sq/> tags (for 8-, 16-, 32-, and 64-bit access sizes respectively), but in practice the probe
ignores these accesses and performs the best access size for the comms and target type. In
general the <sd/> should be used.
<mt N="MemoryType">
<mtv>0x00</mtv>
<dynamic/>
<mb N="MemoryBlock1">
<s>0x00000000</s>
<en>0xffffffff</en>
</mb>
<d>This is a description of MemoryType</d>
</mt>

The following attributes are defined for this object:

Attributes

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Description

Name

<mt N="object
name"> ...properties and
child objects... </mt>

The name of the Memory Type.
This is used in Registers to
identify the Memory Type for the
Register.

The following properties are defined for this object which must, if present, be in the order
shown:
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Property

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Description

Memory Type Value

<mtv> ... </mtv>

A hex number read by the
debugger to identify the
Memory Type. This value
should not be altered without
consultation with Technical
Support

Memory Settings

<dynamic/> <static/>

Specifies whether the
memory is static or dynamic.
Only one of the XML items
may be present.
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Property

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Description

Description

<d> ... </d>

A description of the item
which will appear as a tool
tip when the mouse passes
over the name of the item in
the Peripheral Region in the
debugger.

It may contain child objects as follows:

Child Name

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Quantity Allowed

MemoryBlock

<mb N="name">...</mb>

Zero or more of this type

Children, if any, should be grouped according to type and appear in the order shown in the
above list and the XML fragment above.

Hardware definition file MemoryBlock element
<mb N="MemoryBlock">
<s>0x00000000</s>
<en>0xffffffff</en>
<sl/>
<rw/>
<timings>-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1</timings>
<shared N="SharedMemory1">
<s>0x00000000</s>
</shared>
<d>This is a description of MemoryBlock</d>
</mb>

The following attributes are defined for this object:

Attributes

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Description

Name

<mb N="object
name"> ...properties and
child objects... </mb>

The name of the item.

The following properties are defined for this object which must, if present, be in the order
shown:

Property

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Description

Start Address

<s> ... </s>

The start address in the memory
area of this block in hex which
must align on a boundary
according to the size of an
addressable element in this
memory block.

End Address

<en> ... </en>

The end address within the
memory area of this block in hex
such that the end address + 1
aligns on a boundary according
to the size of an addressable
element in this memory block.

Element Size

<sb/> <sq/> <sd/> <sw/>
<sl/>

The size in bytes of a individual
memory element. Only one of the
XML items may be present.
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Property

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Description

Access

<wo/> <ro/> <rw/>

Describes how the memory item
can be accessed. Only one of the
XML items may be present.

Cacheable

<cacheable/>

Indicates if the debugger can
cache this memory block. All
memory should be regarded as
cacheable unless it describes
registers or ports, in which case
the XML item is present.

Access Timings

<timings> ... </timings>

Timings for defined accessibility
of this memory block: a list of 10
integers separated by commas.

Description

<d> ... </d>

A description of the item which
will appear as a tool tip when the
mouse passes over the name of
the item in the Peripheral Region
in the debugger.

It may contain child objects as follows:

Child Name

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Quantity Allowed

SharedMemory

<shared N="name">...</
shared>

Zero or more of this type

Children, if any, should be grouped according to type and appear in the order shown in the
above list and the XML fragment above.

Hardware definition file SharedMemory element
<shared N="SharedMemory">
<s>0x00000000</s>
<d>This is a description of SharedMemory</d>
</shared>

The following attributes are defined for this object:

Attributes

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Description

Name

<shared N="object
name"> ...properties and child
objects... </shared>

The name of the item.

The following properties are defined for this object which must, if present, be in the order
shown:
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Property

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Description

Start Address

<s> ... </s>

The start address in the
memory area of this block
in hex which must align on
a boundary according to
the size of an addressable
element in this memory
block.
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Property

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Description

Description

<d> ... </d>

A description of the item
which will appear as a tool
tip when the mouse passes
over the name of the item in
the Peripheral Region in the
debugger.

Hardware definition file Module element
A Module is used for associating information about one or more devices, for example, a Bus
State Controller (BSC). Modules can contain:
<m N="Module">
<m N="Module1"/>
<r N="Register1"/>
<d>This is a description of Module</d>
</m>

The following attributes are defined for this object:

Attributes

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Description

Name

<m N="object name"> ...properties
and child objects... </m>

The name of the item.

The following properties are defined for this object:

Property

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Description

Description

<d> ... </d>

A description of the item which
will appear as a tool tip when the
mouse passes over the name of
the item in the Peripheral Region
in Codescape.

It may contain child objects as follows:

Child Name

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Quantity Allowed

Module

<m N="name">...</m>

Zero or more of this type

Register

<r N="name">...</r>

Zero or more of this type

Children, if any, should be grouped according to type and appear in the order shown in the
above list and the XML fragment above.

Hardware definition file Register element
Defines a processor, co-processor or memory mapped register.
<r N="Register">
<mtn></mtn>
<s>0x0</s>
<sl/>
<rw/>
<rm>0xffffffffffffffff</rm>
<wam>0xffffffffffffffff</wam>
<wom>0x00000000</wom>
<H/>
<timings>-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1</timings>
<f N="BitField1"/>
<d>This is a description of Register</d>
</r>
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The following attributes are defined for this object:

Attributes

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Description

Name

<r N="object name"> ...properties
and child objects... </r>

The name of the register that
is displayed in the Peripheral
Region in the debugger.

The following properties are defined for this object which must, if present, be in the order
shown:
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Property

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Description

Memory Type

<mtn> ... </mtn>

The memory type (class) to
which this register belongs.

Start Address

<s> ... </s>

The start address within the
memory type of this register.

Size

<sb/> <sq/> <sd/> <sw/> <sl/>

The size of the register. Only
one of the XML items may
be present.

Access

<wo/> <ro/> <rw/> <woc/> <roc/>

Describes how the register
can be accessed. Only one
of the XML items may be
present.

Read AND Mask

<rm> ... </rm>

Specifies a mask in hex to
bitwise AND against the
register value before the
value is displayed. (Default:
0xFFFFFFFF)

Write AND Mask

<wam> ... </wam>

Specifies a mask in hex to
bitwise AND against the
register value before the
value is written. (Default:
0xFFFFFFFF)

Write OR Mask

<wom> ... </wom>

Specifies a mask in hex
to bitwise OR against the
register value before the
value is written. (Default: 0)

Radix

<H/> <B/> <D/> <O/>

Specifies the format of the
item. Only one of the XML
items may be present.

Access Timings

<timings> ... </timings>

Timings for defined
accessibility of this memory
mapped register: a list of
10 integers separated by
commas.

Description

<d> ... </d>

A description of the item
which will appear as a tool
tip when the mouse passes
over the name of the item in
the Peripheral Region in the
debugger.
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It may contain child objects as follows:

Child Name

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Quantity Allowed

BitField

<f N="name">...</f>

Zero or more of this type

Children, if any, should be grouped according to type and appear in the order shown in the
above list and the XML fragment above.

Hardware definition file BitField element
A Bitfield is a specific number of bits in the register that can represent several different
values depending on how the bits are set. A Bitfield can be one specific bit from a register.
This bit can be combined with Bitfield Values to represent a boolean value.
An AND mask and shift is applied to extract the relevant bits.
<f N="BitField">
<dv>0x00000000</dv>
<fm>0x00000000</fm>
<H/>
<v N="BitFieldValue1"/>
<d>This is a description of BitField</d>
</f>

The following attributes are defined for this object:

Attributes

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Description

Name

<f N="object name"> ...properties
and child objects... </f>

The name of the Bitfield that
is displayed in the Peripheral
Region in the debugger.

The following properties are defined for this object which must, if present, be in the order
shown:

Property

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Description

Default

<dv> ... </dv>

Default bit field value in hex.

AND Mask

<fm> ... </fm>

Mask used to extract the
required bits of the field.

Shift

<sh> ... </sh>

The shift to be applied to the
bits after masking. Positive
for a left shift, negative for a
right shift.

Radix

<H/> <B/> <D/> <O/>

Specifies the format of the
item. Only one of the XML
items may be present.

Description

<d> ... </d>

A description of the item
which will appear as a tool
tip when the mouse passes
over the name of the item in
the Peripheral Region in the
debugger.

It may contain child objects as follows:
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Child Name

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Quantity Allowed

BitFieldValue

<v N="name">...</v>

Zero or more of this type

Children, if any, should be grouped according to type and appear in the order shown in the
above list and the XML fragment above.

Hardware definition file BitField Value element
<v N="BitFieldValue">
<x>0x0000000000000000</x>
<d>This is a description of BitFieldValue</d>
</v>

The following attributes are defined for this object:

Attributes

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Description

Name

<v N="object name"> ...properties
and child objects... </v>

The name of the item.

The following properties are defined for this object which must, if present, be in the order
shown:

Property

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Description

Value

<x> ... </x>

A hex value whose width in
bits is not greater than the
number of bits in the BitField
mask to which this value
belongs.

Description

<d> ... </d>

A description of the item
which will appear as a tool
tip when the mouse passes
over the name of the item
in the Peripheral Region in
Codescape.

Hardware definition file Settings element
Defines a collection of Setting or Settings objects
<settings N="Settings">
<setting N="Setting1"/>
<settings N="Settings1"/>
</settings>

The following attributes are defined for this object:

Attributes

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Description

Name

<settings N="object
name"> ...properties and child
objects... </settings>

The name of the item.

It may contain child objects as follows:
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Child Name

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Quantity Allowed

Setting

<setting N="name">...</setting>

Zero or more of this type
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Child Name

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Quantity Allowed

Settings

<settings N="name">...</settings>

Zero or more of this type

Children, if any, should be grouped according to type and appear in the order shown in the
above list and the XML fragment above.

Hardware definition file Setting element
Defines a single Setting. These are single-value string items not directly related to the
physical configuration of targets.
<setting N="Setting"/>

The following attributes are defined for this object:

Attributes

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Description

Name

<setting N="object
name"> ...properties and child
objects... </setting>

The name of the item.

The following properties are defined for this object:

Property

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Description

Value

<setting> ... </setting>

The value of this setting.

Hardware definition file ProcessorLink element
Defines a Processor link.
<pl N="ProcessorLink">
</pl>

<src></src>

The following attributes are defined for this object:

Attributes

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Description

Name

<pl N="object name"> ...properties
and child objects... </pl>

The name of the item.

The following properties are defined for this object:

Property

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Description

Source

<src> ... </src>

The path to a file for the
xml configuration file for
this object. This can be
an absolute path, or a
path relative to the main
prconfig.xml file.

Hardware definition file SoCLink element
Describes an SoC Link.
<SoCLink N="SoCLink">
</SoCLink>

<src></src>

The following attributes are defined for this object:
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Attributes

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Description

Name

<SoCLink N="object
name"> ...properties and child
objects... </SoCLink>

The name of the item.

The following properties are defined for this object:

Property

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Description

Source

<src> ... </src>

The path to a file for the
xml configuration file for
this object. This can be
an absolute path, or a
path relative to the main
prconfig.xml file.

Hardware definition file CoreID element
<CoreInfo N="CoreInfo">
<DAConfiguration N="DAConfiguration1">
<src></src>
</DAConfiguration>
<p N="Processor1"/>
<mt N="MemoryType1">
<mtv>0x00</mtv>
</mt>
<settings N="Settings1"/>
<setting N="Setting1"/>
</CoreInfo>

The following attributes are defined for this object:

Attributes

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Description

Name

<CoreID N="object
name"> ...properties and child
objects... </CoreID>

The name of the item.

The following properties are defined for this object which must, if present, be in the order
shown:
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Property

XML Tag(s) and Syntax

Description

Core ID Value

<CoreIDValue> ... </CoreIDValue>

The cores' id as an up to 4
digit hex integer.

Source

<src> ... </src>

The path to a file for the
xml configuration file for
this object. This can be
an absolute path, or a
path relative to the main
prconfig.xml file.
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Hardware Definition - the DTD
The DTD for the xml format is not validated at load time, this is so that the file format can be
extended without breaking backwards compatibility. However for reference the DTD that is
used is shown below:
<!ELEMENT ioconfig (Board, p, pl, SoC, SoCLink, CoreID)*>
<!ELEMENT Board ((Taps?), (SoC | SoCLink)+, (settings, setting)*)>
<!ATTLIST Board N CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT Taps (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT SoC ((JTagPosition?, IRLength?, JtagID?, J_IMG_ATTEN?, TapType?,
J_IMG_STATUS?,
J_IMG_CONTROL?), (CoreInfo)+, (settings, setting)*)>
<!ATTLIST SoC N CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT JTagPosition (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT IRLength (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT JtagID (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT J_IMG_ATTEN (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT TapType (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT J_IMG_STATUS
(#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT J_IMG_CONTROL(#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT CoreInfo (p | pl)?, (DAConfiguration)?, (mt, settings,setting)*>
<!ATTLIST CoreInfo N CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT DAConfiguration ((src))>
<!ATTLIST DAConfiguration N CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT src (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT p ((d?), (mt, m, settings)*)>
<!ATTLIST p N CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT d (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT mt ((mtv, (dynamic|static)?, d?), (mb)*)>
<!ATTLIST mt N CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT mtv (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT dynamic EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT static EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT mb ((s, en, (sb|sq|sd|sw|sl)?, (wo|ro|rw)?, cacheable?, timings?, d?),
(shared)*)>
<!ATTLIST mb N CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT s (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT en (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT sb EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT sq EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT sd EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT sw EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT sl EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT wo EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT ro EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT rw EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT cacheable (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT timings (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT shared ((s, d?))>
<!ATTLIST shared N CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT m ((d?), (m, r)*)>
<!ATTLIST m N CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT r ((mtn?, s?, (sb|sq|sd|sw|sl)?, (wo|ro|rw|woc|roc)?, rm?, wam?, wom?,
(H|B|D|O)?, timings?, d?), (f)*)>
<!ATTLIST r N CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT mtn (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT woc EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT roc EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT rm (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT wam (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT wom (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT H EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT B EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT D EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT O EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT f ((dv?, fm?, sh?, (H|B|D|O)?, d?), (v)*)>
<!ATTLIST f N CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT dv (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT fm (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT sh (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT v ((x?, d?))>
<!ATTLIST v N CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT x (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT settings (setting, settings)*>
<!ATTLIST settings N CDATA #REQUIRED>
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<!ELEMENT
<!ATTLIST
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ATTLIST
<!ELEMENT
<!ATTLIST
<!ELEMENT
<!ATTLIST
<!ELEMENT

setting ((setting?))>
setting N CDATA #REQUIRED>
setting (#PCDATA)>
pl ((src))>
pl N CDATA #REQUIRED>
SoCLink ((src))>
SoCLink N CDATA #REQUIRED>
CoreID ((CoreIDValue, src))>
CoreID N CDATA #REQUIRED>
CoreIDValue (#PCDATA)>
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